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ABSTRACT 

Investigations described in this dissertation found that cleavage at Xxx-Pro bonds 

depends upon the identity of the Xxx residue, and this finding is immediately applicable to 

improved peptide sequencing algorithms because enhanced cleavage was evident for Pro-

containing peptides when Xxx is His, Asp, Val, lie, or Leu, and reduced cleavage was 

evident when Xxx is Gly or Pro. 

A greater understanding of the mechanism of cleavage at Pro residues was gained in 

these studies. A non-Pro N-alkylated residue in a peptide directs cleavage C-terminal to the 

N-alkylated residue; this is dependent upon the conformation of the peptide as cleavage is 

directed N-terminal to the residue when the D-stereoisomer of the N-alkylated residue is 

substituted into the peptide. Cleavage rarely occurs C-terminal to Pro residues in peptides, 

presumably due to steric limitations that are imposed by the 5-membered ring and that hinder 

formation of necessary intermediates. Dramatically different gas-phase H/D exchange results 

observed for L-Pro-containing peptides after substitution with the D-stereoisomer of Pro in 

addition to evidence of Pro-cleavage dependence upon the residue preceding Pro and 

conformational dependence of cleavage of other N-alkylated residues leads us to conclude 

that the conformational turn in a peptide backbone and the steric limitations imposed by the 

Pro ring are the primary factors affecting cleavage at Pro. 

Fragmentation patterns of peptides containing Pro and other N-alkylated residues 

support a mechanism of bond cleavage that begins with protonation at a carbonyl oxygen 



rather than an amide nitrogen. Transfer of the ionizing proton (or its equivalent) to the C-

terminal fragment forms "b" ions which may be followed by the transfer of the hydrogen 

bound to the amide nitrogen N-terminal to the cleavage site for 'y ion formation. 

The types of experiments designed to investigate Pro-containing peptides also 

provided new results that answered questions about gas-phase structure of other peptides. 

Gas-phase H/D exchange of Arg-containing oligoalanines and their derivatives suggests that 

salt bridge structures may form for these 5-residue peptides. MS"* and gas-phase H/D 

exchange results of Augment ions from Asp-containing peptides suggest different "b" ion 

structures formed at Asp-Xxx and non-Asp cleavage positions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

1.1 Overview 

Mass spectrometry has gained importance as a tool for studies of biological molecules 

only since the 1980's, when techniques were developed to bring large biomolecules into the 

gas phase. One very important niche that has brought mass spectrometry into prominence 

worldwide is the identification of proteins. Mass spectrometry can be used to determine the 

mass-to-charge values of a whole protein, the constituent peptides generated by enzymatic 

digestion from the protein, or the fragments generated by tandem mass spectrometry from 

those peptides. These three experiments, while decreasing in mass/charge (proteins to 

peptides to fragments), increase in precision and the accurate identification of a protein. 

The success of mass spectrometry techniques in protein research is due to 

advancements in a number of fields including protein separation, mass spectrometric 

ionization methods and instrumentation, and bioinformatics. The combined efforts of 

researchers in these areas have transformed protein research because the analysis of proteins 

may now be done rapidly with high throughput, allowing the time and effort of biological 

researchers to be directed to important biologicd questions. Many of these advancements 

will be described in this Chapter in more detail, but an overview of how it all works together 

is provided in the next few pages. 
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Figure 1.1 Preparation of proteins for a mass spectrometry experiment. 

Proteins that have been extracted from cells of an organism, such as the yeast cells 

shown in Figure 1.1, are prepared for mass spectrometric analysis in two general ways. In 

the more commonly performed experiment the proteins are separated by 2-dimensional gel 

electrophoresis that separates proteins by their pi (x-axis) and molecular weight (y-axis) 

(Figure 1.1, top). The acrylamide gel piece containing a protein of interest may be cut from 

the gel and subjected to en^matic or chemical digestion to break the protein up into smaller 

pieces (peptides) that allows them to be separated from the gel material and sent on for 

analysis by mass spectrometry. Alternatively, in a more specialized technique all the proteins 

may be enzymatically or chemically digested as a whole and then introduced by 

chromatographic methods into a mass spectrometer for analysis (Figure 1.1, bottom). 
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These peptides produced from proteins may be analyzed by two general methods. 

Preparations that produced one to a few proteins may be analyzed by single stage mass 

analysis (MS) that determines the m/z of all components in the mixture. One method of 

single stage analysis is Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Time of Flight (MALDI/TOF) 

illustrated in Figure 1.2, where the peptides are spotted on a sample plate from which they 

are desorbed by a laser and travel through a tube for analysis by their time of flight. 

Sample 
• • 
• •' 

• • • • 
• • • • 

Standard 

MS 

Peptides MALDI 
plate 

Analyze all components 

Figure 1.2 Analysis of peptides by single-stage MALDI/TOF. 

A second general method is tandem mass analysis (MS-MS), which refers to the 

sequential coupling of multiple stages of analysis together. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the 

peptides from one protein or hundreds of proteins can be analyzed by tandem methods. The 

peptide mixture is passed through some type of liquid chromatographic system such as an 

HPLC or a packed capillary column which is directly coupled to a mass spectrometer and the 
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sample is introduced to the gas-phase by spraying the mixture (electrospray, ESI) into an 

orifice in the system. The tandem mass spectrometer is illustrated in Figure 1.3 (bottom), 

where the first stage of analysis (MS# I) is used to isolate a single rrv'z (a single peptide) and 

that peptide is then fragmented into components by collision with a gas (CID) or a surface 

(SID). The products of that dissociation are then analyzed in the second stage of analysis 

(MS#2) where the m/z of the fragments are measured. These two stages of analysis are 

sequentially performed for all the peptides that were in the original mixture. Tandem 

experiments provide the information that was acquired in the single-stage experiment (the 

m/z of each peptide of the mixture) as well as a wealth of information about each of those 

peptides (the m/z of each of the fragments that were formed by dissociation of the peptides). 

This structural information about each peptide may be used to more clearly identify the 

individual peptides. 

LC 
(HPLC or 

packed 
capillary) 

Peptides 

MS-MS 

• •  

MS#1 
Isolate 

Dissociate 
cm 
SID 

& « V *• 

MS#2 
Aaalyze 

Figure Analysis of peptides by tandem ESI/MS-MS methods 
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Figure 1.4 DNA is the template used to code for proteins, and 
sequenced DNA can be used to identify proteins extracted from 
organisms. 

The identification of a protein analyzed by either a single stage or tandem mass 

spectrometry experiment is accomplished by using the vast DNA and protein sequence 

databases that continue to grow worldwide. Figure 1.4 illustrates that DNA located in the 

cells of all organisms is the template used to produce proteins; when DNA has been 

sequenced for a particular organism, proteins that are found in cells can be identified even 

if the protein has not been isolated previously. The connection of mass spectral data to 

protein and DNA databases is an important area of bioinformatics, and the organization and 

utilization of the vast and complex databases has found many uses. 

The connection between DNA and proteins appezirs to be straightforward, but is 

actually complicated by modifications that occur within the organism such as glycosylation 

and phosphorylation that are not coded by DNA but are critical to the biological fimction. 

Mass spectrometric methods can be used to identify modified proteins and even to find the 
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location of modifications. The best way this can be done is by tandem methods because 

although single-stage analysis is rapid, it is not always successflil, and the information 

provided by peptide fragments is often necessary for protein identification. 

The goal of the body of work presented here is to improve the ability of researchers 

to predict the fragment ions that will be generated from the dissociation of a given peptide. 

An improved predictive model for peptide fragmentation may be applied directly to the 

identification of proteins because the state of the art methodology used today acquires protein 

models from genome data banks, convert those proteins to peptides and then to tandem mass 

spectra. Those spectra (many thousands) are then matched to an actual mass spectrum and 

identification is made. These analysis methods are automated and performed under high-

throughput conditions, and this makes the need for a clear understanding of how peptides 

fragment under conditions of varying composition and instrumental conditions critical. 
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1.2 Ionization Techniques Bring Large Biomolecules Into the Gas Phase 

Before the development of ionization techniques useful for biomolecules, only small 

organic molecules could be subjected to analysis by mass spectrometry. These small 

molecules were transferred into the gas-phase by thermal vaporization and ionized by 

electron impact ionization (EI) or chemical ionization (CI) in the gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) technique developed in the 1950'$.' Unfortunately, under GC-MS 

conditions biomolecules thermally decompose. 

It wasn't until the I980's and the development of fast atom bombardment ionization 

(FAB)~ (similar to liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry, LSIMS)^ that gas-phase analysis 

of large biomolecules began. FAB is still in use today, but the limited mass range (e.g. m/z 

3,000) and the requirement of the analyte added to a liquid matrix, introduced into the mass 

spectrometer through a vacuum lock and desorbed by a Cs* ion beam makes this a specialist 

technique. The introduction of ESI and MALDI®'^ (described below) in the late 1980's also 

prevented more extensive use of FAB, as these methods were quickly incorporated into 

conunercial instruments and have found widespread use among researchers worldwide. 

1.2.1 Electrospray Ionization (ESI) 

A particularly useful method for soluble proteins, peptides and other biomolecules 

is electrospray ionization (ESI).^-^ * This method may easily be coupled to HPLC or other 
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chromatographic systems as it requires a steady flow of solution through a small diameter 

needle. Potential applied to the solution (generally less then ±5 kV) versus the entrance 

capillary accomplishes two things, (I) an electrochemical process concentrates the desired 

(±) ions to the outer edges of the spray as it flows from the needle,' and (2) a potential field 

is created drawing the ions into the capillary of the mass spectrometer.'" Desolvation of the 

ions is accomplished by the application of heat and/or a counter current flow of gas, and the 

ions are concentrated as the surface charge density of the droplets exceed the Rayleigh 

stability limit, when electrostatic repulsion greater than the surface tension of the droplet 

causes it to explode to ever decreasing sized droplets." '^ ESI produces multiply charged 

species, with the number of charges in the gas phase similar to the number in solution;'^ and 

proteins of tens of thousands of mass units can be analyzed in an instrument with a limited 

mass range. For closed structures, such as globular proteins, the number of charge would 

correspond to the number of exposed basic sites on the protein surface" and by controlling 

solvent, temperature or other conditions an increase in charge state can be observed as 

additional protons are able to bind to the protein. 

1.2.2 Laser Desorption Ionization 

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI)^'^ is accomplished by 

impacting a laser beam (generally 337 nm UV wavelength nitrogen laser) into a co-

crystallized mixture of analyte and matrix material. When the laser strikes the matrix 
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crystals, the energy deposition is thought to cause rapid heating of the crystals brought about 

by matrix molecules emitting absorbed energy in the form of heat. Photoionization of the 

matrix also occurs. Ions are formed through gas-phase proton-transfer reactions in the 

expanding gas-phase plume with photoionized matrix molecules.'"* MALDI matrices that 

have been successful for the analysis of peptides and proteins include a-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid and 3,2-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycirmamic (sinapinic) acid. Once the 

laser desorbs analyte and matrix molecules into the gas phase, a high potential field (typically 

±30 kV) accelerates them into the analyzer. In most cases MALDI produces singly-charged 

molecules,^'and the I-IO nsec pulses of the laser make this an ideal ion source for Time-of-

Flight analyzers. 
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1.3 Mass Analyzers 

Concurrent with new ionization techniques have been improvements in mass 

anzilyzers, ofifering increased sensitivity, greater versatility, and in some cases reduced cost. 

The types of analyzers commonly in use today include quadrupole, ion trap, and time-of-

flight, with more costly sector and ion cyclotron resonance analyzers available to a more 

limited number of researchers. Great versatility has been demonstrated by linking together 

almost any conceivable combination of mass analyzers to achieve goals of individual 

researchers. The research presented in this dissertation includes experiments performed on 

Tandem-Quadrupole and Ion Trap analyzers. Linear quadrupole, quadrupole ion trap and 

time-of-flight analyzers are the analyzer types in use by the majority of protein researchers 

today, and are further described here. 

1.3.1 Quadrupole 

The first quadrupole instrument that found widespread use in mass spectrometers was 

the single quadrupole analyzer fironted by a gas chromatograph (GC/MS).' While this 

instrument was, and still is, a standard for the analysis of volatile organics, the versatility of 

this low-cost, easily maintained instrument was greatly increased when multiple analyzers 

were linked together. The commercially available triple quadrupole mass spectrometer 

(Q1I2Q3)' for example, consists of three quadrupole analyzers connected in series, where Q, 



and Qj perform mass selection and analysis, and q2 allows transmission of ions (in rf only 

mode) and is where reactions (typically dissociation) occur.'® Work presented here was 

performed on a custom built tandem quadrupole analyzer (Q1Q2), comparable to a triple-

quadrupole as Q, and Qj are separated by a region occupied by a surface, where surface-

induced-dissocation (SID) may be performed. The details of this instrument will be 

described in Chapter 2. In general, quadrupole analyzers separate ions by combining DC 

(variable voltage) and RP (constant frequency, variable amplitude) to four rods, where 

adjacent rods are of opposite polarity. At one constant ratio, a single m/z travels a successful 

path through the poles, while maintaining the ratio but increasing the magnitude allows 

stable trajectories for ions of increasing m/z, thus a mass range may be scanned. In the case 

of the tandem quadrupole/SID instrument, the ion of interest (parent ion) is isolated in Q, 

(trajectory stable for only one m/z), the parent ion is then dissociated by collision with a 

surface, and the fragments (daughter ions) and remaining parent ions are analyzed (scanned). 

1.3.2 Ion Trap 

The quadrupole ion trap consists of a hyberbolic ring electrode, and two hyperbolic 

end cap electrodes. Ions are focused into the ion trap using electrostatic lenses through a 

small holes in the end cap electrodes. Ions over a selected m/z are retained in the trap by 

controlling the RP of the ring electrode, and this trapping is optimized by damping their 

kinetic energy by collisions with helium background gas kept in the trap at a pressure of 10"^ 
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torr. Ions are detected by increasing the RF voltage amplitude, which sequentially 

destabilizes the trajectory of ions of increasing m/z and ejects them from the trap. Isolation 

of one particular m/z is accomplished by increasing the amplitude of the ring electrode rf so 

that all ions below the mass of the selected ion are ejected, and ions above the selected m/z 

are ejected by applying a supplementary rf voltage, whose frequency and amplitude is set 

just above the mass of the precursor, to the end cap electrodes. Reactions or dissociation 

of the selected ion may then be performed on the isolated ion. Subsequently, the resulting 

product ions may be scanned or MS" experiments performed by repeating the ion isolation 

and reaction stages.'^ '® An instrument modification to allow hydrogen/deuterium exchange 

reactions was made to the ion trap instrument at the University of Arizona's Mass 

Spectrometry Facility and will be described in Chapter 2. 

1.3.3 Time-of-Flight 

Time-of-Flight (TOP) mass analyzers measure the time it takes for an ion to move 

through a field-free region; thus time is related to its m/z ratio assuming a constant 

accelerating voltage. Incorporation of a reflectron (an ion mirror) into the drift tube increases 

the flight path of the ions while also correcting for kinetic energy differences among ions of 

the same m/z value. This adjustment occurs because the more energetic ions penetrate more 

deeply into ±e reflectron which allows the rest of the ion packet to "catch up"at the detector. 

One reason for the energy spread of ions is their acceleration through the gas-phase plume 
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created during desorption." Delayed extraction of ions from the ion source region has been 

found to improve both mass resolution and mass accuracy as the ions are focused into a more 

tightly arranged packet before acceleration into the drift tube."° 

Metastable decomposition of ions can occur in the field-free region of the flight tube, 

and these fragments can provide structural information and be observed through a post-

source decay (PSD) experiment.^'-^ These fragments have the same velocity (but different 

kinetic energies) and so fragments of higher m/z value will penetrate deeper into the 

reflectron and exit later than the fragments of lessor m/z value. Thus the reflectron is used 

to separate these fragment ions by observing very narrow m/z ranges in a stepwise 

experiment, with only the highest 15% of the mass range scarmed (with the selected ion as 

the highest mass in the range), followed by the highest 15% of the remaining mass range 

scanned, and so forth; with the incremental spectra "pieced" together to produce the final 

mass spectrum. 
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1.4 Dissociation Methods 

There are a variety of methods that may be used to activate an ion, adding sufficient 

internal energy to induce fragmentation. In most commercial instruments ions are activated 

by collisions with an inert gas (collision induced dissociation, CID)."''* Other activation 

methods include surface induced dissociation (SID),^'~' interaction with photons 

(photodissociation),^*-^' interaction with an electron beam (EID),^° interaction of multiply-

charged positive ions with low-energy electrons (electron-capture dissociation, ECD),^' and 

blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD).^"-^^ Dissociation methods used for 

experiments presented in this dissertation include CID and SID and are further described. 

1.4.1 Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID) 

Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID),^'"* also known as collision activated 

dissociation (CAD) is a widely used dissociation method. Collision of the ion with an inert 

gas converts translational energy into internal energy, thus activating the ion in preparation 

for unimolecular dissociation. In CID the internal energy deposited into the molecule can 

be varied by changing the collision energy, the target gas and/or the pressure of that gas in 

the collision cell. Activation for dissociation of the selected ion in the ion trap occurs by 

applying an RF resonance excitation voltage to the end cap electrodes to increase motion of 

the ion in the axial direction and cause more energetic collisions with the helium gas. 
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1.4.2 Surface-Induced Dissociation (SIE») 

Surface-Induced Dissociation (SDD)^'" while conceptually similar to CID, has some 

advantages. CID does not always provide enough internal energy to fragment large ions, 

however in SID a greater portion of the incident ion kinetic energy is converted to intemal 

energyIn addition, SID deposits a narrow distribution of intemal energy that can be 

easily controlled.^"*"^' Although a variety of processes occur when an ion collides with a 

surface, such as reactions with the surface and neutralization, dissociation is the major 

process that occurs for large ions such as peptides.''" 
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Mass spectrometry plays an important role in a variety of protein analysis strategies. 

The types of questions that can be answered include the mass of a protein, and how many 

proteins are isolated and their masses. If the gene corresponding to a protein has been 

previously determined and is available in a target database, mass spectrometry can find the 

identity of an isolated protein"*' or protein mixture."*^ Routine investigations can determine 

certain protein modifications (i.e. phosphorylation or glycosylation) to the protein and the 

specific amino acids modified,"^ while more comprehensive strategies can find differences 

in an organism's protein expression due to certain stress upon its environment."'^'''* By 

utilizing sequence homology and de novo sequencing techniques, mass spectrometry can also 

ascertain the sequence of previously unidentified proteins."*^ Specialized techniques allow 

mass spectrometers to provide researchers with information about protein tertiary structure,^ 

protein-protein interactions,"*'-'" protein-substrate interactions,®'-'" and even the spatial 

expression of proteins in tissue." '"* 

The major use of mass spectrometry in protein analysis is that of identification. Mass 

spectrometry can be used to determine the mass of an intact protein, but that may not be 

enough information to conclude its identity because the measured mass may deviate firom the 

mass of the constituent amino acids due to modifications. Thus the protein is usually 

subjected to enzymatic digestion which cleaves the protein into peptides at specific amino 

acids."-'® Determining the identity of these peptides is a superior means of determining the 
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known protein from which they originated and is more useful in finding homologeous 

sequences in related organisms to aid in identifying a previously unknown protein/^ 

Analysis strategies generally require the proteins from a tissue to be separated by 

electrophoretic gel techniques because hundreds to thousands of proteins may be expressed 

at any given time. Once separation is accomplished, the proteins are subjected to enzymatic 

digestion in situ to aid in their removal from the gel and those peptides are then analyzed. 

This results in the loss of the mass of the intact protein although the approximate mass and 

pi are known due to the protein's location on the 2-dimensional gel, which sepeirates based 

upon those two criteria. However the mass of an intact protein is clearly useful, and there 

are efforts to get that information, one of which is electroblotting to a membrane or direct 

analysis of the dehydrated gel slice by MALDI/TOF. The membrane or gel is affixed to a 

sample plate, treated with matrix material and the proteins are desorbed into the 

instrument.""^ 

1.5.1 Sample Preparation 

The preparation of samples for analysis by mass spectrometry is a critical component 

of a successful experiment. Protein preparations from biological samples are generally very 

dilute and usually contain buffers zmd detergents that can interfere with the analysis. 

2-Dimensional Gel Electrophoresis Electrophoresis of protein mixtures in 

polyacrylamide gels can resolve complex mixtures of proteins in two dimensions, separating 
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by isoelectric point and then by size.®' The protein spot, visualized on the gel most 

commonly by Coomosie Blue or Silver Stain methods are most commonly identified by mass 

spectrometric methods®^ which requires that the protein(s) be destained and enzymatically 

degraded into peptides in situ to simplify removal fi"ora the polyacrylamide gel matrix.^^^® 

The peptides can then be analyzed by peptide mass mapping (single stage) or tandem mass 

spectrometry techniques. Limitations of this method include discrimination against more 

hydrophobic membrane proteins, or proteins that are very acidic/basic or very large/small.®^ ®^ 

Although low abundance proteins may be undetected, that can be avoided by initially 

overloading 2D gel capacities®^ or by prefi^ctionating cell lysates prior to separation by 2-D 

electrophoresis.®® 

Sample prep for MALDI Analysis by MALDI requires that a small volume (1 ^L) 

containing both the sample and an excess of matrix materi£il be co-crystallized on the 

MALDI plate. Very dilute samples require concentration, which can be achieved by 

lyophilization with the risk of sample loss to the walls of the container and concentration of 

contaminants along with the sample. Fraction collection from reversed-phase HPLC can 

remove buffers, -salts, and contaminants; however the sample is ultimately collected into 

large volumes of solution relative to the 1 -2 jiL necessary for a MALDI experiment. Both 

sample clean-up and concentration can be achieved by absorbing the protein(s) or peptides 

onto micro-volume reversed-phase packing material, such as Millipore Ziptips, followed by 

elution into a small volume of liquid (solid phase extraction).®' ®* In cases of high-throughput 

analysis needs, MALDI is suited to robotic systems that may excise gel spots, perform 
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enzymatic digestion of the proteins, clean-up and concentrate the sample using micro-volume 

solid-phase extraction, and load the resulting peptides onto sample plates.®' ™ 

Sample prep for ESI The liquid requirements of ESI (solution sprayed to the 

entrance orifice of a mass spectrometer) make this an ideal source to couple directly to HPLC 

or capillary electrophoresis (CE) and both HPLC and CE clean-up and concentrate the 

analyte. Low flow-rate microcolumn techniques maximize sensitivity of analysis and 

microcolumns of 50-100 ^m have been developed^'-^ which require high flow-rates, 

followed by a split to reduce the flow rate to less than a ijUmin. Even greater sensitivity can 

be achieved by coupling micro-HPLC to a micro-electrospray source" or nano-electrospray 

source. Stop-flow techniques, used to optimize sample by allowing multiply-eluting 

peptides to be analyzed as the solution continues to be generated from the needle tip has been 

found to improve performance for the acquisition of mass spectral data from complex 

mixtures of peptides." 

Low flow-rate infusion of peptide mixtures maximizes the efficiency of an ESI 

source, and 4-1 OX improvement in sensitivity with 2-5X decrease in sample consumption 

has been demonstrated.'"* Incorporating pre-cleanup cillowed Wilm et al.'®-'® to achieve low 

nl/min flow rate so that 1-2 |j.L of solution may be analyzed for tens of minutes. 

Separation of peptides by CE provides very narrow bands of concentrated sample to 

the mass spectrometer and has been shown to achieve attomole levels of sensitivity.This 

method requires fast sciin speeds to detect the narrow bands that are optimized when 

separations are conducted at low pH, in columns derivatized to reverse the surface charge 
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(negative to positive).®'" Very small volumns are required for CE, requiring pre-

concentration of the sample prior to analysis." ®^ 

1.5.2 Single Stage Mass Spectrometry 

Single-stage mass spectrometry, which provides the m/z of the components of a 

solution without further investigation of structure, often provides enough information to 

identify a protein. 

Ladder sequencing The technique of sequence ladders, first used in the early I980's 

with carboxypeptidase Y used to remove the C-terminal residue of peptides," has been 

applied to MALDI/TOF analysis using carefully controlled enzymes^*^ or Edman 

degradation chemical cleavage with smdl amounts of chemical terminator added after each 

step.®® These methods, however, are limited by their requirement for nearly pure peptides. 

Peptide mass mapping The first thing a researcher wants to know after isolating a 

protein is whether the sequence is known. In 1993, five laboratories independently 

developed computer algorithms to search available DNA and protein databases to identify 

known proteins based upon the m/z of their peptides determined by mass spectrometry.*'"" 

Although these programs will be discussed in greater depth later in this chapter, in general 

they all match experimental m/z values with those predicted by theoretical enzymatic 

digestion of protein sequences from databases. This has become the primary method of 

identification of proteins separated by gels,*' and as the databases have grown in size so has 



the need for improved mass accuracy (10-50 ppm) and resolution (10,000-15,000) which are 

now possible due to the instrument improvements of delayed extraction and reflectrons to 

TOF analyzers.'"'^ Peptide mass mapping is also used to identify unknown proteins, as 

sequences are often conserved and the sequences of a protein from one organism may 

resemble partial sequences in a similar protein from another.'" 

1.5.3 Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

Timdem mass spectrometry (MS-MS) refers to the coupling of two stages of mass 

spectrometry together, separated by a dissociation event where the analyte molecule is 

fragmented into structure dependent fragment ions. These stages of mass spectrometry can 

be in space where dissociation occurs between the instnmients, or in time where a trapping 

instrument can perfomi all functions of the experiment in a single instrumental region. The 

first stage of the experiment is that of isolation, where the mass to charge ratio {m/z) of 

interest is allowed to pass through the analyzer while all other ions are discarded (in the case 

of du£il analyzer instruments), or it is isolated in a region while all other molecules are swept 

out (in the case of a trapping instrument). Dissociation of the selected ion is then 

accomplished by one of the methods previously discussed and the products and remaining 

selected ion are then analyzed in the second stage of mass spectrometry emd then detected. 

MS-MS methods have been used to identify whole proteins,''"'^ but sequence 

information gained this way is limited as proteins tend to fragment preferentially at only a 



few bonds. MS-MS methods are however, successfully used to identify the amino acid 

sequences of peptides. Peptide fragment ions are formed primarily by cleavage at the peptide 

bond and, depending upon the number of charges and location of basic residues, form 

fragment ions with charge retained on the N-terminal and/or C-terminal fragment.'® '^ At 

times, almost the entire sequence of a peptide may be determined from a series of fragment 

ions that appear in the spectrum and differ by one sequential amino acid residue, with the 

sequence determined by mass differences between the fragment ion peaks. 

Far greater confidence is gained by MS-MS analysis of peptides from proteins as 

compared to the single stage MS experiment because given a mass and knowledge of the 

enzyme used for cleavage, peptides from many proteins can match a particular peptide m/z, 

particularly when that peptide is relatively small. In a figure from work published by Fenyo 

et al.'°' it was shown that the number of proteins that contain a peptide just under 1,000 amu 

(with a mass error of 0.5 Da) is approximately 100 for Escherichia coli, hundreds for 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and well over 1,000 for Homo sapiens; while the number of 

possible proteins decrease significantly for peptides of higher mass (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5 Information content in the mass of a single tryptic peptide for E.coli (-4,000 
open reading frames), S. cerevisiae (~6,000 open reading frames) and H.sapiens 
(~ 100,000 open reading frames) at a mass accuracy of 0.5 Da. For S.cerevisiae, the 
number of proteins at every mass unit is shown together with a smooth curve fitted to 
the data. For E.coli and H.sapiens only the smooth fits are shown for clarity. (From Ref 
101) 



Sequence nomenclature The dissociation of a peptide ion by tandem mass 

spectrometric methods (CID, SID) produces fragment ions that have been studied by many 

researchers'® '®" to understand their mechanisms of formation and structure. A sequence 

nomenclature has developed'°^'°^ in which fragment ions are labeled "a", "b", "c", etc. when 

the charge is retained on the N-terminal fragment; and "x", "y", "z", etc. when the charge is 

retained on the C-terminal fragment. A subscript following the letter indicates the number 

of amino acid residues contained in the fragment ion (Scheme 1.1). Other fragment ions that 

may form include immonium ions, internal fragments, and "d" or "w" fragment ions that 

have lost portions of the amino acid side chain. Although the likely cleavage positions in 

peptides are predictable, the fragment ions types that appear in a spectrum vary due to 

peptide composition, i.e. when a basic residue is located at the N-terminus, the tandem mass 

spectrum is dominated by b-type ions, and if a basic residue is located at the C-terminus it 

is dominated by "y" ions.'® '' 
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Gas-phase ion-molecule reactions Another method to investigate gas-phase peptide 

or protein structure that complement dissociation studies are ion-molecule reactions, where 

an ion of interest undergoes reactions with a neutral molecule in the gas phase. Many 

neutrals may be used as probes with the greatest success reported for H/D exchange 

reactions. Contributing to the investigation of peptide'"^'"^and protein'"' gas-phase structure 

by H/D exchange are fundamental studies which investigate the mechanisms of the exchange 

process itself. 

Ion mobility The gas-phase geometries of a molecule may be directly probed by 

measurement of the ion's rate of movement through a buffer gas under the influence of an 

electric field."- The mobility of a polyatomic ion depends upon the average collision cross-

section, where an ion with a large cross section undergoes more collisions with the buffer gas 

and travels at a lesser rate than an ion with a small average cross-section. This technique has 

been used for the separation of isomeric compounds,"^ determination of aerosol particle size 

distribution,"" probing shape through studies of ion-molecule reactions"^ and resolving 

cluster ion isomers."® In addition, several research groups have used mobility methods to 

study the gas-phase conformation of peptides and small proteins. Bowers et al. resolved the 

structure of one isomer of bradykinin,'*^ which showed the charge self-solvated by the 

peptide; while Clemmer and Jarrold et al. have studied a variety of small proteins and the 

dynamics of protein folding.'*' ''* 
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1.6 Relevance of Proteomics: Mass Spectrometry in Tandem with Bioinformatics 

Proteome analysis refers to the new approach to the study of living things which 

allows the characterization of all the proteins expressed in an organism or cell at a particular 

time. This type of study is possible due to automated DNA sequencing that defines the entire 

genome of an organism and builds that information into a database that may then be later 

queried."' The typical proteome analysis includes recovery of "all" protein constituents, 

separation of those proteins and generation of data by mass spectrometry (usually following 

enzymatic hydrolysis of the proteins), and matching the analytical data against those 

predicted for constituents of a database of known proteins.®^ 

In order to achieve the most rapid analysis with little sample loss, instrumentation 

efforts are often concerned with miniaturization, and Ekstrom et al.'° described a microchip-

immobilized enzyme reactor allowing on-line digestion of proteins within three minutes 

followed by analysis by MALDI-TOF. Combining miniaturization with microfluidics, 

microchips using on-chip CE to achieve separation of tryptic peptides have been coupled to 

mass spectrometers by electrospray by several labs.™ "* 

It is noteworthy that another important technique, the DNA microarray, has gained 

importance fi-om the availability of species-specific genome information. These arrays 

consist of short pieces of DNA fi^om many genes aligned in an orderly maimer on a probe, 

and are used to observe gene expression. For ex2unple, Khodursky et al. investigated the 

change in gene expression in the tryptophan metabolism in e.coli by affixing DNA from the 
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genes of interest to a probe.'"' They collected the cDNA produced by two colonies, each 

grown with different growth media, and labeled each with a different fluorescent dye. The 

two samples of cDNA were then combined and hydridized with the probe DNA and changes 

of gene expression were monitored by fluorescence imaging. Information that is not 

provided by microarray technologies include the processing that proteins undergo after 

expression that may be important to their function, including modifications, proteolytic 

cleavage, or protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions. 

1.6.1 Computer Algorithms in Protein Identification 

There are many computer algorithms available for the analysis of data from a mass 

spectrometry experiment; many are available fi-ee-of-charge online such as MS-FIT and 

Mascot, while others are only available fi-om instrument manufacturers such as Finnigan's 

SEQUEST. Most of these algorithms search the databases for peptide mass matches to 

perform peptide mass mapping,** '^'^ with the option of including any known sequence or 

amino acid composition information; while fewer programs are available to analyze the result 

of a tandem mass spectrometry experiment.^' '"' All these protein sequencing algorithms 

access public proteomics databases and the number of these databases is very large.'""* 

Databases may be acquired at many locations, for exeunple the Swiss-2D Page protein 

database and many related links may be found at the Expasy website (http://www.expasy.ch). 

In addition, there are a few de novo sequencing programs available, such as Lutefisk,'^ a tool 

http://www.expasy.ch
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used to identify an amino acid sequence using the fragment masses from MS-MS data. 

MOWSE & MS-FIT Available online, the MOWSE®* algorithm is a peptide mass 

mapping tool that is used by submitting a list of peptide masses. It is also available online 

at Protein Prospector, a collection of proteomics tools. MOWSE searches selected databases 

for matches based upon the mass of the peptide, and improves the chances of a correct match 

by giving a higher score to larger peptides and by compensating for protein size. 

MASCOT While MASCOT'^ is available online, submission of peptide masses is 

simplifed for many instruments (such as those from Bruker and lonSpec) that have 

incorporated access to this program in their spectrum viewer software. MASCOT is based 

upon the MOWSE algorithm, but additionally calculates the probability that the observed 

match between experimental data and a protein sequence is a random event. 

PROFOUND Available online. Profound'^ is considered to be an expert system 

of peptide mass mapping'"® because it uses a Bayesian algorithm to rank the protein 

sequences in the database according to their probability of occurence; incorporating other 

experimental evidence such as any amino acid sequence or composition, the mass range 

expected for the protein, species identity, mass accuracy, enzyme cleavage chemistry, 

previous experiments on the sample protein, etc. ProFound also can be used for protein 

mixtures, and will combine peptides in a multi-step process to find the best combination. 

SEQUEST The SEQUEST" '" '*® computer algorithm, developed by John Yates and 

marketed with exclusive license by Finnigan, uses a unique method to identify proteins by 

sezirching protein and nucleotide databases. The method determines the identification of a 
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protein by matching the tandem mass spectrum of at least one peptide generated from the 

protein by enzymatic digest to theoretical fragmentation mass spectra generated for peptides 

of matching mass in the database(s). The best match is determined by cross-correlation 

scores, which fit the experimental fragment ion mass to those generated theoretically. The 

quality of the match can be assessed by the magnitude of the cross-correlation score and the 

difference between it and the next best match."' 

PEPFRAG & MS-TAG Available online, PepFrag,'°' also available at Protein 

Prospector as MS-Tag, uses a mass list generated from the tandem mass spectrum of a 

peptide to search database(s) for a match. The user may improve the results when other mass 

spectrometric information is available, such as amino acid composition. 

MASCOT Along with peptide mass mapping available online, MASCOT'" also has 

an algorithm that searches for peptides based on the mass of fragments from a tandem mass 

spectrum. The same probability-based scoring algorithm is used, and it will use information 

from several tandem mass spectra in the database search. 

1.6.2 The Future of Protein Identification: Whole Proteomes 

Techniques that have been used to study specific cell ftmction have focused on small 

sets of genes or proteins. However classical methods caimot pace the increasing amount of 

information available and it has become clear that in many cases genes can be delected 

without obvious changes in phenotype. Thus it is necessary to study combinations of 
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proteins or phenotype subtleties to understand cell ftmction.'"' 

Multidimensional LC Mixtures of proteins can be identified in a single mass 

spectrometry experiment by enzymatically digesting all of the proteins together and then 

acquiring tandem mass spectra of the resulting peptides."' This is possible because mass 

spectra are acquired in SEQUEST by data-dependent instrument control, where the 

acquisition of an MS-MS spectrum is triggered by a peptide signal intensity, allowing 

hundreds to thousands of mass spectra to be acquired in a single run.'" These (possibly) 

thousands of tandem mass spectra can then be analyzed by computer algorithms. This 

method requires, however, the initial separation of the peptides by 2-dimensional liquid 

chromatography. In the first stage, the peptides are applied to a strong cation exchange 

column (SCX) and are eluted step-wise onto a reversed-phase chromatography column (RP) 

using a salt step gradient. The peptides eluted from the SCX are then subjected to a RP 

solvent gradient in the second stage to accomplish further separation. These two steps are 

repeated many times with increasing strengths of salt followed by a repeated RP gradient and 

has been used to catalogue the components of the SOS yeast ribosome'^" and to detect and 

identify 1,484 proteins from Saccharomyces cerevisiae in a single analysis."*^ 

Isotope labeling Whole proteome analysis is generally viewed as a method to detect 

those proteins whose expression is changed due to some stress, disease or growth state of the 

organism. Stable isotope labeling methods involve the comparison of two analyte systems 

that should be identical but for those proteins impacted by the conditions of the cell state. 

One system is subjected to heavy isotopes (^H, '^C, '®N) and then mixed with the reference 



(natural) system. All peptides then exist as analyte pairs with identical sequence but different 

masses and the ratios of the pairs provides a measure of relative protein abundances'^'"'^^ 

Isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) The ICAT method is related to isotope labeling 

but eliminates the need for expensive and possibly invasive heavy isotope growth media. 

After proteins are isolated from cells, they are labeled with a tag that selectively modifies 

cysteine residues. The tag contains stable isotope information as well as biotin to allow the 

cysteine-containing peptides to be selectively isolated on an avidin-agarose column for LC-

electrospray MS-MS analysis. The tags contain either normal or heavy isotopes, and the 

preselection of cysteine-containing peptides greatly reduces the complexity of the analysis."*^ 

Drawbacks to the ICAT technique are the elimination of some non-cysteine containing 

proteins from analysis (8% in the case of yeast)^ and a report that cysteine residues can be 

oxidized and therefore unavailable for chemical tagging during enzymatic digestion. 

However by using ICAT, abundance ratios have been determined for 491 proteins contained 

in microsomal  fract ions of  nat ive and different ia ted human myeloid leukemia cel ls ;and 

the general technique has been applied successfully to affinity tagging O-phosphorylation 

sites in proteins using a chemically similar process."^ 

1.6.3 The Need for Fragmentation Rules in Sequencing Algorithms 

Assessing the quality of matches between experimental data and theoretically 

generated peptide data from database is very important, because software tools will give top-
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ranking candidates even if all the matching peptides are random matches.'"® Probabilities 

that peptide sequence matches to experimental spectra are a false positive can be 

calculated,'" '^® or they can be experimentally determined by generating a theoretical mass 

spectra from database sequences and using that to search for matches.'"' '^' Repetition with 

additional theoretical spectra provides a distribution of scores that can be used to assess the 

quality of the results when true experimental data is used in a database search. As high-

throughput proteome analysis is certain to become even more widespread.assuring the 

quality of protein identification by automated algorithms becomes more critical. 

The peptide mass mapping programs (MOWSE, MS-Fit, Mascot, Profound) and the 

MS-MS programs (Sequest, Pepfrag, MS-tag, Mascot) discussed previously allow inclusion 

of certain experimental variables, observations, or possibilities (i.e. digestion enzyme, partial 

sequences, protein modification); however none considers that any matches to these may be 

more likely than any other. This may be reasonable in the case of peptide mass mapping, as 

little information may be available to feed into search algorithms; for example, a protein 

modification may be more likely on the amino acids exposed to the exterior of the protein 

than those buried in the protein (when folded in situ), but the tertiary structure is known for 

relatively few proteins. Experimental designs that require high throughput protein 

identification utilize duplicate peptide mass mapping programs and verify search methods 

with probability theory to identify the "easiest" 80% of proteins passing through the 

analytical system,''*® 

The "toughest" 20% of proteins that cannot be identified through mass mapping 



procedures must be subjected to more thorough MS-MS methods,'^" and as 20% may 

represent hundreds of proteins per instrument per day, the algorithm used must suffice with 

minimal operator intervention in data acquisition or analysis. It was briefly discussed in 

Section 1.5.3 that peptide firagmentation is predictable because the peptide bond will cleave 

and generate a few firagment ion types with greater probability,'™ '"*' and it will be discussed 

throughout this dissertation, particularly in Chapter 5, that a body of knowledge exists about 

the specific firagment ions observed that are characteristic of certain included residues.'"®'""' 

However no sequencing search algorithm or quality assurance method incorporates 

chemical knowledge of peptide fragmentation. Instead, these algorithms consider that 

cleavage at any peptide bond in a peptide is equally possible at all peptide bonds, and that 

the ion type(s) ("a", "b", or "y" firagments) that may be observed is not influenced by the 

amino acids on either side of that peptide bond. The Wysocki laboratory'"*^'"'® for example, 

has demonstrated that certain cleavages after aspartic acid residues in peptides are 

predictable. This dissertation will present clear evidence that there is a high probability that 

cleavage may occur at certain bonds adjacent to the amino acid proline in peptides, and that 

cleavage is very unlikely to occur at certain other bonds adjacent to proline. Experiments 

have been performed to develop an understanding of why this is the case, and incorporation 

of this information into tandem mass spectral database search or quality assurance routines 

would greatly improve the protein identification process. 
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CHAPTER! 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

Presented in this chapter are the general methods and instrumentation used for the 

experiments presented in this dissertation. Included here are synthesis techniques and 

descriptions of the linear quadrupole and quadrupole ion trap instruments. 

2.1 Materials 

Chemicals The Fmoc derivatives of amino acids and the C-terminal residue of each 

synthetic peptide bound to Wang Resin were obtained from Advanced Chemtech 

(Louisville, Kentucky). N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), dichloromethane (DCM), 

piperidine, l-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP), benzotriazolyl N-oxytrisdimethylamino-

phosphonium hexafluororophosphate (BOP), l-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt), N,N-di-

isopropylethylamine (DIEA), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), anisole, diethyl ether, acetyl 

chloride, iodoacetic anhydride, tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphine, toluene, methanol, 

acetic anhydride, 1,2-ethanedithiol, 1-octadecanethiol, the peptides AAA and AAAAA and 

the amino acids Pro, Lys, Ai^, and His were obtained from Sigma/Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 

All synthetic peptides were tested for identity and purity by mass spectrometry. 

Surfaces Polycrystalline vapor deposited gold surfaces (1000 angstroms Au on a 

TiO, underlayer on a silica substrate) were from Evaporated Metal Films (Ithaca, NY). 
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2.2 Producing Peptide Mimics 

2.2.1 Solid Phase Synthesis 

The peptides PAAAA, AAPAA, HAAAA, AAHAA, AAAAH, KAAAA, AAKAA, 

AAAAK, RAAAA, AARAA, AAAAR, AVALG, AVCD)ALG, AVPLG, AV(D)PLG, 

AV(Nme)ALG, AV(D)(Nme)ALG, AVPipLG, AV(D)PipLG, AVLPG, AGAVGAGAG, 

AGAVPAGAG, RAGAVPAGAG, AGAVPAGAGR, and AGAVPipAGAG were prepared 

using solid-phase synthesis protocols.''""'^® The first residue (C-terminal residue of the 

finished peptide) is purchased bound to the Wang resin, and the first step is to swell the resin 

( Fmoc-L-amino Wang Resin) in DMF:DCM (1:1; v:v) for 30 minutes. Solvent is then 

removed from the beads by suction filtration, which is the case for all steps in the synthesis. 

To add an amino acid to the resin a typical synthetic step consists of removal of the Fmoc 

protecting group with an organic base (piperidine:DMF; 1:1; v:v) followed by DMF and 

DCM washes, and coupling of the activated amino acid (Fmoc-amino acid, BOP, HOBt, 

DIEA) in NMPiDMF (1:1; v:v) followed by DMF and DCM washes. After addition of the 

final (N-terminal) amino acid residue the N-termind Fmoc group is removed 

(piperidine:DMF; 1:1; v:v) followed by DMF and DCM washes, and the peptide is cleaved 

from the resin by stirring for 90 minutes in 1.5 mL cleavage mixture. The cleavage mixture 

for peptides which contain Arg (N°-Fmoc N^(2,2,5,7,8-pentamethylchroman-6-sulfonyl)-L-

arginine-Wang resin) was TFA:H20:anisole (95:2.5:2.5; v:v:v), and for all others was 
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TFArHjO (95:5; v:v).'®'*'" The cleaved peptide was then fiUered from the beads by washing 

with 1.5 mL TFA and the product was precipitated in 50 mL diethyl ether on ice, filtered and 

stored. By using the same or similar protocols, the peptides PPGFSPFR, RPPGFSPF, 

RPPGFSPFR, LDIFSDF, RLDIFSDF, LDIFSDFR, RLDIFSDFR, GAAGAA, GsarAGSarA, 

GPAGPA, GPAGAA, and GAAGPA were produced by others in the lab. 

2.2.2 Tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphonium-acetyl (TMPP) Fixed Charge Derivatives 

Fmoc-AAAA, Fmoc-AVPLG, Fmoc-AVLPG, Fmoc-AV(Nme)ALG, and Fmoc-

AGAVPAGAG attached to Wang Resin were prepared using solid-phase synthesis protocols 

previously described, but were not cleaved from the resin. The resin-bound peptides were 

reacted with O.IO mmol iodoacetic anhydride in DMF for 25 minutes, washed with DMF 

twice, reacted with 0.15 mmol tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphine in toluene/DMF (1:1; 

v:v) for 90 minutes, and then washed with toluene, DMF, and DCM.'^^ The derivatized 

peptides were then cleaved from the resin by stirring for 90 minutes in the cleavage mixmre 

(1.5 mL of TFA:H20:l,2-ethanedithiol 95:2.5.2.5; v:v;v). Using a similar protocol, the 

peptide TMPP'-LDIFSDF was produced by others in the lab. 

2.2.3 C-terminal Methyl Ester Derivatives 

Peptide O-methyl esters were prepared by addition of 30 (iL IM acetyl chloride in 
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anhydrous methzinol to 100 solid peptide. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 

hours and then diluted by addition of the appropriate electrospray solvent mixture. 

2.2.4 N-terminal Acetyl Derivatives 

N-acetyl peptides were prepared by addition of 50 |iL 10% acetic anhydride in 

methanol to 100 ^g solid peptide. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 hours and then 

diluted by addition of the appropriate electrospray solvent mixture. In some cases peptides 

were acetylated during synthesis by reacting the deprotected (Fmoc group removed) peptide 

with the acetic anhydride/methanol reagent for 30 minutes prior to removal from the resin. 
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2.3 Mass Analysis of Proteins and Peptides 

2.3.1 ESI-Extrel Tandem Quadrupole with Surface Induced Dissociation 

Sample introduction Protonated peptides [M+H]* or [M+2H]~~ or TMPP-fixed 

charge derivatives M* or [M+H]"" were dissolved in CHjOHrHjO (70:30) with 1% acetic 

acid to a concentration of 10-20 |iM. The solution was sprayed at a flow rate of 2 |j.L/min 

from a 250 (iL syringe using a Sage model II syringe pump. The electrospray source is a 

modified version of the Chait heated capillary design'*" '®'* which desolvates the ions by 

heating (120°C) a metal capillary through which the spray travels. Normally the capillary 

is held at 120 V and the syringe needle at 4 kV. 

Ion Analysis The quadrupole mass filter is comprised of four parallel electrode rods 

with dc and rf potential applied. Two of the rods are positive and two are negative, and the 

rf phase is opposite for the positive and negative electrodes. The values of the rf and dc 

potentials permit only ions of one m/z to pass through the rods to the detector. The operation 

of a quadrupole may be illustrated by a Mathieu stability diagram'" '®'^ (Figure 2.1), a plot 

of the values for a (y-axis) and q (x-axis) calculated £is shown in equations 2.1 and 2.2 

respectively. Ions with "a" and "q" values that fall within the triangle have stable trajectories 

through the quadrupole rods. The value of "a" is equal to four times the ionic charge and the 

dc potential (U) divided by the mass of the ion, the square of the radius of the rod separation 

(r), and the square of the magnitude of the applied angular frequency (oj). The value of "q" 
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is similarly calculated, but is proportional to 
(dc) 

two times the ionic charge and the magnitude 

of the rf potential (V). Scanning the rf and dc 

fields while holding their ratio constant 

permits ions of different m/z to pass through q(y) 

the rods to the detector, and controlling the Figure 2.1 The Mathieu stability diagram 
for ion stability in a quadrupole. 

slope of the linear scan line shown in Figure 

2.1 determines the resolution of the instrument. 
4zU 2zV 

3- C [  — ^  
mr'co" mrco" 

Equation 2.1 Equarion 2.2 

Tandem quadrupole analyzer The tandem quadrupole instrument was specifically 

designed for low energy ion/surface collisions.The instrument consists of two 4000 u 

quadrupoles (Extrel, Pittsburgh, PA) arranged in a 90° geometry with a multiple surface 

holder positioned at the intersection of the ion optical paths of the two quadrupoles. The 

angle between the incident ion beam and the surface normal is typically kept between 45-55°. 

The surface can be raised or lowered in the z direction and rotated in the x-y plane normal 

to the ion beam path. A typical ion/surface collision experiment is carried out by selecting 

an ion of interest with the first quadrupole, causing it to collide with the surface, and 

performing the final mass analysis with the second quadrupole. The laboratory collision 

energy is determined by the potential difference between the ion source (the skimmer lens 

Scan Lme 

Stable 



in the ESI source) and the surface for singly-charged ions or the product of potential 

difference and the selected charge state for multiply-charged ions. For a transmission 

experiment (no collision), the skimmer and surface are held at 90 V, and a collision with the 

surface occurs when the surface voltage is lowered. A general illustration of the voltages 

applied to various lenses to focus the ions through the quadrupoles and achieve a 50 eV 

collision is provided in Figure 2.2. The skimmer cone is located at the exit of the 

electrospray source, and the ions travel through a stack of lenses labeled LI-L5 before entry 

into the first quadrupole (QI). The potentials of the two stacks of lenses on either side of the 

surface (labeled 1-6) are varied dependent upon the desired collision energy and the 

necessary potential applied to the surface, maintaining the general potential gradients shown 

in Figure 2.2. The bias volt^e applied to the quadrupoles (Q1 and Q2) are maintained at a 

lower potential (approximately 15 V) than the skimmer (Ql) and the surface (Q2) 

respectively. A final lens (7) focuses the ions into the detector. 
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of the voltages applied to various lenses and surfaces of the 
tandem quadrupole SID instrument to achieve a 50 eV collision. 
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Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surface Gold surfaces were cleaned by placing 

them in an ozone rich, chemically reactive environment in a UV cleaner (UV-Clean, Boekel, 

Philadelphia, PA) for 20 minutes. The respective thiol (1 mM in ethanol) is then allowed to 

react with the clean vapor deposited gold surfaces for 24-48 hours; the surfaces are then 

rinsed with six portions of absolute ethanol, and air dried prior to introduction into the mass 

spectrometer. New surfaces were prepared for each investigation, which was comprised of 

one or more peptides subjected to a variety of collision energies resulting in a fragmentation 

efficiency curve that will be described in detail in Chapter 5. In all cases, a curve for an 

individual peptide was accomplished on a single surface within one day. Two different types 

of SAM surfaces were used in these experiments, l-octadecanethiolate CH3(CH2),7S-Au 

(CI8) (1-octadecanethiol purchased from Aldrich), and 2-(perfluorooctyl)-ethanethiolate 

CF3(CF,)7(CH2)2S-Au (CFIO), (2-(perfluorooctyI)-ethanethiol was synthesized from long 

chain fluorinated alcohols by others in the Wysocki laboratory). 
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Sample introduction Protonated peptides [M+H]' or [M+2H]-~ or TMPP-fixed 

charge derivatives M" or [M+H]*" were dissolved in CHjOHrHjO (50:50) with 1% acetic 

acid to a concentration of 1-2 |iM. The solutions were sprayed at a flow rate of 3 jiL/min 

from a 250 pL syringe using the syringe pump built into the Finnigan instrument. The 

electrospray source potentials were generally 4.5 kV applied to the spray vs. 50 V applied 

to the capillary, and the capillary temperature was kept at 200°C. 

Ion Analysis The operation of an quadrupole ion trap analyzer is similar to a linear 

quadrupole but the most important exception is that linear quadrupoles are beam instruments 

that allow a continuous stream of ions through the analyzer. Quadrupole ion traps allow a 

gate to open (-V) and then close (+V) to permit a packet of ions to enter optimized for 

maximum signal with minimal space-charge effects; this gate was open for 50 msec for all 

experiments. Ions are stabilized in the trap by application of a Jundamental rf to the ring 

electrode (set by the manufacturer at 0.76 MHz), and low amplitude of the applied voltage 

(a possible range of 0 to 8500 V zero-to-peak). An additional dc voltage is applied to the 

ring electrode (-10 V for positive ion polarity or +10 V for negative ion polarity) to draw in 

ions from the ion optics. A cut-away view of an ion trap is shown in Figure 2.3 from 

reference 158. The trapped ions are focused to the center of the trap as they lose kinetic 

energy due to collisions with helium gas present at a pressure of approximately I mtorr. Ions 

were isolated in the trap for dissociation experiments by selecting a mass window that 



selected a single m/z value while maximizing signal intensity. The application of an // 

voltage to the ring electrodes produces a three-dimensional quadrupole field within the mass 

analyzer cavity. This time-varying field drives ionic motion in both the axial (toward the 

endcaps) and radial (from the ring electrode toward the center) directions. Ionic motion must 

be stable in both the axial and radial directions for an ion to remain trapped. 

The effect of frequency and potential on ions in the quadrupole ion trap is illustrated 

in the diagram of Figure 2.4 with regions indicated for trapping (stability) and ejecting 

(instability) ions. A well-defined low-mass cutoff is created in the trap by increasing the 

amplitude of the applied fundamental rf voltage at the ring electrode (ions of low mass are 

ejected when q^, = 0.908), while the higher mass ions are ejected by sequential application 

of those ions resonance rf (as each m/z oscillates at a unique frequency) across the endcap 

electrodes at a high enough amplitude to eject them from the trap. Once isolated the selected 

ion is subjected to its resonance //from the endcap electrodes, but at lower amplitude that 

causes the ion kinetic energies to increase resulting in more collisions with the helium gas 

and dissociation of the selected ion. Control of this dissociation is termed "% relative 

collision energy" by the manufacturer, indicating the relative strength of the resonance rf 

voltage applied; and was generally kept low (12-20%) to observe low energy dissociation 

processes, and at a set time frame (30 msecs) to maintain consistency in the results. One 

advantage of the ion trap is that the ion isolation and dissociation step can be repeated, so 

that a firagment ion formed by dissociation can be isolated (ejecting all other m/z ions from 

the trap), dissociated (by application of the resonance rfol the fragment) and those fragments 
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detected. This isolation and dissociation step can be repeated multiple times and is termed 

MS", where n = the number of ion isolation and dissociation steps. 

Ring electrode 

Endcap electrodes 

Figure 2.3 Cut-away diagram of an ion trap (right) taken from 
reference 158. 



Figure 2.4 Ion trap mass spectrometer stability diagram taken from 
reference 158. 
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2.4 Ion-Molecule Gas-Phase Reactions in an Ion Trap 

2.4.1 Auxiliary Helium/Neutral Recent Gas Flow System Design 

The Finnigan LCQ electrospray/quadrupole ion trap located in the Mass Spectrometry 

Facility at the University of Arizona was modified to perform ion-molecule reactions.''' *®' 

The trapping region of the instrument contains helium gas which serves the dual purpose of 

centering the ions in the trap and acting as a collision target as previously described. In the 

Firmigan stock system, the helium is delivered to the ion trap through a pressure step down 

system that includes a step-down regulator followed by 8" of 0.075 fim i.d. fused silica 

tubing to achieve a manufacturer specification of 1 x 10"^ torr in the trap. (Figure 2.3, top) 

Using a design similar to that of Gronert,'^' helium was mixed with a neutral reagent 

(DiO) prior to delivery to the ion trap. A flow rate of helium (1000-1500 mL/min) from a 

tank was regulated by a leaky valve (Varian; Palo Alto, CA) and measured by a flowmeter 

(Gilmont, Model 65mm; Barrington, 111). Into the swift flow of helium a flow of 0,0 was 

established by use of a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Model 2400-001; Holliston, Mass) 

maintained at a flow rate of 3-10 nL/min. These conditions allow for a partial pressure of 

the added reagent gas of (1-2) x 10"' torr.'®° Most of the gas (99.9%) exits through the 

flowmeter while approximately I mL/min flows into the instrument, controlled by a back

pressure regulator (Hewlett Packard; Palo Alto, CA) set to 3 psi. The final pressure in the 

trap is restricted to 1 mtorr by 24" of 0.100 \im i.d. fused silica tubing connected in line. 
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Both the stock (Figure 2.5, top) and the modified (figure 2.5, bottom) helium delivery 

systems are connected at a 3-way switching valve to the 1/4" metal tubing leading to the ion 

trap and the helium flow can be easily switched from one system to another at a valve 

accessed from the exterior of the instrument. An accurate determination of the partial 

pressure of added reagent gas to the system is difficult and was estimated by Vachet et al. by 

comparisons of deprotonation and dissociation reactions (in a similarly modified ion trap) 

with similar experiments conducted under sharply regulated gaseous conditions.'®" 
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Figure 2.5 Helium inlet system of the Finnigan Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer, where the 
stock system (top) was modified to add neutral reactants (bottom). 
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2.4.2 Experimental with 0,0 as the Reagent Gas 

To offset the uncertainty of the absolute partial pressure of added DiO to the helium 

background gas all experiments that entailed direct comparison of the extent of H/D 

exchange between peptides or amino acids were conducted at the same experimental session. 

This minimized any variations in the trap conditions; and further assurance was achieved by 

the repetition of experiments performed early in the session at the end of the same session 

with no change observed in the extent of exchange. At each experimental session the 

external helium/DiO system was run for 30 minutes, and then the valve was switched to open 

that system to the trap and allowed to equilibrate for an additional 90 minutes. Utilizing the 

advanced scan features of the Finnigan ion trap, ions subjected to H/D exchange were 

selected with a mass window of 10 amu and subsequently trapped with the neutral reagent 

for 10,000 msec prior to detection. The only exceptions to the 10 amu mass window were 

certain H/D exchange reactions with fiagment ions and these are noted in the discussion of 

these specific experiments. Due to the 2-hour instrument equilibration, the experiments were 

fairly reproducible from session to session, as demonstrated by Figure 2.6a, which is the 

average of the peak heights (relative intensity) of seven mass spectra acquired during 

different experimental sessions (each session on a different day), for H/D exchange of the 

peptide [AAA+H]', and is shown with error bars representing the 95% confidence interval. 
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i)The average of seven H/D exchange spectra for protonated AAA. shown 
rs representing the 95% confidence interval, and (b) '^C Corrected mass 
the average ion intensities presented in (a) for protonated AAA. 



The m/z of the peptide [AAA+H]" is 232, and this mass was selected with a mass 

window of 10 which selected all isotope peaks for exchange as well. Isotope peaks formed 

for the peptides studied here are due, primarily, to '^C, which exists in 1.1% abundance. As 

an example of how this affects a spectrum, when detecting the m/z of [AAA-f-H]"at m/z 232, 

if that peak height were at a relative intensity of 100%, then a '^C isotope peak would be 

detected at m/z 233 at a relative abundance of 9.9% due to the nine carbons contained in the 

peptide. Other minor contributions to the peak detected at m/z 233 would be due to isotopes 

of N, O, and H, which exist in abundances of 0.38% ('®N), 0.04% ("O), and 0.016% ("H). 

In addition, a peak containing two *^C isotopes would be detected at m/z 234 at a relative 

abundance of 1% and this peak would also represent the 0.20% abundance of '^O. To 

normalize the spectra presented in this dissertation, for each of the H/D data which were 

acquired with large mass windows, a '^C Corrected Mass Spectra will be presented in 

addition to the actual mass spectrum, which mathematically corrects the peak height 

intensities for that portion of each peak which is attributable to the '^C abundance due to 

preceeding m/z values. Corrections were not made for the N, O, and H isotopes due to their 

small contribution to peak height intensity for these small peptides. Figure 2.6b is the '^C 

Corrected spectrum for the averages presented in Figure 2.5a.. 
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CHAPTERS 

PROBING THE RELAY MECHANISM OF GAS-PHASE H/D EXCHANGE 

3.1 Introduction 

Gas-phase ion-molecule reactions, which most commonly utilize a neutral deuterating 

reagent to exchange deuterium for hydrogen on the analyte ion, are used to investigate the 

gas-phase conformation of peptides and proteins.We can utilize the mechanistic 

insights of others,'who have studied the gas-phase H/D exchange of smaller 

molecules, such as amino acids, di- and tri-peptides and series of compounds containing 

certain functional groups varying by chemistry or conformation, to better understand the 

intramolecular interactions of the functional groups of larger peptides in the gas phase. 

An improved understanding of the gas-phase conformation, site of protonation and 

intramolecular interactions of peptides is needed to determine why certain cleavages occur 

during dissociation processes. Although a great deal has been learned about fragmentation 

processes in general, and why preferential cleavage occurs next to acidic or basic sites, less 

experimental evidence exists to explain fragmentation next to aliphatic residues such as 

proline. This chapter presents our studies of gas-phase H/D exchange, and demonstrates that 

a change in peptide size, and location or basicity of included residues may change the H/D 

exchange behavior of a peptide. This information helps us understand the intramolecular 

interactions that precede charge-directed cleavage in peptides. 



Mechanisms of H/D Exchange in the Gas Phase Structural features in an ion may 

be deduced from gas-phase H/D exchange when the mechanism of the exchange is 

understood. H/D exchange mechanisms have been shown to differ with the functional 

groups on the ion and/or the basicity of the neutral reagent gas. For monofunctional 

compounds, Ausloos and Lias'°* found that exchange would not occur when proton affinities 

differ by more than 20 kcal/mol. For polyfunctional compounds, it has been shown that 

proximity of the functional groups, the proton affinity difference between the analyte £ind the 

reagent gas, and the proton affinity difference between functional groups on the analyte ion 

are important factors in exchange. Dependence upon proximity allows the differentiation of 

structural isomers and ortho, para and meta isomers of substituted benzenes to be 

distinguished.'®^ Exchange between the analyte and reagent gas have been observed to occur 

more readily when their proton affinities are similar; however, polyfunctional compounds, 

such as amino acids and peptides, have been found to exchange with reagent gases even 

when there are differences of 61 kcal/mol.'" Hydrogen bonded intermediates have been 

shown to play an important part in these exchange reactions""'"' because molecules that 

have two basic sites, such as the amine and the carboxyl group of an amino acid, can 

hydrogen bond at both sites with a bridging reagent.'" Neutral deuterating reagents, in order 

of increasing basicity, include DjO, CDjOD, CDjCOiD, and NDj. The importance of the 

relative strength of the available basic sites was demonstrated by Green and Lebrilla.They 

found that when the basicity difference of the two most basic sites is small, multiple 

exchanges and a high rate constant for the first exchange are more likely. They suggest that 
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the accelerating effect of a small proton afSnity difference between the two bridging sites can 

override the inhibiting effect of a high proton affinity of the substrate. Therefore, histidine 

and lysine are more reactive towards H/D exchange with CH3OD than is protonated glycine, 

despite proton affinities which are approximately 19 kcal/mol higher. Studies by Campbell 

and Beauchamp'" of glycine oligomers (Gly„ « = 1-5) using FTICR techniques compared 

H/D exchange reaction rates and extent using reagent gases of varying basicities. Several 

mechanisms were proposed to explain the reactivities and these were supported by AMI and 

PM3 semiempirical calculations. They proposed that onium ion, relay, salt bridge, flip-flop 

and tautomer mechanisms describe different reactions that occur depending on the basicity 

of the reagent gas or the location of the exchange site. Stephenson'®^ and Schaaff®* 

performed experiments utilizing HI and DI as a neutral reagent to probe the number of basic 

sites in peptides by the attachment of an HI or DI molecule to those sites (number of charges 

plus number of HI molecules equals the number of basic positions). 

H/D exchange with D2O DjO, with a proton affinity of 166.5 kcal/mol'®' is the least 

basic of the common exchange reagents and reacts by a relay mechanism whereby a deuteron 

is transferred from 0,0 to the analyte ion concurrent with the transfer of a hydrogen from 

the analyte ion to the neutral 0,0."'''™ DjO was used in the Campbell and Beauchamp 

glycine study,"' and WEIS found to react with Gly2H' and Gly3ir, but not with GlyFT, Glj^IT, 

or GlyjH". The non-reactive species were observed to display one slow exchange of a labile 

hydrogen during the 10-14 second time frame of the experiments. D^O did not exchange 

with GIy,H' because the two sites for shuttling the proton are the N-terminal nitrogen and 



the acid carbonyl, and a proton affinity difference calculated by PM3 methods was 

determined to be more than the amount recovered by forming a hydrogen-bonded 

intermediate. All five labile hydrogens exchanged in Gly^H', and five of the six labile 

hydrogens exchanged in GlyjH". Molecular dynzunics simulations show that DjO hydrogen 

bonds with GlyjH" and disrupts the secondary structure, causing the internal hydrogen bonds 

to rupture, exposing labile hydrogen sites and facilitating exchange by the relay 

mechanism.'^' They reported that very little folding energy is lost in these di- and tri-peptides 

by forming the hydrogen bonded intermediate with 0,0, and that greater solvation of the 

charge site in Gly4 and Gly, prevented exchange due to the increased energy required to 

break the hydrogen bonds of that solvation and form an exchange intermediate containing 

the hydrogen-bonded 0,0 required for relay. The experimental observations and 

calculations of Campbell,"' Green'®® and others suggest that a combination of requirements 

may be necessary for H/D exchange including site accessibility and proton affinity 

differences (both between reagent and analyte, and locations within the analyte). A partial 

listing of published proton affinities of amino acids, small Gly and Ala containing peptides, 

and neutral reagents utilized in H/D exchange experiments is presented in Appendix A. 

For the research described in this chapter, 0,0 was selected as the neutral reagent for 

H/D exchange of protonated peptides. The Campbell and Beauchamp mechanism for this 

exchange is illustrated in Scheme 3.1 which was adapted firom reference 111. The labile 

charge is shuttled firom the N-terminus to a less basic amide oxygen. The exchange is 

possible due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between DjO and the exchange sites. In 
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Scheme 3.1 

order for exchange to occur, the energy gained by the formation of these hydrogen bonds 

must be larger than the difference in the proton affinities of the exchange sites and the energy 

lost by opening the internally solvated structure. Thus, the exchange of deuterium for 

hydrogen shown in Scheme 3.1 occurs in the case of small (2-3 residue) peptides but not 

larger ones (4-5 residues). The low basicity of 0,0 and the mechanistic requirements of site 

accessibility make this an excellent "gentle" probe for our inquires, and DjO was the reagent 

selected for all experiments presented here. 

All spectra shown here were acquired in a modified ion trap where D;© was 

introduced with the helium background gas. The MH" (or M* in the case of TMPP fixed 

charge derivatives) ion was selected with a mass width of 10 amu to assure that optimal MH" 

or M' ion intensity was observed in each spectrum and to maintain the same instrumental 

conditions for comparative spectra. This large mass window resulted in the H/D exchange 

of all isotope peaks as well as the ion of interest, and so each experimental mass spectrum 

is presented along Hith a '^C-corrected spectrum in which the peak relative intensities have 

been mathematically corrected for the 1.1% abundance of '^C as previously described in 
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Chapter 2, Sec. 2.4.2. The ion was trapped for 10 seconds with the DiO gas prior to 

detection. The data that will be presented in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.1, which 

lists the peptide, amino acid, or fragment ion that was subjected to lO-seconds of H/D 

exchange and the results of that exchange. The spectra resulting from H/D exchange of 

selected ions contains a distribution of ions with differing numbers of deuterium, and thus 

the table presents the number of labile hydrogens that could possibly exchange (Pos. Exch.), 

the greatest number of exchanges observed for the selected ion (Exch. Ext.), and the number 

of exchanges that represented the greatest population of ions because it was the peak with 

the greatest ion intensity (Peak Max). 

Table 3.1 

Peptide/aa Peptide/aa-O-methyl acetyl-Peptide 

Peptide or 
amino acid 

Pos, 
Excii. 

Exch. 
Ext. 

Peak 
Max 

Pos. 
Exch. 

Exch. 
Ext. 

Peak 
Max 

Pos. 
Exch. 

Exch. 
Ext. 

Peak 
Max 

AAA (see Ch.2) 6 6 5 

AAAAA 8 2 0 7 2 0 7 7 4 

TMPP-AAAA 5 0 0 

Pro (amino acid) 3 2 I 2 I 0 

PAAAA 7 1 0 6 0 0 

AAPAA 7 6 3-4 6 4 3 6 6 4 

His (amino acid) 5 5 4 4 3 3 

HAAAA 9 5 4 8 4 3 8 1 0 

AAHAA 9 6 4 8 6 4 

AAAAH 9 6 5 8 6 4 

Lys (amino acid) 6 6 6 5 5 5 

KAAAA 10 6 2-3 9 4 1 9 1 0 

AAKAA 10 7 3-4 9 5 I 
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AAAAK 10 1 0 9 I 0 

Arg (amino acid) 8 1 0 7 1 0 

RAAAA 12 4 0 11 1 0 

AARAA 12 5 1 II 0 0 11 I 0 

AAAAR 12 4 1 11 3 0 11 1 0 

PPGFSPFR 13 7 3-4 12 I 0 

RPPGFSPF 13 1 0 12 0 0 

RPPGFSPFR 18 1 0 17 16 15 

LDIFSDF 13 4 0 10 1 0 12 11 8 

TMPP-LDIFSDF 11 4 0-[ 8 1 0 

LDIFSDFR 18 11 8 15 1 0 

RLDIFSDF 18 4 1 15 1 0 

RLDIFSDFR 23 6 2 20 20 18 

b4 from LDIFSDF 6 6 5 5 1 0 

b6 from LDIFSDF 10 1 0 9 8 
0,4, 
6 
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3.2 Influence of Residue and Peptide Basicity 

Oligoalanine peptides and oligoalanine peptides with various positions substituted 

by Pro, His, Lys, and Arg are presented here. These studies were performed for two reasons. 

First, to characterize the ion trap mass spectrometer that was modified for H/D exchange and 

to compare observed results to literature to assure that pertinent chemical information was 

obtained from our system. Second, to form a general understanding of how inclusion of a 

basic residue or a Pro residue, which causes a turn in the peptide backbone, affects the 

relative H/D exchange of peptides. Previous studies in this laboratory have probed the effect 

of basicity on the SED collision energies required for fragmentation, comparing Leu, His, Lys 

and Arg. It was found that required energies increased with increasing gas-phase basicity of 

the residue (L<H<K<R) suggesting that a more basic residue holds the ionizing proton more 

"tightly," inhibiting that protons necessary involvement in charge-directed cleavage events.'^ 

3.2.1 H/D Exchange of Alanine Oligomers Using DjO 

Glycine oligomers have been characterized by H/D exchange in both pjiCR''" "" '*' 

and Ion Trap'°' instruments. Results obtained in an Ion Trap by Reid et al.'°' were consistent 

with previous studies conducted in an PTICR, both in the extent of exchange (ma.ximum 

number of exchanged hydrogens) as well as the base peak number of exchanges (greatest 

number of ions with the same number of exchanged hydrogens). Both glycine and alanine 
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oligomers have been studied and while neutral Gly„ are globular and Ala„ are helical, ion 

mobility measurements have found that the protonated oligomers of either glycine or alanine 

are globular.'" The charge disupts the helical structure of the alanine oligomers as these 

peptides wrap around and self-solvate the charge located at the amino terminus. Similarities 

also exist for the calculated proton affinities for N-protonation of Gly (211.2-216.3 kcal/mol) 

versus Ala (214.5-220.0 kcal/mol) and for the O-protonation of Gly (178.9-186.6 kcal/mol) 

versus Ala (183.8-191.0 kcal/mol).'^"' Because experimental results in an ion trap were 

consistent with those found by FTICR and conformational similarities exist between Gly and 

Ala we can characterize the H/D exchange reactions in our modified ion trap by studying the 

peptides AAA, AAAAA, and TMPP'^-AAAA (the tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphonium-

acetyl fixed charge derivative of AAAA) and reasonably compare those results to those 

observed for Gly by other researchers. 

Results Similar to results reported for glycine oligomers, the tripeptide AAA 

exchanges all six labile hydrogens within the 10 seconds of exposure to 0,0, as was shown 

in Figure 2.6a where the average of seven H/D exchange experiments on this tri-peptide was 

presented. Although peaks representing seven exchanged sites can be seen in this figure, the 

seventh exchange is due to the '^C isotope, and that is corrected in Figure 2.6b to show an 

exchange extent of 6 with a peak max of 5 for this peptide. 

Also consistent with reported Glyn results, the pentapeptide AAAAA undergoes little 

exchange when exposed to DiO for 10 seconds in the ion trap. Figure 3.1 shows the 

resulting mass spectrum (left), the molecule shown with labile hydrogens (center), and a bar 
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graph showing number of exchanges vs. relative intensity adjusted for isotope ratios (right). 

AAAAA exchanged up to 2 of 8 possible hydrogens for deuterium, with the most probable 

number of exchanges corresponding to 0 exchanges. (Figure 3.1a) H/D exchange does occur 

when the N-terminus is blocked in the peptide acetyl-AAAAA (Figure 3.1b), and all 7 

hydrogens were exchanged with a peak maximum of 4. AAAAA-O-methyl, where the C-

terminus is blocked with a methyl group, behaves similarly to the underivatized peptide, and 

2 of 7 possible hydrogens were exchanged with a peak maximum of 0. (Figure 3.1c) There 

is no ionizing proton in the fixed charge derivative TMPP'-AAAA and result of exposure 

of this peptide to 0,0 in the ion trap is presented with the mass spectrum (Figure 3.2a), the 

'^C-corrected mass spectrum (Figure 3.2b), and the structure of this ion (Figure 3.2c); no 

exchange of any of the 5 labile peptide hydrogens was observed. 
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Discussion Our results of the H/D exchange of Ala-peptide oligomers are consistent 

with those presented for Gly-peptide oligomers'"*'®'"®"' in both the extent of exchange and 

peak maxima for these three and five residue peptides. The site of greatest basicity in the 

peptide AAA is the amino terminus, and therefore this site is the most likely location of the 

ionizing proton before energy is added to induce dissocation. DiO exchanges all labile 

hydrogens of AAA because of the small size of this peptide. Similar to what was calculated 

for Gly„ oligomers,"' there are few internal hydrogen bonds in AAA, and so D2O is free to 

hydrogen bond to the amino terminus and another basic site such as a carbonyl oxygen and 

exchange can occur as illustrated in Scheme 3.1. The energy gained by this hydrogen bond 

interaction of the ion and neutral reagent is enough to overcome the difference in proton 

affinities between the carbonyl oxygen and amino terminus sites. 

AAAAA exchanges very little with 0,0. The site of protonation is again most likely 

the amino terminus, and similarly to AAA, the second site necessary to accept a deuteron 

fi-om DjO in a relay exchange would be one of the carbonyl oxygens. However, in the case 

of AAAAA there are intramolecular solvation bonds that must be broken in order for 

hydrogen bonding to occur between the AAAAA ion and D2O, and that does not occur as 

illustrated in Scheme 3.2a. However, when the amino terminus is blocked by an acetyl group 

as in the peptide acetyl-AAAAA, then the ionizing proton must be located at a site of lesser 

basicity such as one of the carbonyl oxygens. Now the site of protonation and the site where 

the deuteron would be transferred (another carbonyl oxygen) by the relay mechanism are of 

equivalent basicity, and there may be fewer intramolecular hydrogen bonds involved in 
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(a) (b) 
O 

Scheme 3.2 

solvating the charge, and exchange can occur. (Scheme 3.2b) The peptide structure of acetyl-

AAAAA shown in Figure 3.1b illustrates that there are a number of carbonyl oxygens that 

would be available for this exchange. 

Figure 3.1c demonstrates that the lack of exchange observed for AAAAA is not due 

to involvement of the carboxy terminus of the peptide. Except for a few specific instances 

which will be pointed out in a later section, blocking the C-terminus has little effect on 

observed H/T) exchange in the peptides studied, excepting the removal of one labile hydrogen 

or a small reduction in exchange that may be attributed to overall conformation. Thus 

methylated peptides, for the most part, exchange one less hydrogen then their unmethylated 

counterparts. 

The relay mechanism of exchange requires the involvement of the proton directly in 

the process as demonstrated by the peptide TMPP'-AAAA. The tris-trimethoxy-phenyl 

phosphine derivative (TMPP) provides a charge by virtue of the quaternary phosphine, and 

the derivative portion of the peptide has no exchangeable hydrogens. 
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3.2.2 H/D Exchange of Pro line-Containing Alzinine Oligomers Using DjO 

Thus far it has been demonstrated that a combination of proton affinity difference 

between ion and neutral reagent and internal solvation controls gas phase H/D exchange with 

D,0. Another variable is conformation, which can affect either the accessibility of two sites 

on the ion to bridge to D,© or the solvation of the proton. In a peptide containing proline, 

some increase in proton affinity of the peptide may be expected when Pro is the N-terminal 

residue. There is only a small effect of substitution on alkylamine basicity, however a 

secondary amine (such as proline at the N-terminus of a peptide) should be more basic than 

a primary amine at that location (such as alanine at the N-terminus of a peptide). 

Conformational changes are likely when Pro is located elsewhere in the peptide due to its 

unique pyrrolidine ring, which confers a turn on the peptide backbone. These effects were 

tested by H/D exchange of alanine oligomers that contain a proline residue. 

Results Exchange of the protonated amino acid proline with DjO in the gas-phase 

resulted in exchange of 2 of 3 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 1 (Figure 3.3a), 

and that exchange was blocked for the 0-methyl ester derivative of proline as I of 2 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0 were exchanged. (Figure 3.3b) No H/D exchange was 

observed for the peptide with proline as the N-terminal residue, PAAAA, and the 

underivatized peptide exchanged 1 of 7 possibly hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0 

(Figure 3.3c), and the O-methyl ester derivative exchanged none of the 6 possible hydrogens 

(Figure 3.3d). 
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In contrast to PAAAA, exposure of AAPAA to D2O resulted in the H/D exchange of 

6 of 7 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 3-4 (Figure 3.4a). Blocking the C-

terminus resulted in a reduction of exchange, as AAPAA-O-methyl exchanged 4 of 6 

possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 3 (Figure 3.4b); while blocking the N-terminus 

resulted in an incease of exchange, as acetyl-AAPAA exchanged 5 of 6 possible hydrogens 

with a peak maximum of 4 (Figure 3.4c). 

Discussion The protonated amino acid proline exchanged one hydrogen with 0,0 

(the second exchange ion intensity was very weak) and that exchange was blocked for the 

O-methyl ester derivative of proline. This result is in agreement with reported FTICR 

exchange results of Pro with CH3OD, which like Ala, Val, Leu, and He produced one rapid 

exchange accompanied by slow multiple exchanges.'*" Thus, these aliphatic amino acids lack 

the means to undergo rapid multiple exchanges that will be shown for basic amino acids in 

later sections, and probably exchange with DjO (and with CH3OD) by some mechanism 

involving the carboxy-terminus alone. However, exchange of the carboxy-terminus was not 

observed for the peptides AAAAA, TMPP'-AAAA, and PAAAA. Thus a combination of 

factors such as nearby functional groups or charge, solvation, or conformation may contribute 

to exchange or lack of exchange at the C-terminus of amino acids or peptides. Although this 

H/D exchange behavior observed for the amino acid proline may complicate the absolute 

determination of exchange site and mechanism, it does not reduce the meaning of the relative 

differences in H/D exchange with 0,0 that are discussed in this dissertation. 
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No exchange with D^O is observed for PAAAA or PAAAA-O-methyl, and the N-

tenninal proline holds the proton tightly, and so less exchange is observed for PAAAA (3% 

corrected intensity for 1 exchange) than for AAAAA (35% for I, 8% for 2 exchanges). This 

result is consistent with a reported study where the proton was determined to be more 

immobilized in a ProGly dipeptide (exchanges less) than in a GlyPro dipeptide.'^^ Thus, an 

increased basicity is observed when Pro is the N-terminal residue in a peptide. 

In the peptide AAPAA, a "bend" occurs in the peptide backbone due to the 

pyrrolidine ring of proline. The location of Pro as the central residue interrupts the strong 

solvation of the proton located on the N-terminus, and exchange with 0,0 proceeds as it 

does in the peptide AAA which was shown in Figure 2.6. Blocking the C-terminus had the 

effect of reducing exchange by I hydrogen, while blocking the N-terminus increased the 

exchange over the underivatized peptide. This increase in exchange of acetyl-AAPAA 

demonstrates that the proton was located at the N-terminus in AAPAA and confirms that 

observed exchange was due to conformation (solvation) changes. 

3.2.3 H/D Exchange of Histidine or Lysine-Containing Alanine Oligomers Using 0,0 

Histidine and lysine are two amino acids of moderately high gas phase basicity 

(223.7-227.1 and 221.8-227.3 kcal/mol respectively) compared to arginine which has a high 

gas-phase basicity (237-240.6 kcal/mol) and all others that have low gas-phase basicities 

(202.7-219.0 kcal/mol or less), with the lower OB reported by Harrison''® and the higher 



reported by Hunter and Lias.*" The increased basicity of His and Lys are due to their basic 

side chains which are more basic than any other location in a non-arginine containing peptide 

and are the most likely site of initial protonation. The relay mechanism of gas-phase H/D 

exchange with 0,0 performs optimally when two sites of equal basicity, one of which is the 

site of protonation,'" are available for insertion of the DjO to allow exchange. This has been 

shown in acetyl-AAAAA and acetyl-AAPAA in which the basic amino terminus was 

blocked and the ionizing proton shifted to carbonyl oxygens radically changing observed 

exchange patterns. In those peptides the other carbonyl oxygens, which provide multiple 

sites of equivalent basicity, were available to participate in the hydrogen-bonding required 

for exchange. An alternative to blocking a single basic site in a peptide to allow exchange 

is to add another basic site. This can be accomplished by adding either a histidine or a lysine 

to an otherwise non-basic peptide. Presented here are results for peptides that were 

comprised of alanines plus a histidine or lysine residue located at various positions in the 

peptide. 

Results: His & Lys amino acids Gas-phase H/D exchange with D2O of the amino 

acids histidine and lysine and their O-methyl ester derivatives are shown in Figure 3.5. His 

exchanged 4 of 5 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 4 (Figure 3.5a), while His-O-

methyl exchanged 3 of 4 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 3 (Figure 3.5b). Lys 

exchanged all 6 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 6 (Figure 3.5c), and Lys-O-methyl 

exchanged all 5 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 5 (Figure 3.5d). 
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Discussion: His & Lys amino acids In gas-phase studies reported for the amino 

acids Lys and His exchanged with CHjOD, Lys showed reactivity similar to a diamine 

(maximum exchange),'®® but His was more reactive (more rapid) with 4 fast and 1 slow 

exchange reportedly due to bridging of methanol to an amine and a imidazole in the His 

case."^'®® The side chain of the amino acid lysine has a greater pKa than the amino terminus 

(10.53 versus 8.95),"® and is the most likely site of protonation in both the solution and gas 

phases. Lysine has the greatest similarity in side chain structure to the amino terminus and 

is therefore an ideal candidate for efficient H/D exchange via the relay mechanism as 

evidenced by the almost complete exchange of the labile hydrogens of this amino acid and 

its methyl ester derivative. 

However, H/D exchange of the amino acid histidine is more complicated and both 

His and His-O-methyl exchanged all but one of their labile hydrogens. His is represented in 

Scheme 3.3a as protonated on the side chain. For the amino acid in solution, the pKa of the 

side chain in histidine is less than that of the N-terminus (6.0 versus 9.17)'^® and so the N-

terminus would be the most likely site of initial protonation for the amino acid. This is not 

the case in the gas phase. The gas-phase basicity and proton affinity of His are greater than 

the other amino acids except Lys and Arg, due in part to intramolecular stabilization of the 

proton in the absence of solvent. The neutral His side-chain is stabilized by non-equivalent 

resonance (Scheme 3.3b) that is improved to become equivalent resonance upon protonation 

(Scheme 3.3c). In a peptide, the side-chain of histidine would clearly be the most likely site 

of protonation. 
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(b) 

(a) 

H-,N 

.H (C)  

O 

Scheme 3.3 

It would be useful to know which hydrogen in the amino acid His is not involved in 

the exchange process. There are four sites on His where labile hydrogens are present. The 

N-terminus and the C-terminus both exchange; the 0-methyl ester of His (Figure 3.5b) 

exchanges I less than His (Figure 3.5a), and 2 hydrogens are present on the N-terminus, so 

3 of the 4 exchanged hydrogens are at the termini. The side chain carries two nitrogens vsith 

one hydrogen at each. It seems most likely that one of these nitrogen carries a hydrogen that 

is not conformationally accessible to the necessary dual-hydrogen-bonding event required 

for exchange with DiO. One of the two His side-chain nitrogen atoms is one bond further 

from the amino terminus than is the other, requiring different conformations between these 

sites to form a hydrogen-bonded intermediate with the amino terminus. The inability of one 



of these sites to participate in intramolecular bonding with the N-terminus, or to participate 

in a hydrogen-bonded intermediate with the N-terminus and the 0,0 neutral likely prevents 

exchange. 

Results: His & Lys-containing peptides The effect of adding a basic residue to a 

peptide, in this case histidine, can be seen in the H/D exchange results of three peptides 

presented in Figure 3.6. Each pentapeptide is comprised of four Ala residues and one His 

with the His located at various locations, at the N-terminus (Figure 3.6a), as the central 

residue (Figure 3.6b) and at the C-terminus (Figure 3.6c). Exchange for each of these 

peptides is similar, and 5 of 9 labile hydrogens are exchanged. H/D exchange of their O-

methyl ester derivatives is presented in Figure 3.7. Location of histidine in the center or C-

terminal positions as in AAHAA-O-methyl ester (Figure 3.7b) or AAAAH-O-methyl ester 

(Figure 3.7c) results in the loss of one exchange because there is no carboxylic hydrogen. 

Location of the histidine at the N-terminal position however, results in the loss of two 

exchanges (Figure 3.7a). 
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H/D exchange of Lys-containing peptides can be seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, which 

contrast lysine in a pentapeptide in the amino terminal position (a), the central position (b) 

and the carboxy temiinal position (c). Figure 3.8 presents the peptides with free termini and 

Figure 3.9 shows those with the C-terminus blocked with an O-methyl ester. In both cases 

it can be seen that KAAAA and AAKAA behave similarly, in that these peptides exchange 

a maximum of 2-4 hydrogen and that a maximum of one exchange occurs for KAAAA-O-

methyl ester and AAKAA-O-methyl ester (Figures 3.8 and 3.9, a vs b). However, when the 

lysine residue is located at the C-terminal position no exchange occurs for either AAAAK 

(Figure 3.8c) or AAAAK-O-methyl ester (Figure 3.8c). 

H/D exchange of the acetylated peptides acetyl-HAAAA and acetyl-KAAAA are 

shown in Figure 3.10. Neither of these peptides exchanged, representing a shut-down of the 

exchange observed for the non-acetylated versions of these peptides. 
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Discussion: His & Lys-containing peptides It is clearly demonstrated in Figures 

3.6(a-c) and 3.10a ±at H/D exchange takes place between the His side-chain and the amino 

terminus. In the His- containing peptides of Figures 3.6, exchange occurs because the His 

side chain and the amino terminus act as partners in the relay exchange mechanism described 

earlier and shown in Scheme 3.4. The His side-chain and amino terminus are likely 

candidates for stabilizing the proton through hydrogen bonding as shown in Scheme 3.4a. 

Due to the similar basicity of these two positions, a neutral DjO molecule can intercept the 

hydrogen bonding (Scheme 3.4b) in order to exchange a hydrogen for a deuteron in the 

peptide (Scheme 3.4c). If the amino terminus of HAAAA is acetylated, eliminating one of 

these two sites used in the relay mechanism, the extent of exchange would be expected to 

decrease as shown in the H/D exchange of acetyl-HAAAA (Figure 3.10a). 

(a) (b) (c) 

:0 

Scheme 3.4 
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The interaction of the protonated Lys side chain and the amino terminus may be 

observed in the gas-phase H/D exchange results for KAAAA and AAKAA shown in Figures 

3.8a and 3.8b. Similar to what was observed for His and suggested in Scheme 3.4, the 

protonated side chain of Lys and the amino terminus are the two sites of similar basicity 

which exchange with neutral D^O by the relay mecheinism. The Lys containing peptides, 

however, exchange less in the 10-second timefiame than their His-containing counterparts. 

Acetylation of the KAAAA peptide eliminates one of the two sites necessary for the relay 

mechanism, and no exchange occurs for acetyl-KAAAA (Figure 3.10b). 

Methylation of the C-terminus of the three His-containing peptides reduces the extent 

and peak maximum of exchange (Figure 3.7); and reduced exchange also occurs for 

KAAAA-O-methyl and AAKAA-O-methyl (Figures 3.9a and 3.9b). Only a single reduction 

in exchange was observed after methylation of AAHAA and AAAAH, consistent with the 

loss of the labile C-terminal hydrogen. However, a reduction of two exchanges after 

methylation of HAAAA, KAAAA and AAKAA suggest that the C-terminus plays a more 

important role in the H/D exchange of these peptides, which may be simply conformation. 

The peptide that did not exchange with D2O in this series was AAAAK (Figure 3.8c) 

and AAAAK-O-methyl (Figure 3.9c). In reported studies of Lys„Glyn containing peptides, 

researchers found that the proximity of basic sites was important in gas-phase exchange with 

CD3OD.'" Correct geometry was necessary to establish the 0,0 inserted intermediate 

necessary for exchange to occur, and in some peptides the combination of Gly and Lys 

residues prevented a Lys residue from participating in solvation and in exchange. Studies 
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by Hudgins and Jarrold of helix formation in acetyIated-Ala„-LysH^ peptides concluded that 

Lys at the C-terminus of a peptide of 7 or more Ala residues induced helix formation in the 

peptide capped by the Lys at the C-terminus.'®' The data presented in this study was unclear 

as to the conformation of a smaller peptide (n = 5 or 6) because the trend lines for helix vs 

globule formation overlapped in the region of these data. Although Hudgins peptides were 

capped on the N-terminus by acetylation, their results may suggest that a Lys located at a C-

terminus is more likely to 'distance' itself from solvation with the main body of the peptide; 

in effect setting up for a possible helical formation. This may be the effect observed in the 

exchange of AAAAK presented in Figures 3.8c and 3.9c. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the H/D exchange data shown for His, Lys, and their respective 

peptides and numerically lists the number of labile hydrogens, the maximum number of 

exchanges observed and the peak maximum. It is clear that Lys has greater structural 

similarity to the N-terminus of peptides, the partner in exchange, and thoroughly exchanges 

all hydrogens in the amino acid; however, it is His-containing peptides that exchange to 

greater extents, hnplications to peptide sequencing exist in this data. Lys may be more 

likely than His to sequester the proton, not by basicity, but by conformation. Therefore in 

the case of His vs Lys in a peptide, it may be the His residue that is more likely to engage a 

proton with a nearby cleavage site. This cleavage may make His the more predictive residue 

in peptide sequencing. 
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3.2.4 H/D Exchange of Arginine-Containing Alanine Oligomers Using D^O 

The arginine side chain is the most basic site in all amino acids, and considered the 

most likely site of protonation in peptides."^ It has been generally suggested that the 

possibility of salt bridge formation exists if Arg is present in a peptide.'" The protonated 

guanidino group of Arg is stabilized by resonance as depicted in Scheme 3.5, which shows 

that three resonance structures exist. Researchers have noted that Arg shows poor exchange 

reactivity with CH3OD, which reacts mechanistically like 0,0 with peptides, because the 

proton affinity of Arg is simply too high to form a 0,0 bridged structure with the amino 

terminus.'®^ It has also been shown by AMI calculations that the protonated Arg side chain 

is not strongly solvated by the peptide due to the diffuse nature of the charge site.''' 

HiN 

o o o 

Scheme 3.5. 
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Results The amino acid Arg and its methyl-ester derivative did not exchange with 

0,0 in the gas phase (Figure 3.11). Arg has 8 labile hydrogens and only a minor peak 

representing one exchange was evident in the spectrum (Figure 3.11a). Arg-O-methyl has 

7 labile hydrogens and the same results were observed (Figure 3.11b). All Arg-containing 

peptides with free termini demonstrated some reactivity of their 12 labile hydrogens with 

DjO. RAAAA (Figure 3.12a) exchanged 4 with a peak maximum of 0, AARAA (Figure 

3.12b) exchanged 5 with a peak maximum of 1, and AAAAR (Figure 3.12c) exchanged 4 

with a peak maximum of 1. Exchange of the 11 labile hydrogens did not occur when the C-

terminus was blocked for the peptides RAAAA-O-methyl (Figure 3.13a), AARAA-O-methyl 

(Figure 3.13b), and AAAAR-O-methyl (Figure 3.13c). Very minor exchange of one of the 

11 labile hydrogens was observed for the Arg-containing peptides when the N-terminus was 

blocked, and acetyl-AARAA (Figure 3.14a) and acetyl-AAAAR (Figure 3.14b) both 

produced minor (less than 10%) peaks representing one exchange. 
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Figure 3.11 M/D exchange of protonated amino acids (Ml 1') (a) arginine, and (b) arginine-O-CHj, including 
spectrum (left), structure depicting labile hydrogens (center) and '^C corrected spectrum showing number of 

exchanges (right). 
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Discussion Unlike the basic side-chain amino acids His and Lys, the amino acid Arg 

and its O-methyl ester did not exchange with D^O. Possible partners in exchange for the Arg 

amino acid include side-chmn to N-terminus, and combinations of the nitrogens in the 

guanidino group. These routes could be blocked by formation of a salt bridge, but such a 

stmcture would be disrupted in the methyl-ester derivative that demonstrated the same lack 

of reactivity with 0,0. The lack of exchange between the Arg side chain and the amino 

terminus may be due to a significantly higher basicity of the Arg side chain as compared to 

the amino terminus, and exchange may not occur due to a lack of a partner for exchange by 

the relay mechanism. The three side-chain nitrogens (one of which is protonated) are of 

similar basicity, but exchange may be prevented because of the diffuse nature of the charge 

site'^' in this stable structure, or due to a lack of accessibility limiting insertion of a DiO 

molecule. 

A salt bridge structure must be considered when arginine is present in a peptide. The 

gas-phase H/D exchange of RAAAA, AARAA, and AAAAR are shown in Figure 3.12 (a, 

b, and c respectively). The peptide structures in this figure are represented as protonated at 

the arginine side chain and neutral at either termini. This is merely representative of the 

number of hydrogens in the ion, rather than its actual structure. In fact, the few exchanges 

that are observed for these peptides cannot be explained by the peptide stmctures as they are 

depicted here. Gas-phase H/D exchange of those same peptides when the carboxyl hydrogen 

is removed shuts down the exchange as demonstrated in Figure 3.13. In addition, acetylation 

of the N-terminus in acetyl-AARAA and acetyl-AAAAR also stops exchange from occurring 
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as shown in Figure 3.14. 

Blocking either terminus disrupts the peptide structure of RAAAA, AARAA, and 

AAAAR shutting down the small amount of exchange that had been observed, and therefore 

both termini are involved. This suggests a salt bridge involving the arginine side chain 

(protonated) the carboxy terminus (deprotonated), and the amino terminus (protonated). The 

parmers in exchange with DjO are most likely the protonated N-terminus and backbone 

carbonyl groups. Very few exchanges occur because the proton is likely solvated, but the 

structure of the peptide is radically changed by the salt bridge and much of the peptide may 

be unaccessible for exchange. It can be seen in Figure 3.12 that the number of hydrogens 

exchanged varies by location of the arginine, but that in each case only a little exchange 

occurs (peak maximum of 0 for RAAAA, 1 for both AARAA and AAAAR.) 

3.2.5 Conclusions 

Results of oligoalanine peptides reacted for 10 seconds with 0,0 were consistent 

with oligoglycine studies reported by others, confirming that the modified ion trap was useful 

for studies of peptides by H/D exchange. The involvement of the charge site in H/D 

exchange by the relay mechanism was demonstrated by the lack of exchange for TMPP'-

AAAA, while intramolecular solvation of the protonated N-terminus of a peptide was shown 

for AAAAA versus AAA and acetyl-AAAAA. Results of substitution of a Pro residue 

suggests an increase in peptide basicity when Pro is in the first position (PAAAA) due to a 
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complete lack of exchange, and a disruption of intramolecular solvation when located in the 

third position (AAPAA) while the ionizing proton is still located at the N-terminus. The 

substitution of a basic residue (His or Lys) provided a likely site of initial protonation at the 

basic residue side-chain, and a partner to participate with the N-terminus in the relay 

mechanism of H/D exchange. Although similar basicity of two sites in the peptide is 

important for exchange with DjO, peptide conformation and/or accessibility of DjO to the 

peptide is also a factor that is suggested by results that varied due to location of the basic 

residue and the lack of exchange observed for AAAAK. The reactivity of Arg-containing 

oligoalanines and their derivatives suggests that salt bridge structures may form for these 5-

residue peptides. 

These initial studies provided a general understanding of the mechanism of H/D 

exchange by 0,0 in the modified ion trap mass spectrometer. This information is useful as 

background to understand the H/D exchange of peptides complicated by greater size or 

chemical functionality that vsrill be presented throughout this dissertation. 
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3.3 Evidence of Salt Bridge Structures in Peptides 

3.3.1 Bradykinin 

Little evidence has been gathered to support the existence of zwitterionic or salt 

bridge structures in the gas phase. Ion mobility studies of oligoglycines suggest no evidence 

of a salt bridge,'^' and oligoeilanine studies presented earlier in this chapter are consistent 

with that conclusion. The Arg-containing peptide bradykinin has been studied by a number 

of researchers and a salt bridge structure was first proposed by Schnier, Jockusch and 

Williams when blackbody infirared radiative dissociation (BIRD) results by FTICR 

demonstrated greatly reduced activation energies for the ester versus the acid.^^ Based upon 

Williams work, Wyttenbach and Bowers compared ion mobility"® and H/D exchange'™ to 

computational results for bradykinin, and while the calculated collision cross-sections for 

both zwitterions and protonated peptides were quite similar, a calculated salt-bridge model 

fit the H/D exchange results. Freitas and Marshall'"^ using H/D exchange in a high-

resolution FTICR mass analysis proposed that bradykinin exists as a gas-phase zwitterion 

and suggested that both des-Arg, and des-Arg, analogs may also but their results were not 

conclusive in the single Arg case. Studies of multiply charged bradykinin by HI/DI reactions 

have found that isomeric structures of the doubly and triply charged ions coexist.'®* 

Bradykinin (RPGFSPFR) contains two Arg residues. It has been shown that highly basic 

sites in diamines that are able to interact simultaneously with the deuterating reagent show 
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a high exchange reactivity with CH3OD, even though the proton affinity differences are 

greater than 45 kcal/moL'" Interestingly, Green and Lebrilla in this same study exchanged 

the peptide Bradykinin and due to its lack of exchange concluded that the Arg residues were 

unreactive; and did not consider a salt bridge structure. They did suggest a salt bridge in 

another peptide, angiotensin (DRVYIHPF), as possibly forming between the Asp and Arg 

residues. 

Results The exchzinge of bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR) and its analogs (PPGFSPFR and 

RPPGFSPF) was performed in the Finnigzm ion trap modified for gas-phase ion-molecule 

reactions described in Section 2.4. Figure 3.15a shows exchange results for the peptide des-

Arg,-bradykinin (PPGFSPFR) and 7 of 13 possible exchanges occurred with peak maximum 

of 3-4. No exchange was observed for des-Arg9-bradykinin (RPPGFSPF) (Figure 3.15b) 

with 13 possible exchanges or for Bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR) (Figure 3.15c) with 18 possible 

exchanges. Bradykinin and its analogs were esterified at the carboxy terminus (O-

methylation) and subjected to gas-phase H/D exchange. Blocking the C-terminus in des-

Arg,-bradykinin-0-methyl ester stops exchange (Figure 3.16a), makes no difference in the 

lack of exchange for des-Argg-bradykinin-O-methyl ester (Figure 3.15b), and blocking the 

C-terminus in Bradykinin-O-methyl ester allows this peptide to exchange 16 of its 17 labile 

hydrogens (Figure 3.15c). 
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Figure 3.15 H/D exchange of protonated peptides (MH') (a) des-Arg,-bradykinin, 
(b) des-Argg-bradykinin, (c) Bradykinin, including spectrum (left) and '"C corrected 
spectrum showing number of exchanges (right). 
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Figure 3.16 H/D exchange of protonated peptides (MH") (a) des-Arg,-bradykinin-0-
CHj, (b) des-Argg-bradykinin-O-CHj, (c) Bradykinin-O-CHj, including spectrum 
(left) and '^C corrected spectrum showing number of exchanges (right). 
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Discussion The means of exchange of a peptide by DiO in the gas phase suggest that 

the Bradykinin analogs PPGFSPFR and RPPGFSPF would not exchange because the proton 

would be located on the most basic site which is the Arg side chain and there is no site of 

similar basicity with which to undergo exchange. However Bradykinin, RPPGFSPFR, 

should exchange freely due to the equal basicity of the Arg side chains. While the proton and 

therefore charge would be located on one of the arginine side chains, the other Arg side-chain 

would be available to accept the deuteron from the DjO molecule in a relay exchange. This 

is not what is observed. Instead, only RPPGFSPF in Figure 3.15b behaves as expected and 

does not exchange. 

An explanation for the difference made by blocking the C-terminus in Bradykinin-O-

methyl ester is the involvement in the carboxylic site as a salt bridge as suggested by Schnier, 

Jockusch and Williams^" and Wyttenbach and Bowers.'™ The structure of the Bradykinin 

neutral peptide is shown in Figure S.lTei, with all side chains and carbonyl groups 

represented. The charge distributions of Bradykinin and its analogs are shown in Figures 

3.17b/c/d as abbreviated structures which show the number of labile hydrogens. Bradykinin 

is represented in Figure 3.17d as protonated at both Arg side chains, which prevents 

exchange due to charge repulsion. This structural representation was presented by Freitas 

and Marshall,'"® and is shown here as a simplification of a salt bridge structure with 

interactions between the two Arg side-chains (protonated) and the C-terminus (deprotonated) 

as evidenced by modeling studies'™ and consistent with ion mobility experiments."'® Less 

satisfactory were the explanations by these various researcher of how the D2O molecule 
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exchanges to ahnost a full extent with the bradykinin methyl ester. The work with RAAAA, 

AARAA and AAAAR demonstrated that H/D exchange is limited for Arg-containing 

peptides when the termini are free and that exchange shuts down when the termini are 

blocked. However, it is shown with Bradykinin that two Arg residues overcome those 

limitations when both Arg side-chains are available as in the methyl ester structure of Figure 

3.17d, and the two Arg side-chains (one of which is protonated) act as partners in exchange 

with DiO. The extent of this exchange was 16 of 17 possible, therefore all labile hydrogens 

were subject to exchange, whether located at the side-chains, the peptide backbone, or the 

amino terminus. 

H/D exchange of the Bradykinin analogs des-Arg, and des-Arg, provided results that 

were very different from each other. Des-Arg,-bradykinin exchanges 7 hydrogens and 

exchange is shut down upon O-methylation, consistent with results observed for single Arg-

containing alanine oligomers presented in Section 3.2.4 and with a salt bridge structure as 

described in that section. Figure 3.17b represents this structure as carrying positive charge 

on the Arg side chain and the N-terminus, and negative charge on the carboxylic terminus, 

as suggested by Freitas and Marshall.'"® Des-Argg-bradykinin undergoes no exchange 

whether the C-terminus is free or O-methylated. Our evidence suggests that this peptide does 

not form a salt bridge and is represented in Figure 3.23c as protonated at the Arg side chain 

only (however Freitas and Marshall'"® represented des-Argg-bradykinin as a zwitterion due 

to a smdl difference in exchange observed by FTICR). 
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Figure 3.17 Bradykinin structures (a) neutral Bradykinin (b) abbreviated structures 
showing labile hydrogens: des-Arg,-Bradykinin vs the -O-methyl ester, (c) des-Argg-
Bradykinin vs the -O-methyl ester, and (d) Bradykinin vs the -O-methyl ester. 
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3.3.2 RLDIFSDFR 

Another set of peptides that was investigated for the presence of a salt bridge was 

RLDIFSDF, LDIFSDFR, and RLDIFSDFR whose dissociation characteristics have been 

studied extensively by previous group members. Structural similarities exist between this 

series and the bradykinin series of the previous section in the number and location of Arg 

residues; however, these peptides contain two acidic aspartic acid (Asp) residues and 

additional chemical reactivity of this peptide set in the 10 second H/D experiments must be 

addressed. To explore the exchange properties of the peptide without the Arg(s) the peptides 

LDIFSDF and its fixed charge derivative TMPP'-LDIFSDF were exchanged with D^O. 

Results: LDIFSDF & TMPP*-LDIFSDF The peptide LDIFSDF exchanged 4 of 

13 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0 (Figure 3.18a), and when the N-terminus 

was blocked by acetylation it exchanged 11 of 12 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum 

of 8 (Figure 3.18b). The structure depicted in Figure 3.18b is abbreviated to show only the 

modified N-terminus, while the rest of the peptide remains the same as shown in Figure 

3.18a. Methylation of this peptide resulted in methyl ester formation at the carboxylic acid 

side chains of both Asp residues as well as the C-terminus, and LDIFSDF-(0-methyl)3 did 

not exchange with DiO within the 10 seconds of these experiments (Figure 3.18c). 

TMPP'-LDIFSDF, the fixed charge derivative of LDIFSDF, exchanged 4 of 11 

possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0-1 (Figure 3.19a), and that exchange was shut 

down for the tri-methyl-ester derivative TMPP*-LDIFSDF-(0-methyl)3 (Figure 3.19b). 
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Figure 3.18 H/D exchange of prolonated peptides (MH') (a) LDIFSDF, (b) CH3(C0)-LDIFSDF, and (c) 
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spectrum showing number of exchanges (right). 
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Discussion: LDIFSDF & TMPP*-LDIFSDF LDIFSDF exchanged more hydrogens 

than would be expected for a peptide with no basic residues, as the most basic site is the N-

terminus, and this 7-residue peptide should solvate the charge and prevent exchange. The 

non-derivatized LDIFSDF does behave as if it is protonated at the N-terminus, as acetyl-

LDIFSDF shown in Figure 3.18b exchanges readily and 11 of 12 labile hydrogens are 

exchanged. Exchange observed for LDIFSDF does not occur for LDIFSDF-(0-methyl)3 

which suggests involvement of either the Asp acidic groups or the carboxy terminus in 

exchange with DiO when those sites are available. 

Exchange occurs for LDIFSDF even if there is no ionizing proton as in the case of 

TMPP'-LDIFSDF, and no exchange is observed if the carboxylic acid groups are blocked 

in TMPP*-LDIFSDF-(0-methyl)3 as shown in Figure 3.19. Exchange by the relay 

mechanism requires involvement of the protonated charge site and a hydrogen (at that charge 

site) is transferred to the DjO molecule as a deuterium is transferred to the peptide. The H/D 

exchange observed for TMPP'-LDIFSDF is not consistent with that mechanism. The small 

amount of exchange that occurs for LDIFSDF and TMPP'-LDIFSDF may be due to the 

acidic Asp side-chains or to involvement of the C-terminus; caused by some conformational 

change or exchanged by some other mechanism. 

No other peptides containing acidic residues were studied in this work, and so no 

comparisons of the behavior of similar peptides is available. However, for the purpose of 

the work presented here, the important point is that some additional exchange with D^O 

occurs for these Asp-containing peptides. 
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Results: (R)LDIFSDF(R) The addition of Arg(s) to the LDIFSDF peptide causes 

exchange behavior that was observed for the Bradykinin peptide set described in Section 

3.3.1. In the 10 seconds of the H/D exchange experiment with D,0, LDIFSDFR exchanged 

11 of 18 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 8 (Figure 5.20a), RLDIFSDF exchanged 

4 of the 18 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 1 (Figure 5.20b), and RLDIFSDFR 

exchanged 6 of the 23 labile hydrogens with a peak maximum of 2. Esterification of the 

three carboxylic acids shut down the exchange of LDIFSDFR-(0-methyl)3 and RLDIFSDF-

(O-methyOj (Figures 3.21a and 3.21b), while greatly increasing the exchange of 

RLDIFSDFR-(0-methyl)3 and 20 of 20 labile hydrogens were exchanged with a peak 

maximum of 18 (Figure 3.21c). 
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Figure 3.20 H/D exchange of protonated peptides (MH*) (a) LDIFSDFR, (b) 
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Discussion: (R)LDIFSDF(R) No exchange would be expected when a single Arg 

residue was added to this peptide (LDIFSDFR and RLDIFSDF) due to the high basicity of 

the Arg side-chain, and yet LDIFSDFR exchanged extensively; and no exchange was 

observed for LDIFSDFR-(0-methyl)3. The spectral pattern of exchange and lack of 

exchange for these two peptides shown in Figure 3.20a/b versus Figure 3.2Ia/b is similar to 

that observed for PPGFSPFR and RPPGFSPF shown in Figure 3.15a/b versus Figure 

3.l6a/b, except for additional exchange behavior due to LDIFSDF that was described in the 

previous section. Exchange was expected between the two Arg side-chains of RLDIFSDFR 

and only a minor amount of exchange was observed (6 of 23 possible) which may be 

attributed to the LDIFSDF portion of the peptide. When the C-terminus was blocked by 

methylation in RLDIFSDFR-(0-methyl)3 the peptide exchanged all 20 labile hydrogens 

(Figure 3.20c versus Figure 3.21c). 

The behavior of these peptides is consistent with formation of a salt bridge structure 

for RLDIFSDFR, formed between the positive charges on the two Arg side-chains and a 

negative charge on the C-terminus as suggested by other researchers^- "" and demonstrated 

in Section 3.3.1 for Bradykinin. A salt bridge structure is also consistent with the behavior 

of LDIFSDFR, formed between the positive charges on the Arg side-chain and the N-

terminus and a negative charge on the C-terminus as demonstrated in Section 3.3.1 for des-

ArgI-bradykinin. The H/D exchange of RLDIFSDF, however, is not consistent with a salt 

bridge and is likely protonated on the Arg side-chain. 
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3.3.3 Conclusion 

These studies of (R)PPGFSPF(R) and (R)LDIFSDF(R) provided important insight 

into the gas-phase structure and exchange behavior of Arg-containing peptides. While ion 

mobility and H/D exchange studies have been published suggesting Bradykinin exists as a 

salt bridge structure in the gas-phase, the additional evidence provided by RLDIFSDFR 

demonstrates that Bradykinin is not unique, and its behavior is not due to unusual structural 

constraints such as the three Pro residues in this peptide. In addition, the application of what 

was learned in studies of basic residue-containing oligoalanine peptides clarified the H/D 

exchange with D^O that was observed for peptides with a blocked C-terminus versus 

peptides with a free terminus. 

More work is needed to better understand the gas-phase structure and exchange 

behavior of single-Arg residue containing peptides. We observed likely salt bridge gas-

phase structures for PPGFSPFR and LDIFSDFR but not for RPPGFSPF zind RLDIFSDF. 

In addition, behavior suggestive of a salt bridge structure was also observed for RAAAA, 

AARAA, and AAAAR. MS-MS cleavage patterns may be effected by a peptide salt-bridge 

structure (or lack of such a structure). Previous studies of Arg-containing peptides by this 

laboratory show that no difference in energy requirements are necessary to dissociate singly-

charged single-Arg-containing peptides regardless of the location of the Arg within the 

peptide, although energy differences are observed when the peptide carries two charges. 

Peptides that contain a C-terminal Arg residue are important because a common technique 
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in protein studies includes enzymatic digestion with Trypsin that cleaves proteins after Arg 

and Lys residues, and therefore many peptides from proteins subjected to tandem mass 

spectrometry experiments contain a C-terminal Arg. 
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3.4 Evidence of anhydride b-type ion at Asp: H/D exchange of fragment ions 

Results have been presented by this laboratory demonstrating that, in the absence of 

an available mobile proton, selective cleavages at a peptide bond immediately C-terminal to 

an Asp residue (Asp-Xxx) dominate the MS-MS spectra of peptides.A publication 

on this topic by Gu'^^ describing experiments with a fixed-charge peptide, TMPP"-LDIFSDF 

are described here, where a contribution by this researcher (Breci) included primarily an 

investigation into the structure of "b" ions formed at other residues (not Asp-Xxx) in this 

fixed-charge peptide both as contrast to "b" ion formation at Asp-Xxx and to identify the 

structure of general fixed-charge "b" ions. 

A more significant contribution is also presented here, investigation of the "b" 

fragment ion structures of LDIFSDF, where those fragment were formed in the presence of 

a mobile proton. MS^ and gas-phase H/D exchange experiments were performed to identify 

the "b" fragment ions formed at Asp-Xxx bonds versus other positions in the peptide. 

3.4.1 Anhydride Ion Formation from a Fixed Charge Derivative 

Background and results of Chungang Gu In experiments performed by Chungang 

Gu, a former student of this laboratory, an Asp-containing peptide in which the positive 

charge was 'fixed' by a tris-2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl-phosphine group (TMPP) was subjected 

to fragmentation in both an ion trap mass spectrometer by CID and a tandem-quadrupole 
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mass spectrometer by SID. The fixed charge derivative (which provides a charge with no 

proton) mimics the basic Arg side chain, which attracts and holds a proton, requiring 

additional energy to mobilize the proton onto the peptide backbone and initiate cleavage. 

Selective cleavage at Asp-Xxx was observed for the peptide TMPP'-LDIFSDF in which the 

only charge was provided by the fixed-charge derivative, and in [TMPP-LDIFSDFR + H]~" 

which contained both the fixed chzirge and an added proton plus an Arg residue to localize 

the added proton. In addition, Gu subjected the peptide TMPP'-LDIFSDF to solution H/D 

exchange to study the fragment ions formed from selective cleavages of the labeled peptide. 

Exchangeable hydrogens are those located on the backbone nitrogen, acidic side chains (Asp 

or Ser for this peptide) and carboxylic terminus. A fragment ions structure may be elucidated 

from the uptake or loss of deuterium or hydrogen in this type of study because the formation 

of certain fragment ions must gain or lose hydrogen (or deuterium) beyond the number 

accounted for by a simple bond cleavage. For example, the formation of a "b" ion (an N-

terminal fragment ion) in a fixed-charged peptide derivative where a single charge is 

provided by the N-terminal derivative requires cleavage at the peptide bond, and the transfer 

of one hydrogen from the N-terminal side of the cleavage to the C-terminal portion. Thus, 

the loss of a hydrogen versus a deuterium from that "b" ion helps to identify its initial 

location. 

Charge-remote cleavage in peptides Dissociation of peptides under high-energy 

conditions'^ '*^ or of peptides modified with a fixed charge '53.i84-i86 produces fragment ions 

resulting from charge remote processes when cleavages occur remote from any available 
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proton. Although these processes may complicate the spectrum of a multiply-charged 

peptide acquired under high-energy conditions due to a combination of charge-remote and 

charge-directed cleavages, they simplify the spectra of singly-charged peptides modified with 

a fixed charge as no alternative pathway to cleavage is available, and residue specific 

fragment ions are observed.'" Figure 3.22 presents an example of a chemically simple 

peptide dissociated by charge directed processes where the proton of [AAAAA +H]' 

participated in cleavage events and a combination of "a", "b", and "y" ions were formed 

(Figure 3.22a). However, the peptide TMPP'-AAAA had no such proton as the charge was 

provided by the fixed charge moiety and cleavage processes occurred remote from the charge 

and primarily "a" and "b" sequence ions are formed. (Figure 3.22b). 
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The daughter ions formed by charge-remote processes by MS-MS of dl/-TMPP"-

LDIFSDF are shown in the spectrum presented in Figure 3.23, in which the ions formed have 

been labeled with their type as well as the number of deuterium contained therein. This 

spectrum was produced from the peptide exchanged with DjO in solution by electrospray 

ionization and analysis in an ion trap at 30% relative collision energy by CID. It is clear that 

something unusual is occurring at the Asp-Xxx cleavages (where Xxx represents the residue 

positioned C-terminal to Asp). Fragmentation of peptides containing a fixed charge 

derivative at the N-terminus such as that presented here generally form intense a-type ions 

and less intense b-type ions when dissociated and analyzed under these low energy 

conditions. However at Asp-Xxx, "c", "d", and " b" ions were formed with no evidence of 

"a" ion formation. Fragment ions formed at Asp-lie were c,, d,, b,; fragment ions formed 

at Asp-Phe were Cj, dg, bg) 
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Investigation of fixed-charge **5" ions Contributing to the work of Chungang Gu, 

the results of ftirther fragmentation (MS-MS-MS) of three "b" ions formed at Asp-Xxx and 

other positions in the peptide is presented in Figure 3.24. The fragmentation spectrum of the 

b, ions fomied from cleavage at Asp-lle from TMPP'-LDIFSDF are shown in Figure 3.24a 

(from all hydrogen precursor) and Figure 3.24b (from dll precursor). Both cases show the 

bj ion further fragmenting to form "c", "d" and CO2 neutral loss ions, which is a facile 

cleavage from an anhydride "b" ion structure.''^ Figure 3.24c demonstrates that "'b" ions 

formed at two other positions produce very different MS^ fragments. Two types of structures 

shown in Scheme 3.6 have been suggested in the general case of a "b" ion formed by charge-

remote fragmentation, a neutral oxazolone ring (Scheme 3.6a) and a neutral aziridinone ring 

(Scheme 3.6b). (It is important to note that in charge-directed cleavage a protonated 

oxazolone is the most commonly suggested structure and an aziridinone is not considered.) 

Although both of these structures could further fragment to form an "a" ion as shown, the 

more strained three-membered aziridinone ring structure might be more easily converted to 

"a" ions than would the five-membered oxazolone ring. 

The MS^ spectrum result of fragmentation of the b4 ion shown in Figure 3.24c (inset) 

is the expected result of charge remote b-ion fragmentation and is consistent with either an 

oxazalone or aziridinone precursor. However, the bj fragment contains Asp as the central 

residue and suggested pathways to fragmentation are presented in Scheme 3.7. In the case 

of an oxazolone bj ion (Scheme 3.7a), the expected result of ftuther fragmentation would be 

formation of the as ion, while the aziridinone bj ion (Scheme 3.7b) would be expected to 
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produce both the aj and bj ions. The additional formation of a b, ion in this case is due to 

the involvement of the acidic Asp hydrogen in the cleavage event. As was demonstrated'^^ 

for fragmentation from the parent peptide, the acidic Asp hydrogen initiates nucleophilic 

attack of the carboxylic oxygen to the carbonyl carbon to ultimately form the 5-membered 

anhydride "b" ion. This is the same anhydride that was demonstrated to be the ion structure 

after charge-remote cleavage of the parent ion in MS-MS experiments. The formation of 

both a- and b, fragments from MS^ cleavage of the b^ ion shown in Figure 3.24c is consistent 

with fragmentation of a charge-remote aziridinone b-type ion. 

b ion 
n 

Scheme 3.6 
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3.4.2 Anhydride Ion Formation in the Presence of a Mobile Proton 

The question ±at was still unanswered in the 

previous experiments was whether the anhydride ion 

would form in the presence of a proton that is not 

sequestered at an Arg. The mechanism for anhydride 

"b" ion formation in the presence of a fixed charge 

is illustrated in Scheme 3.8. Hydrogen bonding to 

the amide oxygen promotes the nucleophilic attack 

of the Asp side-chain carboxyl oxygen on the amide 

carbonyl carbon by making the carbonyl carbon of 

the Asp-Xxx amide bond electropositive. In an 

intermediate step, a five-membered ring is formed, 

and upon a hydrogen rearrangement and cleavage of 

the C-N bond, the b^ ion with a substituted succinic anhydride cyclic structure is produced. 

In the case of an available proton, however, two mechanisms are possible with very different 

structural results. Common "b" ion formation is thought to result in an oxazolone (Scheme 

3.9), initiated by an ionizing proton which makes the carbonyl carbon electropositive and 

open to nucleophilic attack by a nearby carbonyl oxygen. After intermediate hydrogen 

transfer the five-membered protonated oxazolone ring is formed. In the case of an Asp 

residue, the other mechanism shown in Scheme 3.9 is possible, in which the ionizing proton 

" HN. ̂
(peptide) 

NH-(peptide) 

H 

.A. ra- -N 
O + NH—(peptide) 
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is elsewhere in the peptide and the acidic hydrogen of the Asp side-chain initiates the 

nucleophilic attack by the side chain carbonyl carbon to form the neutral anhydride structure. 

H' 
O 

Ot"" 
,OH 

c 

o 
H" y-OH 

•tr 
o 

ox£izoIone b ion 

Scheme 3.9 

^'4 » I 
anhydride b ion 

An ion trap mass spectrometer is useful in that a number of different events can be 

combined in the trap. Ion trap events are tandem-in-time and not tandem-in-space, so MS" 

experiments (repetitive ion isolation, activation, detection) occur in the same space making 

the instrument ideal for H/D experiments of fragment ions (ion isolation, activation, fragment 

ion isolation, H/D exchange). 

MS-MS of LDIFSDF Tandem mass spectrometry was performed on the peptide 

LDIFSDF to probe the "b" ions formed at the Asp residues (Figure 3.26). Fragment ions that 

formed were not the strong charge remote ions that were observed for TMPP'-LDIFSDF and 

were not indicative of an anhydride structure formed at Asp-Xxx bonds because the "c" and 
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"d" fragment ions which accompanied the bj and b^ fragments of TMPP~-LDIFSDF (Figure 

3.23) were not observed. Further fragmentation of "b" ions from [LDIFSDF+H]' were 

performed to compare the structure of "b" ions formed at Asp-Xxx versus other "b" ions 

formed from this peptide. The MS^ spectra resulting from the fragmentation of the b4 ion 

(Figure 3.26a, fragmentation at Phe-Ser) is different from the fragmentation of the bj ion 

(Figure 3.26b, fragmentation at Asp-Phe). The b4 ion fragments to form an intense a-type 

of ion consistent with an oxazolone. The b^ ion spectrum is dominated by water loss peaks 

and while very different from the b4, cannot identify the structural differences between the 

b4 and b^ ions. 
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H/D exchange of LDIFSDF fragment ions To probe the structure of the b-type 

ions formed, an experiment was designed utilizing the peptides LDIFSDF and acetyl-

LDIFSDF and subjecting their fragment ions to gas-phase H/D exchange. If a fragment ion 

from LDIFSDF is the oxazolone there should be two basic sites on the ion, the N-terminus 

and the protonation site on the oxazolone ring; and if it is the anhydride there should only be 

one basic site on the ion, the N-terminus. If, however, a fragment ion from acetyl-LDlFSDF 

is the oxazolone there should be only one basic site, the N-terminus; and if it is the anhydride 

there would be no basic sites but multiple equivalent carbonyl oxygens as protonation sites. 

The fragment ions were formed from these peptides in the trap which contained the 

helium/DjO mixture as the background gas. The parent ion was selected and fragmented in 

a 30-msec time frame. Both peptides were isotopically selected so the MH* parent was 

fragmented and it's hydrogen-containing fragment ion allowed to exchange for lO-sec with 

0,0. Although the resulting mass spectra from these experiments is *'noisy" due to relatively 

low signal intensity, it is clear in Figures 3.27 and 3.28 that remarkable differences between 

the acetylated and non-acetylated peptides were observed. 

Figure 3.27a is the exchange results of the b4 ion from LDIFSDF where the fragment 

ion has been represented as the protonated oxazolone. This ion would contain two sites of 

similar basicity, the N-terminus and the oxazolone ring that would act as partners in the relay 

exchange with D^O. If the N-terminus is blocked as in acetyl-LDIFSDF in Figure 3.27b then 

only the oxazolone ring exists on the ion as a basic site and exchange shuts down as observed 

in the spectra presented. In contrast, the bg ion has been presented in Figure 3.28a as the 
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anhydride formed from LDIFSDF, that has only the N-terminus as a basic site and so 

exchange carmot occur. Blocking the N-terminus in acetyl-LDIFSDF as shown in Figure 

3.28b removes that basic N-terminus and as no basic sites exist in this ion, many equivalent 

carbonyl oxygens are available and the partners in the H/D exchange that is observed for this 

ion. Another explanation for lack of exchange in this 6-residue fragment (b^. Figure 3.28a) 

may be solvation of the charge as was observed for AAAAA (Figure 3.1). If that were the 

case, then no exchange would have been observed for the b^ fragment of acetyl-LDIFSDF if 

that fragment were an oxazolone. Instead, the bg fragment of acetyl-LDIFSDF exchanges 6 

of 9 possible hydrogens (Figure 3.28b), and extensive exchange has only been observed if 

a peptide contains two basic sites or no basic sites. H/D exchange demonstrated that the 

ion structures formed at Asp-Xxx are different than at non-Asp cleavage sites and the logical 

possibility of the acidic hydrogen of Asp initiating a 'self-cleavage' in peptides even in the 

presence of an ionizing proton is very real. 
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3.4.3 Conclusions 

MS^ experimental results of the fixed-charge derivative peptide TMPP'-LDIFSDF 

were consistent with formation of a charge-remote "b" fi^gment ion at positions other than 

C-terminal to Asp that have a very different structure than the anhydride "b" fragment ions 

formed at Asp-Xxx. Although these charge-remote "b" ions may have the structure of either 

a neutral oxazolone or aziridinone, our evidence suggests an aziridinone may be more likely. 

MS^ and gas-phase H/D exchange results of the b4 and bg fragment ions from 

LDIFSDF and acetyl-LDlFSDF provide strong evidence of different "b" fragment structures 

formed at those positions, and exchange results are consistent with the formation of an 

oxazolone b4 ion (cleavage at the Phe-Ser bond) and an anhydride b^ ion (cleavage at the 

Asp-Phe bond). 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF A DATABASE OF PEPTIDE TANDEM MASS SPECTRA FOR 

PROLINE CONTAINING PEPTIDES 

4.1 Introduction 

Two general techniques are used to analyze proteins by mass spectrometry, a single 

stage experiment (MS), providing mass analysis of the peptides of the enzymatically digested 

protein,*^ and a tandem experiment (MS-MS), providing amino acid sequence of the 

peptides.'-^ Analysis of biomolecules such as peptides began with fast-atom bombardment 

(FAB) ionization techniques,^ and improved with the introduction of matrix-assisted laser 

desorption ionization (MALDI)®-' and electrospray ionization (ESI)."'^ Choices of, and 

improvements in, mass analyzers such as time-of-flight (TOF),'^ ion-trap,'* or quadrupole'® 

instruments provide great flexibility in matching experimental method to need. Experimental 

mass spectra are coupled to computer models^for protein identification. 

The identification of proteins by mass spectrometry could be improved if sequencing 

algorithms used in tandem mass-spectrometry experiments included chemical effects in the 

criteria that determine expected fragment ion abundances. Unusueil fragmentation behavior 

has been noted for Pro-containing peptides, however any predictive qualities of these 

behaviors may have been disregarded. The statistical zmalysis of a peptide spectral database 

was undertaken for two purposes. First, are there predictable patterns in cleavages observed 
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at Pro residues that would be useful in the sequence identification of peptides using computer 

algorithms? Second, do any such patterns suggest why cleavage occurs, or does not occur, 

adjacent to a Pro residue? 

4.1.1 Analysis of Proteins by Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

In conjunction with separation such as gel electrophoresis, extensive sequence 

information can be acquired on a protein.^®-'® '™ Following separation, the protein(s) is 

chemically or enzymatically broken down into smaller segments, or peptides, for most 

protein analysis by tandem mass-spectrometry. Peptides which are the product of enzymatic 

digestion by Trypsin (a commonly used enzyme) are characterized by an Arg or Lys residue 

at the C-terminus. 

Advantages of 2+ peptides Peptides with basic residues easily form doubly charged 

ions in ESI that dissociate in MS-MS experiments to form complementary b/y fragment ion 

pairs. Greater abundance of "y" ions in the resulting spectra is due to the further break down 

of "b" ions rather than other mechanisms that may not require the formation of a 

complementary pair.'®® Doubly charged peptides produce more fragment ions useful for 

sequencing as compared to their singly charged counterpzirts.'®'"" The importance of Arg 

in a peptide has been noted in a statistical analysis of peptide spectra, as its presence can 

affect both the appearance of ion types (a/b vs y) and the mobility of an ionizing proton on 

the backbone as Arg sequesters the proton at its very basic side chain.''' The requirement 
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for a mobile proton is met when an Arg-containing peptide carries two charges as one is 

sequestered and one is available to induce charge-directed cleavage.'"'^ The peptide spectral 

database presented here contains peptides generated with Trypsin or other chemical or 

enzymatic reagents and so representative spectra are available for inspection of different 

peptide types. All peptides included in the analysis were doubly charged, because most 

peptides produced by tryptic digestion and introduced into a mass spectrometer by ESI carry 

two charges (thus, T peptides represent the majority of peptides analyzed), and because 

selecting a single charge state eliminates the variable of different cleavage effects due to 

charge state. 

Computer models Vast amounts of genome and proteome information have become 

available concurrently with advances in mass spectrometry, and protein and DNA databases 

are mined for the sequences needed to identify proteins. Large-scale proteome databases are 

available from many sources, notably the Expasy website (http://www.expasy.ch) contains 

many links to public proteome databases, as well as being the home of the Swiss-2D Page 

proteomics database. 

A variety of computer algorithms have been developed to use peptide masses (not 

MS-MS data) to search protein databases and identify proteins in an approach called "peptide 

mass mapping". These include MOWSE,®* ProFound,*^ Mascot,'" and others that are 

described in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. The observed m/z values are compared with the 

values predicted after digestion of the protein with an enzyme. The protein can be identified 

if a sufficient number of peptide ions are observed, the protein is not heavily modified, zmd 

http://www.expasy.ch
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for most programs there are not more than two proteins present.'" 

Fewer computer algorithms are available for use in identification of proteins from the 

fragmentation (MS-MS) of individual peptides. They include Mascot,'- PepFrag,'"' and 

Sequest."*'-'-' The use of MS-MS data addresses the drawbacks of peptide mass mapping 

with the added advantage that fewer peptides are required; while one identified peptide will 

limit the protein possibilities, a second identifled peptide may be enough for absolute protein 

identification."^ An obstacle requiring fewer identified peptides to identify a protein is 

conservation in related proteins, however that can be a benefit as sequence homology has 

been used to identify proteins in organisms for which little protein sequence is available.'^ 

Sequest The Sequest algorithm is unique in its use of MS-MS data to identify a 

peptide. The selected database is searched for all possible contiguous series of amino acids 

that equal the mass of the precursor ion (with tolerance determined by the researcher). 

Structural modifications (e.g. phosphorylation) may be suggested by the user and allowance 

is made for those mass differences. A cross-correlation function then provides a 

measurement of similarity between the m/z of the fragment ions predicted from the amino 

acid sequences and the fragment ions of the experimental tandem mass spectrum. Strength 

of cross-correlation scores and the difference between the first and second ranked result 

determines a successful match.'" Proteins with sequence information available in the 

database can be unequivocally identified with the acquisition of 1-5 peptides, however by 

using multiple enzymatic cleavage reagents 97-100% of a protein can be identified in a good 
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Limitation of computer models Judging the significance of a result from a peptide 

mass mapping or tandem sequencing experiment is important, but particularly in the case of 

automated high-throughput protein analysis used today.'"® Simulations may be used to obtain 

a frequency function for false identification using peptide mass mapping techniques that 

provides a probability score that a protein identification is correct.'" Sequest utilizes a 

difference in cross-correlation scores to verify the success of a tandem mass spectrum 

match."*' 

Tandem mass spectrometry methods do not take into account unusual fragmentation 

events that can occur due to the presence of specific residues. For example, it has been 

d e m o n s t r a t e d  t h a t  p r e f e r e n t i a l  c l e a v a g e  C - t e r m i n a l  t o  a s p a r t i c  a c i d  o f t e n  o c c u r s : a n d  

it has been noted and is under investigation in our laboratory that product ion spectra may 

also be strongly influenced by the presence of histidine in a peptide.'^ One way to improve 

sequencing algorithms is to understand the dissociation in enough detail to develop 

predictive models that can produce predicted fragmentation patterns from a given sequence. 

4.1.2 Spectral Effects of Proline 

The presence of proline residues in a 

peptide has a significant effect upon the fragments 

observed by tandem mass spectrometry. The 

abundance of intense fragment ions formed at a 

(peptide) (peptide) 
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Pro residue, termed the proline effect, results from cleavages at the N-terminal side of 

Pro 100.189.193-196 fragmentation of whole proteins, fragment ions produced N-

terminal to proline are dramatically over-represented in the spectra."^ "® Fragmentation of 

Pro-containing peptides, particularly when poly-Pro stretches exist in the peptide, produce 

fragment ions of unidentifiable m/z in high-energy experiments, some of which are suggested 

to be produced by charge-remote cleavage. Proline is unusual in that it is the only 

naturally occurring amino acid in which the side chain participates in a ring to the peptide 

backbone. This creates an N-alkylation at the peptide nitrogen of Pro and the ring it forms 

endows that position with a natural turn which makes this an important residue in the 

formation of protein secondary structure."°''^°^ Studies of the effect of the N-alkylation and 

steric properties on fragmentation and gas-phase structure will be discussed in depth in 

Chapters 5 and 7 of this work. Here the focus is primarily on a statistical analysis of the 

relative abundance of cleavage at Xxx-Pro. 

An example of the influence of proline in the tandem mass spectral fragmentation 

patterns of peptides is shown in Figure 4.1, the CID MS-MS spectrum resulting from the 

fragmentation of the doubly charged peptide LVEGLANDPENKVPLDC. The doubly 

charged m/z of 925.0 was selected for MS-MS fragmentation, and a/b/y-type fragments of 

the dissociation of this 1849.0 amu peptide are labeled in the spectrum. This is a very 

information rich spectrum resulting from some combination of the following ideal 

circumstances: (1) repetition in acquisition as this is the summed result of 15 acquisitions, 

(2) the strong signal intensity of 6 x 10^, and (3) the chemical makeup of the peptide which 
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provided for cleavage to occur at many positions. It is an ideal peptide for sequencing by a 

computer algorithm such as Sequest. Most of the b and y ion series are represented in this 

spectrum and few intense peaks remain unidentified. It is clear, however, that preferred 

cleavage pathways were the two sites of Pro in this peptide. Cleavage at Asp-Pro (D-P) 

resulted in the base peak at m/z 1037 (y,) and its complimentary ion at m/z 812 (bg), and 

cleavage at Val-Pro (V-P) resulted in the two next most abundant peaks at m/z 1380 (b^) and 

470 {y^. Thus both positions showed preferred cleavage N-terminal to Pro which resulted 

in the formation of both the "b" and "y" ions at both positions. 
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Another case which is less ideal is presented in Figure 4.2, the MS-MS spectrum 

resulting from fragmentation of the doubly charged peptide EAGLVPSTSEAIR. The doubly 

charged m/z of 665.4 was selected for MS-MS fragmentation and fragments of the 

dissociation of this 1328.7 amu peptide are labeled in the spectrum. Like the peptide 

LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK shown in Figure 4.1, this peptide was also identified by Sequest. 

However 54% of the a, b or y type ions were identified in this peptide as compared to 83% 

in LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK. The spectra of EAGLVPSTSEAIR was more typical in the 

number of scans summed (3) and its signal intensity (8 x 10"'), but the number of fragment 

ions formed that are usefril for sequencing have been reduced. The spectrum is dominated 

by the intense m/z 860 (yg) ion produced by cleavage at Val-Pro (V-P). One can consider an 

event £ind a consequence of this ion formation. The fragmentation event occurred by a 

mechanistic pathway that produced this ion and did so at the expense of fragment ion 

formation at other positions. Given a fixed number of ions, a greater population cleaved with 

the resultant formation of yg and accompanying bj and associated ions, leaving a smaller 

population available to fragment at other positions. A consequence of preferential cleavage 

at V-P is the suppression of the signal of other ions due to the intense signal generated at m/z 

860 for the yg ion. Ions that might conceivably be formed may not be detected in the 

presence of another intense signal in the spectrum. 
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Suppression of the formation of sequence ions may also be a consequence of the 

greater abundance of internal fragment ions formed more often in analysis of Pro-containing 

peptides than in peptides without a Pro. These ions, termed (b^y)^ where x and y describe 

the cleavage positions and z denotes the number of residues, are thought to form more readily 

in Pro-containing peptides, and this has been attributed to the increased gas-phase proton 

affinity of proline in the peptide backbone,although it may be due to the "turn" proline 

causes in the peptide backbone. Table 4.1 lists the internal fragments found in the 

dissociation spectrum of LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK shown in Figure 4.1. A large number 

of internal fragments were observed in this spectrum, and all but two of these fragment ions 

include Pro, and those two were produced by cleavage N-terminal to Pro (at Xxx-Pro, the 

customary position for intense Pro cleavage). Internal fragments are not useful in the 

sequencing of unknown peptides because coverage is generally erratic and seldom as 

complete as seen in Table 4.1. 
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E  G L  A N D P  E  
E G L A N D P E N K  
E  G L  A N D P  E  N K V P  
E G L A N D P E N K V P L  

G L A N D P E N K  
G L  A N D P  E  N K V  
G L A N D P E N K V P L  
G L  A N D P  E  N K V P  L [  
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D P  E  N K  
D P  E  N K V  
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P E N  
P  E  N K  
P  E  N K V P  L  
P  E  N K V P  L I  
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N K V P  
N K V P  L  
N K V P  L I  

K V P  L  
K V P  L  I  

V P  L  
V P  L  I  

P  L  I  

Table 4.1 Internal fragments 
observed in the spectrum shown 
in Figure 4.2 for 
LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK. 
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4.2 Generation of Peptide Database 

Although it has been observed previously that Pro-containing peptides show unusual 

fragmentation effects, no study has been done to systematically analyze the effect of Pro in 

the tandem mass analysis of peptides. In this study, we analyzed the fragment ions formed 

from Pro-containing peptides. 

4.2.1 Data Origination: Protein Identification by Sequest 

Analysis method The analysis method used to acquire spectra and identify peptides 

is illustrated in a flow chart shown in Figure 4.3. The experimental process is shown on the 

left, where for part of the data proteins were isolated by gel electrophoresis but part of the 

data was provided by David Tabb from John Yates' Laboratory at Scripps Research Institute, 

who analyzed protein mixtures that were not subjected to a separation step. Enzymes or 

chemicals or a combination were used to cleave the protein(s), which can vary in mass from 

a few thousand to hundreds of thousands of daltons, into smaller units (peptides), which can 

vary from a few hundred to thousands of daltons. The size of the peptides generated is 

governed by those residues contained in the protein and the enzymes or chemicals used for 

cleavage because all useful methods are specific for particular amino acids. 

The peptides produced were then roughly separated by high-pressure liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) or other capillary LC methods and introduced into an ion trap mass 
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spectrometer by electrospray ionization. The tandem mass spectrometer experiment is 

automated and data dependent, so continuous acquisition of mass spectra is performed as the 

chromatography run continues, and when ion signals of a certain intensity indicate the 

presence of a peptide a tandem mass spectrum (MS-MS) is acquired. Multiple peptides often 

elute under these conditions and specialized methods of acquisition allow the acquisition of 

MS-MS spectra for lower abundance peptides as well. 

Upon completion of the experiment, the resulting MS-MS spectra are submitted to 

the Sequest program for data analysis. Figure 4.3 (right) represents the flow of information 

used in the identification process as a selected database is mined for possible peptides (which 

may include the conversion of a DNA database to theoretical amino acids) ±at match the m/z 

of the peptide found in the first stage (MS) of the MS-MS experiment. Theoretical MS-MS 

spectra are then generated for those matching peptides which are compared to the 

experimental MS-MS spectrum. The best matches firom the database to each experimental 

mass spectrum are those that have the greatest number of matching "a", "b", or "y" 

fragments. The quality of a match is rated with a cross-correlation score, and a peptide is 

considered "matched" if that score is of a sufficient quantity (determined by the researcher, 

e.g. a cross-correlation score of 2.5 is generally accepted for doubly-charged peptides) and 

differs from the next highest score by a sufficient amount. The individual, theoretical 

matches from the database are then compared against each other, and the best protein 

matches are those with the greatest percentage of sequence identified, although the program 

provides the other top ranked possibilities in the final report and so the algorithm is useful 
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for both protein mixtures and isolated proteins. 

Protein 
1 Gel Isolation 

Y Enzymatic Digest 

Peptides 
i 
^ LC Separation 

MS Experiment 

^ Select Intense Peaks (i^z) 

MS-MS Experiment 

Gene/Protein Data Banks 

Convert to amino acid sequences 

Theoretical peptides 

Select all possible peptides (of m/z) 

MS-MS Spectrum Theoretical MS-MS Spectrum 

Cross-correlate to find best match 
Identify protein(s) 

Figure 4 J Flow chart of tandem mass spectrometry method used to identify proteins 
using the computer program Sequest. 
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Ions Used for Statistical Analysis of Fragmentation Patterns The ''a"," b", and 

"y" fragment ions were chosen for study because these are the ions identified by the Sequest 

algorithm, and because they are the most useful sequencing ions whether identification is by 

Sequest or de novo methods. Ion types were described in Chapter 1, but briefly; "a", "b" and 

"y" ions are generated by fragmentation at the peptide bond between amino acid residues. 

Cleavage at that position is most often initiated by an ionizing proton and if the charge 

remains on the amino terminal fragment a "b" ion is formed and can lose CO to form an "a" 

ion. If the charge is transferred to the C-terminal fragment a 'y" ion results. In the case of 

doubly charged peptides, which are commonly formed in tryptic digests, two fragment ions 

result from a single cleavage, "b" ions (which may form "a") in partnership with "y' ions, 

i.e. a b/y complementary pair. 

Acquisition of spectral data The statistical analysis that was performed required 

a large number of unique spectra in order to produce a statistically representative number of 

particular cleavage sites, those sites of interest being Xxx-Pro cleavage positions and Pro-

Xxx cleavage positions, where Xxx is any amino acid. Dr. John Yates, formerly at the 

University of Washington and now at Scripps Research Institute, initially developed of the 

Sequest program"" '" and Sequest is used in his laboratory for daily, routine identification of 

proteins by mass spectrometry. His laboratory had ample data available in the Sequest 

results format which includes the sequence ions identified for a particular m/z values, the 

theoretical sequence ions whether identified or not, and the original data files which are the 

summed original spectra for each m/z for which an MS-MS spectrum was acquired. The 
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examples provided in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are taken from the data provided to us from his 

laboratory. 

The peptide spectra provided for analysis were from a variety of proteins and 

organisms. They were primarily cleaved initially by enzymatic digestion, most often by 

Trypsin, with chemical cleavage utilized for some of the proteins. They were primarily 

doubly charged, but 1* and 3' peptides were also provided although not used for this analysis. 

4.2.2 Data Conversion 

David Tabb, a Molecular Biotechnology graduate student in the Yates laboratory who 

is involved in a collaboration with the Wysocki Laboratory is developing a program. El CID, 

which can probe these data for general statistical data (his interest includes the general 

abundance of a vs "b" vs "y" ions). Using an early version of the EL CID program, David 

was able to translate the results of a large number of spectra into Excel Spreadsheet format. 

The information provided by this spreadsheet included: source file name, peptide sequence, 

precursor ion m/z, charge state, maximum intensity, ion type and number (e.g. b^), fragment 

ion m/z, fragment ion intensity, fragment ion relative intensity. 
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4.2.3 Data Analysis 

Two analyses were performed for Pro cleavage. First, a database of 316 peptides 

were probed for cleavage at Pro-Xxx. Of this database, 168 peptides contained Pro and 

comprise results shown in Section 4.3 below. 

The second analysis was in greater depth. 1,043 doubly-charged peptide spectra were 

included in the original dataset. Peptides excluded from this analysis (Table 4.2) include 414 

that did not contain any Pro residues, 38 that were not used due poor spectral quality without 

confirmation of accuracy in identification, 12 duplicates, and 63 that had the m/z of Xxx-Pro 

cleavage outside of the m/z range of the experiment. This resulted in a total of 516 peptides 

for which results were included. 

Number of Peptides in Analysis 

Included in Analysis 516 

Not Included, Xxx-Pro out of range 63 

Duplicate peptides excluded 12 

Not Included, bad match or spectrum 38 

Not Included, no proline 414 

TOTAL 1043 

Table 4.2 Number of peptides used for statistical analysis 
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All peptides were from a variety of proteins and organisms and had been identified 

by Sequest. All included spectra were inspected to confirm correct assignment. Those that 

were questionable (low signal intensity, low percentage of fragment ions, many ions of high 

relative intensity not identified) were manually sequenced by using Protein Prospector to 

generate theoretical sequence ions for the proposed sequence; used to identify confirming 

fragment ions such as internal fragments not identified by the Sequest routine. The 516 

peptides analysed contained single or multiple instances of X.Kx-Pro. Any positions of Xxx-

Pro that would generate one or more "a", "b", or "y" fragment ions outside the range of the 

experiment are indicated in the individual results chart as "n/a" and were not factored into 

the average cleavage for that particular Xxx-Pro cleavage (not counted as a zero). 

For each peptide analyzed, a ratio of the total intensity of a + b + y fragments formed 

at Xxx-Pro versus all a + b + y ions in the peptide was determined by the formula: 

Relative Intensity (a + b + y)Yrx.Pm 
Relative Intensity (a + b + y)aii 

For peptides with multiple Xxx-Pro cleavage positions, the ratios at each of the cleavage 

sites were summed to determined an overall ratio for Xxx-Pro cleavage in the peptide. The 

average ratio at a particular cleavage site (e.g. Ala-Pro) was determined by summing all 

ratios produced in all peptides at that cleavage position and dividing by the number of ratios 

(n/a instances were not included). 
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4.3 Analysis Results; C-terminal Fragmentation at Pro-Xxx 

A probe of ions formed at positions C-terminal to Pro, where Xxx is any amino acid 

was expected to produce low ratios in agreement with previous observations in our 

laboratory and by others."' In order to confirm these previous observations, a small number 

of peptides (168) were included in this analysis with the intent of expanding the dataset if 

early results suggested an in-depth analysis was necessary. That was not the case, but the 

results of this survey are included here as a general snapshot of the low value of sequencing 

information generated by cleavage at the Pro-Xxx bond. 

The results of this analysis are listed in Table 4.3 which includes the average ratio and 

the number of peptides included for each Pro-Xxx, where the identity of Xxx is listed in the 

first column. As expected, very little ion abundance results from cleavage at Pro-Xxx, 

ranging from 4.5% (Pro-Pro) to 0.2% (Pro-Lys). Due to the small dataset, some Pro-Xxx 

positions are poorly represented, although 10 of the 20 amino acids shown in Table 4.3 have 

12 or more examples. The results of this abbreviated survey confirm that occurrences of Pro-

Xxx cleavage are observed, but those are rare and it may be productive to consider a lack of 

ion intensity at Pro-Xxx for peptide identification purposes. It also suggests that limited 

fiagment ion formation at Pro-Xxx should be explored to understand why this occurs. 
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Identity Unique Identity Unique 
of Xxx Avg. Peptides of Xxx Avg. Peptides 

Pro 0.045 4 Glu 0.012 30 
Gin 0.022 5 Tyr 0.012 3 
His 0.020 2 Leu 0.012 24 
Glv 0.017 17 Asn 0.012 12 
Trp 0.015 1 Phe 0.011 9 
Ser 0.015 14 He 0.010 16 
Asp 0.014 14 Met 0.006 2 
Val 0.014 22 Arg 0.004 3 
Thr 0.013 9 Lys 0.002 15 
Ala 0.013 17 Cys n/a 0 

Table 4.3 Results of analysis of fragmentation at Pro-Xxx. For 
each Xxx, shown here is the ratio of a+b+y ions formed at Pro-
Xxx vs. a+b+y formed at all positions, and the number of peptides 
analyzed. 
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4.4 Analysis Results: N-terminal Fragmentation at Xxx-Pro 

A comprehensive analysis was made of cleavages at Xxx-Pro positions in peptides. 

On the average it was found that 36.3% of a+b+y ion intensity observed in these 516 peptides 

was due to cleavages at Xxx-Pro bonds. A listing of all peptides, their Xxx-Pro cleavage 

ratios and summed ratios per peptide are listed in tabular format in Appendix C. This result 

is surprisingly large, and a closer inspection of these results is in order. The average relative 

intensity based upon the identity of Xxx is listed in Table 4.4, and this table also lists the 

standard deviation, error (80% confidence interval) and numbers of instances analyzed. 18 

of the 20 amino acids were represented by enough data to provide meaningful results, and 

although the number of representative cleavage sites for Trp (W) is low (7), it must be 

considered that the average abundance of Trp in proteins is one of the lowest of all amino 

acids at 1.1%."°^ Although Cys and Met also occur at low abundance in proteins (2.8% and 

1.7% respectively)*"^ there were only 2 (Cys) and 0 (Met) instances of these amino acids and 

are considered under-represented in this analysis. These results are also listed graphically 

in Figure 4.4. 

The confidence interval (labeled +/- Error in Table 4.4) was determined by the Excel 

computer program by multiplying a table value representing the 80% confidence level times 

the standard deviation and dividing by the square root of the number of examples included 

in the analysis. The confidence intervals of Figure 4.4 are too large to make definitive 

statements about the relative ordering of cleavage intensities based upon the identity of Xxx; 
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however, that was never the intent of the analysis. Instead, it was discovered that first, there 

is a good deal of cleavage N-terminal to proline residues, and secondly, certain clues to Xxx-

Pro cleavage may be discovered in those individual results shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 

4.4. In Figure 4.4, the amino acid representing Xxx is plotted on the x-axis. The y-axis is 

the average cleavage ratio for that Xxx-Pro bond and confidence interval about that ratio. 

No apparent order of fragment ion abundance to the identity of Xxx based upon physical 

properties such as ionization energy,"®® proton affinity,or size"°^ is evident in this data. 

Instead, a combination of factors determines how and when fi^gmentation occurs N-terminal 

to Pro. The amino acids that produced the greatest and least fragmentation intensity at the 

Xxx-Pro bond are discussed in greater depth in this Chapter. The most abundant cleavages 

at Xxx-Pro occur when Xxx is Val, His, Asp, He, and Leu. The least abundant cleavages 

occur when Xxx is Gly or Pro. These residues may be broken into three categories for 

further discussion: acidic/basic residues (His, Asp), the proline effect (Pro), and aliphatic 

residues (Val, He, Leu, Gly). 
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Individual Xxx-Pro Contribution Number of Cleavages 

Identity Avg. St.Dev. Error Included Not Incl. Unique 
of Xxx +/- (Out of range) Peptides 

Val (V) .383 .223 .039 55 13 64 

His (H) .377 .209 .041 42 4 45 

Asp (D) .367 .235 .051 35 3 38 

He (I) .364 .202 .040 42 15 55 

Leu (L) .331 .183 .028 71 23 86 

Lys (K) .291 .225 .035 67 15 76 

Glu (E) .288 .143 .028 43 2 45 

Phe(F) .282 .199 .050 26 8 34 

Tyr(Y) .279 .160 .039 28 2 30 

Ala (A) .263 .175 .029 60 15 66 

Gln(Q) .259 .172 .049 20 6 26 

Thr(T) .209 .166 .043 25 6 31 

Asn (N) .204 .160 .036 32 9 41 

Arg(R) .166 .141 .024 55 19 74 

Trp (W) .114 .140 .068 7 0 7 

Ser(S) .111 .076 .017 33 10 41 

Gly(G) .068 .071 .015 37 2 38 

Pro (P) .056 .064 .016 27 2 20 

The following contain too few examples to include in this analysis 

Cys(C) .613 .154 .14 2 0 2 

Met (M) n/a n/a n/a 0 0 0 

Table 4.4 Results of analysis of fragmentation at Xxx-Pro. For each Xxx, shown here is 
the ratio of a+b+y ions formed at Xxx-Pro vs. all positions, standard deviation, error and 
the number of instances of Xxx-Pro and peptides used. 
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4.4.1 Cleavage at His and Asp, Effect of Acidic/Basic Residues 

Two of the amino acids that result in intense cleavage when positioned N-terminal 

to Pro are His (0.377) and Asp (0.367). It has been shown that both the basic residue His and 

the acidic residue Asp may be implicated in preferential ion formation at bonds C-terminal 

to these residues whether the next residue is Pro or another amino acid. 

Histidine Enhanced cleavage has been noted at protonated His in peptides,'^ with 

protonation expected on the His side-chain in doubly charged peptides if there are one or 

fewer other basic sites and that basic site is sufficiently separated from the His residue so that 

the need for separation of charge is not a factor.""' Thus it is not surprising that His-Pro 

cleavage scores high in this analysis. Peptides that contain a His-Pro bond (average ratio 

0.377) but no other Xxx-Pro combinations are listed with their a+b+y cleavage ratios in 

Table 4.5. 

I AG VVYH PSNNEL VR 0.654 GSIDEQHPR 0.271 
DKYHPGYFGK 0.617 VLEHHPR 0.258 
IGAWHPAHVM 0.601 NFNSQGVQISSGALHPLNK 0.233 
KYHPDELAK 0.596 GKGSIDEQHPR 0.218 
DKYHPGYFGKVGM 0.557 YVLEHHPR 0.200 
VCHAHPTLSEAFK 0.515 SKNMHLHPL 0.190 
MTVSLIHPIAMDOGLR 0.470 ENVWFSHPR 0.146 
AGNFALHPEVVR 0.457 MGKGAIDEQHPR 0.069 
IIGLDYHHPDFEQESK 0.402 HENVWFSHPR 0.062 
GGQAIVVH PDYL YGAITEDR 0.375 AHENVWFSHPR 0.060 
YHPGYFGKVGM 0.304 FLTGHPK 0.033 

Table 4.5 Peptides that contain a His-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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The question in the His-Pro case is why do some peptides with His-Pro score low? 

Most of the peptides with ratios below the average (and all 8 with ratios less than 0.233) 

contain the His-Pro located at the second-to-last position in the peptide. There are two things 

to consider about these low His-Pro scores. First, for most of these peptides the position of 

His as the 3"^ from the last amino acid places that residue two residues away from Arg (in 

most cases) or Lys and the requirement for charge separation is not met. Second, cleavage 

at that position would generate yj as one of the 3 ions used in the analysis, and although each 

of these y, fragment ions was within the range acquired, the ion trap discrimination against 

low mass ions may have skewed these particular results to a lower ratio. This shortcoming 

of the ion trap, where the Jundamental rf applied to the ring electrode makes the instrument 

a natural high-pass filter and easily ejects low mass ions (Section 2.3.2), is a general problem 

recognized by users of ion trap instruments. Ions may be observed within the lower m/z 

range of the instrument, but their relative intensity may (or may not) be accurate. Within the 

very low ratio peptides shown in the His-Pro table, 3 peptides are from the same stretch of 

amino acids but were cleaved in different locations, ENVWFSHPR (0.146), 

HENVWFSHPR (0.062), and AHENVWFSHPR (0.060). Throughout these results are 

examples of varying completion of peptide digestion (over- or under- digested) and 

confidence is gained when these related peptides provide similar results. The His-Pro 

cleavage results of the two larger peptides was almost identical (0.062 and 0.060) while the 

smallest was similar (0.146) to the other two. 

Cleavage at Xxx-Pro can become quite complicated when multiple Xxx-Pro sites 
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exist in a peptide. Table 4.6 lists the His-Pro-containing peptides that also contain other 

Xxx-Pro cleavage sites. It can be noted immediately that not enough examples are provided 

here to determine the preference of cleavage at His-Pro vs other Xxx-Pro sites in the peptide. 

It would, in fact, require perhaps 20 times as many peptides initially to begin such a second 

level of investigation because more than half of the amino acids are not represented in Table 

4.6 or have only one example. Thus, 20 times as many initial peptides may provide an 

adequate sampling. (This analysis began with 1,043 peptides; so that would require a base 

of over 20,000 peptide spectra.) 

What is suggested by the data presented in Table 4.6 is that cleavage at His-Pro may 

be preferred in all cases except for Val-Pro and Lys-Pro sites. His-Pro cleavage ratios were 

approximately equal to those of Asp-Pro, while they were greater than all other examples of 

multiple Xxx-Pro cleavage sites in Figure 4.6. 

In summary, is His-Pro cleavage predictably high? In the 14 peptides where His-Pro 

was the only Xxx-Pro bond in the peptide, and was not located in the 2"^ to last position, 

intensities at His-Pro were at least 23.3% of a+b+y ions formed. When multiple examples 

of Xxx-Pro sites exist in a peptide, then strong cleavage may then be expected unless the 

identity of the other positions are Val-Pro, Lys-Pro or Asp-Pro. In those three cases preferred 

cleavage may occur at the other sites (and His-Pro cleavage suppressed) or cleavage 

intensities may be split between the multiple sites. 



Ala Asp Gill Phc Gly • lis lie l.ys Lcii Asn I'ro Gin Val Tyr 

AQIIPONIPNR 0.685 0.112 0.796 

ipriiPF.ri.oi'K 0.677 n/a 0.128 0.805 

AIGPIIPYPTLVR 0.007 0.669 0.123 0.799 

YHPDKNPSl-RAARK 0.635 0,096 0.731 

VLNAPIIPK 0,182 0.620 0.802 

KPVTMKVIIPKNCJK 0.560 n/a 0.560 

rRAPHAl.FIIPSVL 0.019 0.530 0.549 

GEPGIIPDARVR n/a 0.510 0.510 

OEAITDGl.SSYPIIPK 0.499 0.051 0.550 

GFPNINDVHPFIIR n/a 0.472 0.472 

m-FYIIDVHPPLGK 0.450 0.066 0.515 

VLI-FIIPFDPVSK 0.354 0.444 0.797 
VAPI-I:IIPVLLTRAPMNPK n/a 

0.141 
0.414 n/u 0.555 

NLIITHPVAAPVSK 0.155 0.378 0.533 

VKPTVNOVl-TIIPIILPQM 0.321 n/a 0.263 0.584 

YVVGSAIGPIIPYPTl.VR 0.089 0.300 0.092 0.480 

NUPYYIATOYIIPI-YTSK n/a 

0.292 

0.292 

APSLPI-GOKllKPLSHPIK n/a 0.040 0,265 0.081 0.385 

NFDAl.YVPQOHPAR 0.033 0.513 0.546 

FKVNGASVPINLHPSK 0.027 0.503 0.530 

Table 4.6 Peptides that contain multiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including His-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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Aspartic Acid Preferential cleavs^e has been noted C-terminal to Asp in peptides, 

and a salt-bridge structure linking the Asp to the Arg had been suggested.*'" Our laboratory 

has found that preferential cleavage occurs at Asp primarily when the number of basic 

residues (Arg) equals or exceeds the number of protons located on the peptide.'**^"®'^^ This 

suggests that when the proton is sequestered by the basic residue it is unavailable to initiate 

cleavage at other sites in the peptide without becoming mobilized by the addition of energy 

to the peptide. Under those circumstances the acidic hydrogen of Asp may initiate cleavage 

(as opposed to requiring "wiring" Asp in a salt bridge to initiate cleavage.) The cleavage 

ultimately provides both a neutralized C-terminal end to the anhydride b-type ion or neutral 

formed, and a neutralized N-terminal end to the y-type ion or neutral formed at the other 

piece. The mechanism of anhydride ion formation has been experimentally demonstrated 

in the case of a fixed charge derivatized peptide by a former graduate student in the Wysocki 

laboratory. Chuck Gu,"^ but additional evidence discussed in Chapter 3 confirms that is it 

also likely that an anhydride forms when peptide charge is provided by a proton which is 

located elsewhere on the peptide. 

It is expected that Asp-Xxx cleavages will be intense regardless of the identity of Xxx 

when the conditions of basic sites and charge state are met, thus it is not surprising that Asp-

Xxx cleavage scores high in this analysis. Three factors lead to a high probability that the 

number of charges will equal the number of basic residues: many of the peptides were tryptic 

(and so contain at least one Arg or Lys); tryptic digests are not always complete and may 

contain a Lys/Arg, Lys/Lys, or Arg/Arg combination and His residues may be present; and 
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fragmentation for peptides carrying a 2* charge provide good performance in Sequest so a 

'^self-selection" of peptides with two basic residues occurs. 

Peptides that contain an Asp-Pro bond (average ratio 0.369) but no other Xxx-Pro 

combinations are listed with their a+b+y cleavage ratios in Table 4.7. It can be seen in the 

table that when Arg is the C-terminal residue, and the peptide contains one additional basic 

residue (Lys or His), as in 8 of the first 9 peptides, that a+b+y ion intensity ratios for cleavage 

at Asp-Pro equal or exceed 0.462. Thus, these doubly charged peptides that contain two 

basic sites follow the "rule" for preferential cleavage described above when the C-terminal 

residue is Arg. 

RVVDPFTR 0.945 KTDLFADLDPSOYFETR 0.462 
TLRDPVIYR 0.745 KNVEVVALNDPFISNDYSAY 0.372 
KVWLDPNETSEIAQANSR 0.659 VWLDPNETSEIAQANSR 0.268 
ILYGHLDDPHGODIOR 0.613 GLVWEGSVLDPEEGIR 0.246 
AFHDTEWATQDPR 0.588 VNVGQLDPIGDK 0.183 
GHLDDPHGQDIQR 0.560 AIGSYEQAYYVGTDPK 0.072 
LITSHLVDTDPEVDSIIKDEIER 0.560 NAEFHANDPDADR 0.072 
GDLGVEIGDPELVGVQKK 0.476 FVSGDPLLHTTAWK 0.044 

Table 4.7 Peptides that contain an Asp-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 

Fragmentation at Asp-Pro with subsequent formation of an anhydride neutral would 

result in a b/y pair of ions in either of the two following scenarios. In the first, if the two 

basic residues were on either side of the peptide relative to the position of Asp-Pro, then the 

protons sequestered at those two sites would provide the charge to the two ions formed. The 
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second case involves the likely formation of a salt bridge in Arg terminating peptides. It was 

demonstrated in Chapter 3 that when the C-terminal residue is Arg a salt-bridge structure 

may form. This would locate one proton at the Arg side-chain, one at the N-terminus, one 

at the side-chain of the second basic site in the peptide (Lys, His or another Arg), and 

negative charge would exist at the carboxyl terminus. It is important to consider the linkage 

of any salt-bridge because the interaction of the positive charge(s) and negative charge does 

two things: it "ties up" the proton and prevents it localization to a position to initiate charge-

directed cleavage, and it can place two opposite ends of the peptide in conformational 

proximity so that proton could be transferred to another site in the peptide upon activation 

(collision with a surface or a gas). Also important are the relative positions of the basic 

residues and the Asp-Pro bond, as well as the forces of charge repulsion which contribute to 

the conformation of the fragmenting structure in the gas phase. 

Figure 4.5 is a simplified illustration of a peptide that contains the relative order of 

important components as ''Asp-Pro-basic-basic". Not all hydrogen-bonding or bridging 

interactions are shown for simplicity, but if this peptide has a salt bridge formed between the 

Arg side chain and the carboxyl terminus as shown in Figure 4.5a, the anhydride-forming 

cleavage at Asp-Pro would result in the singly charged b/y ion pair with intense ion 

formation as was observed in the peptide LITSHLVDTDPEVDSIIKDEIER (0.560). A 

change to the order of relative components as in "basic-Asp-Pro-basic" is illustrated in 

Figure 4.6, with the salt-bridge formation between the Arg side chain and the carboxyl 

terminus shown in Figure 4.6a. In this case, the result of cleavage at Asp-Pro and formation 
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of an anhydride b-type ion would result in a b„^~ and a neutral. These are not the ions that 

are formed in the other seven Arg-terminating peptides in the table that contain components 

in this order. Instead, strong b/y ion formation has occurred suggesting that interactions are 

not only between the N-terminal Arg side chain and the C-terminus. Instead, the driving 

force for salt-bridge formation is the strong proton-holding basicity of the Arg side chain; 

therefore the carboxyl terminal hydrogen may be driven to the N-terminal amine group and 

held there by a salt bridge between the two termini as illustrated in both Figure 4.5b and 

Figure 4.6b, and any bridged site is likely solvated by the other protonated sites in the 

molecules as well. 

The collision cross sections of peptides such as Bradykinin have demonstrated a 

globular structure,"*® which may be a zwitterion,*°® or salt bridge.^" Such a compact structure 

should be able to easily shift the hydrogen to either the N-terminus as required for b/y ion 

formation (and driven by charge repulsion) in the case of "Asp-Pro-basic-basic" illustrated 

in Figure 4.5b, or the C-terminus as required for b/y ion formation in the case of "basic-Asp-

Pro-basic" illustrated in Figure 4.6b. 
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Figure 4.5 Illustration of the fragment ions that would result 
from salt-bridge formation and cleavage at Asp-Pro when a salt-
bridge is formed between (a) the Arg side-chain and C-
terminus, and (b) the N-terminus and C-terminus. (Relative 
order of cleavage to basic sites: Asp-Pro-basic-basic) 
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from salt-bridge formation and cleavage at Asp-Pro when a salt-
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and (b) the N-terminus and C-terminus. (Relative order of 
cleavage to basic sites: basic-Asp-Pro-basic) 
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Xxx-Pro cleavage in tandem with other Xxx-Pro cleavage sites is shown in Table 4.8. 

There were no examples of peptides with Arg as the C-terminal residue, but 7 examples with 

Lys as the C-terminal residue and one additional basic residue in the peptide. In 5 of these 

peptides the additional basic residue (Lys or His) was N-terminal to the Asp-Pro cleavage 

site and each of the Asp-Pro cleavage ratios was equal to or greater than 0.354. The two 

peptides with the additional residue on the same (or C-terminal) side of the Asp-Pro bond 

resulted in cleavage ratios of 0.298 and 0.028. 

In summary, is Asp-Pro cleavage predictably high? In all peptides (8 peptides, 

doubly charged) with Arg as the C-terminal residue and one or more additional basic sites 

in the peptide, intensities at Asp-Pro were at least 46.2% of the a+b+y ions formed regardless 

of the relative positions of the basic residues to the Asp-Pro site. In all peptides (5 peptides, 

doubly charged) with Lys as the C-terminal residue and one or more basic sites in the 

peptide, intensities at Asp-Pro were at least 35.4% when the two basic residues were at 

opposite ends of the peptide relative to the Asp-Pro site. Cleavage in multiple case of Xxx-

Pro may reduce ion intensity at Asp-Pro when that other site is an intense cleavage position 

such as His-Pro, Val-Pro, Ile-Pro, or Leu-Pro, however Asp-Pro cleavages were always 

strong when the conditions of basic sites to protons described above was met. 



Ala Asp Pile His lie Lys Leu Arg Ser Val Tyr 

KAIIGLSPEDPGLK 0.774 0.047 0.821 
SDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.657 0.128 0.785 
ALPGVDSAILDPR 0.499 n/a 0.499 
AKSDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.473 0,242 0.715 
DLPNADKETDPFK 0.470 n/a 0.470 
FPGWDFETEEIDPELLR 0.436 n/a 0.436 
RYPIVSIEDPFAEDDWEAW 0.382 n/a 0.382 
VLEFHPFDPVSK 0.354 0.444 0.797 
LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK 0.298 0.283 0.581 
ALAINLVDPAAAPTIIGK 0.118 0.254 0.372 
EYAPAEDPGVISVTK 0.309 0.233 0.542 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDYAAYM 0.232 n/a 0.232 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDY 0.201 n/a 0.201 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITN 0.189 n/a 0.189 
SRPNVEVVALNDPF 0.169 n/a 0.169 
VFSLDPOYLVDDLRPEFAGY 0.167 0.268 0.435 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDYAAY 0.158 n/a 0.158 
ADPAFKPTEK 0.028 0.227 0.255 
YVDPNVLPETESLALVIDR 0.005 0.574 0.579 

Table 4.8 Peptides that contain niuhiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including Asp-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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4.4.2 Cleavage at Pro, Proline Effect at Pro-Pro 

It was demonstrated in Section 4.1.1 of this chapter that cleavage at Pro occurs N-

terminal to the Pro residue, often providing abundant "b" and/or "y" fragment ions from 

cleavage at that bond (the proline Section 4.3 provided evidence that 

fragmentation at the other side, or C-terminal side, of Pro was a far more unusual event. It 

may be mechanistically difficult for the 5-member proline ring to participate in necessary 

cyclic ion intermediate formation or in the formation of a cyclic neutral if Pro is the C-

terminal residue of an N-terminal neutral fragment. The fragmentation of peptides containing 

stretches of Pro residues produce unusual results, containing some b-type ions of unknown 

structure and various ions thought to be generated by charge remote processes.Unusual 

fragmentation at Pro-Pro bonds may be the result of steric constraints. NMR studies of 

cis/irans isomerization in oligopeptides found the Pro-Pro bond to have one of the slowest 

isomerization rates in the peptide series, even though it has a high cis abundance in proteins; 

thus the authors hypothesize that an accumulation of Pro residues leads to a decelerated 

reorganization of local structure because of increased steric constraints.-"* 

Table 4.9 lists the Pro-Pro-containing peptides a+b+y cleavage ratios. Of course, all 

peptides that carry a Pro-Pro bond also carry an Xxx-Pro bond, unless the first Pro is the first 

residue of the peptide. (In that case, however, the cleavage would be out of the range of the 

instrument.) It can be observed that only a few cases of intense ion formation occur at Pro-

Pro cleavage sites. The two peptides that show cleavage ratios over 10%, where that 
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intensity comes from the y-type ions formed, are FPPEPSGYLHIGHAK (0.252 y^) and 

SSAAPPPPPRR (0.181 y^, 0.215 yj.) In the first case, a b, ion would accompany a y,3 ion 

generated from this doubly-charged peptide which may be the linear acylium ion."*' This ion 

was not observed in the spectrum; however, it would be of low mass and may have been 

subject to mass discrimination in the ion trap. In the second case, long strings of Pro residues 

appear to produce fragment ions not usually observed in the single Pro case."°° There is 

certainly nothing predictable about these long strings as a very similar peptide, 

ASTAAELQAPPPPPSSTK produced lower ion intensities (less than 10%.) 

Inspection of the other Xxx-Pro cleavages in Table 4.9 provides no insight into the 

effect Pro stretches have on other fragmentation sites. Although many Xx.\-Pro cleavages 

are as strong as in other peptides some are exceptionally strong, such as Gly-Pro cleavage 

in TIVWNGPPGVFEFEK (0.308). However, the Gin-Pro cleavage in IWAGVDASQPPA 

is exceptionally weak (0.000). 



Ala Glu Phe Gly His I.eu Asn Pro Gin Arg Scr Thr Val 

FPPEPSriYLIIICillAK 0.323 11/a 0.252 0,575 
SSAAPPPPPRR 0.205 0.181 

0.215 
0.087 
0.069 

0,758 

INPPTOADFIIITSR n/a 0.097 0.097 

APTAAI-I.OAPPPPPSSTK n/a 
0.602 

0.043 

0.072 

0.041 

0.005 

0,763 

IIRI'YIIDVIIPPI.GK 0.450 0.066 0.515 

riSNFOGSSRPPR 0.051 0.670 0.721 
KI.AAI.IISPPPVLK 0.050 

0.003 

0,241 0,293 

IWAGVDASQPPA 0,037 0.000 0.037 
VI-VI-TPPI;YVGDVIGDLSR 0.037 0.341 0.378 
RSFDVPPPPIDASSPPSQK 0.032 

0.029 
0.014 

O . l l l  0.220 0.407 

riVWNCPPGVFI-rFK 0.308 0.028 0.336 
SYIIIVYNPPKVI-GK 0.264 0.023 0.287 
II.RPPSYAIWKNIOK 0.017 0.149 0.167 
YVRPPIIVGDLSR 0.015 0.364 0.380 

TRFPPEPNGYI.IIIGIISK 0.245 0.000 0.013 0.257 
RISVEEPSKKDGVPPTK O . l l l  0.012 0,535 0.658 
VIFI.TADAFGVLPPVSK 0.724 0.006 0.730 
1 IGAASVl.NFH LLPEPPVl-R 0.196 0.445 0.003 0.645 

Table 4.9 Peptides that contain multiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including Pro-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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4.4.3 Cleavage at Aliphatic Residues, Effect of Conformation 

Perhaps the most unexpected result of this statistical analysis of a peptide database 

was the strong cleavage ratios observed for Val, lie, and Leu. These residues have no 

functional groups to perform chemistry such as the acid/base effects of Asp or His, and yet 

they clearly provide an enhancement to cleavage when positioned N-terminal to a Pro 

residue. Conversely, the suppression of cleavage at Gly-Pro was also surprising. What Val, 

He, and Leu have in common is that they have branched aliphatic side-chains. The detailed 

results for these residues and discussion of the unusual firagmentation effects observed 

follows. 

Valine Intense cleavage was observed at the Val-Pro bond, and peptides that contain 

a Val-Pro bond (average ratio 0.383) but no other Xxx-Pro combinations aie listed with their 

a+b+y cleavage ratios in Table 4.10. Strong fragment ions were almost always produced at 

Val-Pro, and reduction in cleavage ratio score was often due to a distribution of ratios among 

many bond sites (not just Xxx-Pro), which reduced the individual Val-Pro score even when 

cleavage at Val-Pro produced relatively intense spectral peaks. Some exceptions include two 

related peptides FRVPTVDVSWDLTVK (0.074) and RVPTVDVSWDLTVK (0.009) 

which both produced intense peaks C-terminal to the aspartic acids, an expected result as 

described in Section 4.4.1 since these peptides both contziin two basic residues (Arg & Lys) 

and are doubly-charged. 
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EAGLVPSTSEAIR 0.826 IDMLWPLRDE 0.377 
TVHVPGTTVTHTVR 0.780 SVAVPVDILDHDNNYELK 0.365 
KDQYVPEVSALDLSR 0.759 EGTVPTDLDQETGLAR 0.352 
AEHVGVLHWGVFSISAQ 0-754 ENFALIHVSLVPVIHGEQK 0.330 
STYHVPLLLLEQK 0.699 HGIIFVPLGYK 0.246 
KGHVPAHIIEOR 0.677 VG VLHWGVPS IS AQAK 0.232 
LKVPAINVNDSVTK 0.590 AEHVGVLHVVGVPSISAQAK 0.229 
MKSHWVPNTI 0.535 KGEOELEGLTDTTVPK 0.158 
IIEHDVPEHFFGELAK 0.511 PANLVDLNVPAK 0.106 
EYGVPVILHTDHAAK 0.499 FRVPTVDVSVVDLTVK 0.074 
FGWDTHGVPIEHIIDK 0.493 RVPTVDVSWDLTVK 0.009 
LVPDELTVALVK 0-481 WFGQAGNVPHDDILR 0.000 
HVVGVPSISAQAK 0.444 

Table 4.10 Peptides that contain an Val-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 

Cleavage at Val-Pro continued to produce intense fragments even in the presence of 

other Xxx-Pro bonds as shown in Table 4.11. When a Val-Pro containing peptide also has 

another Xxx-Pro bond, this data does not demonstrate any trends suggesting one may collect 

greater fragmentation efficiency than another because many particular examples show both 

high and low cleavages in the presence of Val-Pro. For example, Ile-Pro has peptide ratios 

both lower and higher than the Val-Pro cleavage ratio (0.095:0.415 and 0.517:0.256). 



Ala Asp Gill Phc Gly Kis lie Lys Lcii Pro Arg Scr Thr Val TOTAL 

I.RPI.TLTVPK 0.148 0.747 0.894 

RGrVKPIVTVPCiK 0,064 0.727 0.79! 

ALAirVPVPSLACiFIIK 0.647 

0.058 

0,706 

l.SNLKEPOl lOAAVPVSOKENL R 0,158 0.537 0.695 

RISVREPSKr.lXJVPPrK O . l l l  0.012 0.535 0,658 

F LPVASPFIISI ll.LVPASDLINK n/u 0.022 0.519 0.541 

NFDALYVPOOIIPAR 0.033 0.513 0.546 

YCillAHDFVPII.ESPEGK 0.067 0.511 0.578 
EKVNGASVPINLIIPSK 0,027 0.503 0.530 

SIlYVPDDGDlllGAPrR 0.025 0.471 0.496 
IFVPVPSLAGFIIK 0.434 

0.254 

0.688 

AII^PVPSI.AGFHK 0.422 

0.090 

0.512 

GFDIPNIRNIIIWVPMI.OK 0,095 0.415 0.510 

GFYKPIVTVPGK 0.455 0.391 0.846 

KI.AVNI.VPFPR 0.022 0.318 0.340 

RPVYI.GLPANLVDLNVPAK 0.194 n/a 0,301 0.495 
I.AIFVPVPSI, 0,009 

0,292 
0.302 

Kl.E DLSPSTHNMFiVPVVK 0.245 0.291 0.536 
SIITI lEEPKPl.VI IVPI .TPK 0.319 0,051 n/u 0,285 0.656 

LVEGLANDPENKVPLIK 0.298 0,283 0.581 
KVGIPAGVVNIVPGPGR 0.000 0,517 0,256 0.774 
DIPVPKPKPNEI.LINVK n/u 0.360 0.246 0.606 
RSFDVPPPPIDASSPFSQK 0.032 

0.029 

0.014 

O . l l l  0.220 0.407 

GRIPNVPVIVK 0,035 0.171 0.206 

KPVAVPAR n/u 0.072 0.072 
PVYI.GLPANI.Vni.NVPAK 0.499 0.025 0.524 

Table 4.11 Peptides that contain multiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including Val-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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Isoleucine Intense cleavage was also often observed at the lie-Pro bond. Peptides 

that contain a Ile-Pro bond (average ratio 0.364) but no other Xxx-Pro combinations are 

listed with their a+b+y cleavage ratios in Table 4.12. Similar to Val-Pro, strong fragment 

ions were often produced at lie-Pro, and reduction in cleavage ratio score was often due to 

cleavage at many sites in the peptide, reducing the individual lie-Pro score even when the Ile-

Pro bond produced intense peaks. 

LLNGIPLDEEETR 0.843 NQILVSGEIPSTLNEESK 0.502 
HSETLIPSENFTSK 0.658 GAHQFIPIGFGIK 0.454 
VSIVEIIPFEEEQNIR 0.639 KDEAIPELVEGQTFDADVE 0.448 
GASQNIIPSSTGAAK 0.557 HINVGIPVK 0.367 
TASGNIIPSSTGAAK 0.549 INKDIEEEGDSIPLEQSTNGK 0.356 
HLGELLGIPHDLVWR 0.517 DIQIPVYDTFDGS DLR 0.276 
LGAEEFTADIPNVGESALSK 0.516 FGIPQISTGDMFR 0.155 

Table 4.12 Peptides that contain an Ile-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 

Similarly to Val-Pro, no pattern is detectable of preferential Xxx-Pro cleavage in the 

presence of an Ile-Pro bond (Table 4.13). Some exceptions to strong Ile-Pro cleavages 

appear in the spectral pattern of the peptide GRIPNVPVTVK (0.035), which contained many 

intense peaks surrounding three Val's in this peptide, diminishing the strength of the Val-Pro 

intensities; and the Asp-Tyr bond in the peptide RIPSTPVDYHAIR (0.051) produced very 

strong fragment ion intensities, overriding possible Ile-Pro cleavage. (Two Arg residues held 

the two protons tightly). 



Ala Asp Gill Gly His lie Lys Leu Asn Arg Thr Val 

IIAAIPNPEDVVAISSR 0.687 0.033 0.720 
GGVIPGEYIPAVDK 0.613 

0.150 
0.763 

GlltlPOTPK 0.604 0.034 0.639 
HSVGIPVFGPSVK 0.037 0.574 0.612 
ILELAGFLDSYIPEPER 0.076 0.559 0.635 
KVGIPAGVVNIVPGPGR 0.000 0.517 0.256 0.774 
IPEIPLVVSTDLESIQK n/a 

0.492 
0.492 

SNGLAPEIPEDLYYLIK 0.462 0.387 0.849 
ILELANHLDTYIPEPER 0.066 0.354 0.420 
DDITIIPIPDLTGYITEGQIFVDR n/a 0.351 0.351 
RPFIPOLOR 0.347 n/a 0.347 
DGKPVSAFHDIPLYADK 0.332 0.088 0.419 
RGDLGIEIPAPEVLAVQK 0.178 0.310 0.489 
KYIPGEPEFLPFVNELPK 0.325 0.278 0.187 

n/a 
0.790 

FLRPFIPQLQR 0.258 0.386 0.643 
AKSDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.473 0.242 0.715 
DGKPYVFFTIPDGK 0.217 0.387 0.604 
AEMGELPIFNLAIPK 0.204 0.543 0.747 
RIIIPAPYAYGK 0.370 0.172 0.542 
LIJPVOEI.PLLLKPNK 0.152 0.052 0.294 0.498 
SDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.657 0.128 0.785 
RPNIIPIIEDAR 0.115 n/a 0.115 
AQUPGNIPNR 0.685 0.112 0.796 
SEIPEIIVIQL1.DSLPK 0,110 n/a 0.110 
GFDIPNIENHDVVPMLOK 0.095 0.415 0.510 
RIPSTPVDYHAIR 0.051 0.043 0.094 
GRIPNVPVIVK 0.035 0.171 0,206 

Table 4.13 Peptides that contain niuhiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including lie-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 
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Leucine Leu-Pro provided the greatest number of examples of the residues studied, 

and was also an important location of cleavage. Peptides that contain a Leu-Pro bond 

(average ratio 0.331) but no other Xxx-Pro combinations are listed with their a+b+y cleavage 

ratios in Table 4.14. Similar to Val and lie-Pro, strong fragment ions were often produced 

at Leu-Pro, and reduction in cleavage ratio score was often due a distribution of cleavage 

throughout the peptide which reduced the individual Leu-Pro score. 

DFFELPLTDEOVEK 0.677 KVELPLLQK 0.259 
SLGLKLPLSVINVSAQR 0.618 IHEASFVLPTWAAK 0.254 
HFASYANLPGTETHGM 0.594 DVIIDEAELP[K 0.211 
VGYTLPSHIISTSDVTR 0.479 FHATNELPFLFK 0.191 
AQYNEIQGWDHLSLLPTFGAK 0.355 RLALPDNWIR 0.151 
GVEVVLPVDFIIADAFSADANTK 0.352 TIEEIFLHSLPVK 0.149 
VNEIOGWDHLSLLPTFGAK 0.323 HGHLGFLPR 0.147 
KIFVLAEENLPSLGYK 0.292 ALLPHLTNAIVETNK 0.131 
ISLGLPVGAIMNCADNSGAR 0.289 FGGNAQQTAOLPR 0.128 
DTGNAYNSLADLPANLIK 0.276 ITTIEEIFLHSLPVK 0.106 
VGVQVAAQHNTSVFVGLPQEK 0.273 YGLPQLSEEAFDELSDK 0.046 

Table 4.14 Peptides that contain an Leu-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 

Similarly to Val and lie, no pattern suggests the ordering of Xxx-Pro cleavage sites 

in the presence of Leu-Pro as shown in Table 4.15. An exception to strong lie-Pro intensities 

the peptide SGVCHTDLHAWHGDWPLPVK (0.007) which produced strong fragment ion 

intensities at Asp-Leu, Asp-Trp, His-Ala, Leu-His, and Trp-His, overriding possible Leu-Pro 

cleavage. 



All! Asp Glu Fhc Gly lie Lys Luu Pro Gin Arg Val Trp Tyr 

VKPNUM-EMYR 0.072 0,734 0,806 

VIFI.IADAFOVI.PI'VSK 0,724 0.006 0,730 
ll'IFSASGLPIINI-IAAOICR n/u 0,679 0,679 
AIDOI'FLLI'II-IWFSISGR 0,650 0.050 0,700 
.SFI-I.I'AI.I'YAK 0,.344 

0.595 
0.939 

I.IISFAIOLPNAPDLOAAR 0,038 0.577 0,615 
YVDPNVLPF/rnSLAI.VIDR 0.005 0.574 0.579 
IJOOKPTfiPGOAASI ILPN AM 0.032 0,018 0.556 0.606 
KI.PIFCiVOAI.PEAI.QI.ISK n/a 

0.551 
0.551 

AUMGF.LPIFNI.AIPK 0.204 0.543 0.747 
KONRPl.PO 0.532 0.062 0.593 
PVYI.GLPANLVDLNVPAK 0.499 0.025 0.524 
FIAPHLPVDLEAF.DKAm YR n/a 0.478 0.478 
IIODWPLPVK 0.476 0.108 0.584 
KNILPDI.SSNALr:iKPAR 0,030 0.459 0.489 
lAPIILPVDI.F.ARDEAnTYR n/a 0,457 0.457 
IIGAASVl.NFEl.l.PKPPVFR 0,196 0,445 0.003 0.645 
I.PIIGVDALPEALQLISK n/a 

0.423 
0.423 

Vrri.PDYPGVDADNIK 0,420 0,206 0.626 
YIPGEPEFLPFVNEI.PK 0.3.39 n/a 0.401 

n/u 
0.740 

KPOPOWSVVSOALPTLAK n/u 0.383 0.192 0,575 
IGNEFPl.PTYATEGSAGLDI.R 0.318 0.361 0.679 
vtorpvyi.glpanuvdlnvpak 0.343 0,014 n/a 0.358 

Table 4.15 Peptides that contain multiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including Leu-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. (Part 1 of 2) 



Alu Gill IMii; His Ik Lys Lull Pro Arg Ser Thr Vul Trp Tyr 

DPANIJ'WGSSNVniAIDSTCiVFK 0..32I 0.321 
ONRPI.POWIR 0.310 0.435 0.745 
SI-PI.ANI,PI,AENILPI-imiR n/u 

0.301 

0.280 

0.581 

I'AVPGHVOOGGIJ'SPIDR 0.296 0.028 0.068 0.393 
I.LIPVOF.I.PLI.l.KPNK 0.152 0.052 0.294 0.498 
OI'IJ'SAYTF. 0.293 0.293 
SPILUNIGYFII.GI.PIIK 0.289 n/u 0.289 
VKPTVNOVETIIPIHJ'OM 0.321 n/u 0.263 0.584 
KOYPVF.KFKLPK 0.231 0.330 0.561 
AWIIGDWPLPVK 0.224 0.066 0.289 
KONRPLPQWIR 0.221 0.430 0.650 
RPl.PQWIR 0.218 n/a 0.218 
NRPI.PQWIR 0.218 0.307 0.525 
RPVYl.Gl.PANI.VDLNVPAK 0.194 n/u 0.30! 0.495 
KYIPGEPF.FLPFVNF.LPK 0,325 0.278 0.187 

n/u 
0.790 

TDIJIAWMODWPLPVK 0.132 0.071 0.203 
GITPINFVFPNI-Pl.nilYR 0.445 0.127 n/u 0.572 
I'l.PVKLPLVGGIIF.OAGVVVGM n/u 

0.115 
0.115 

iriDLIlAWIlGmVPl.PVK 0.104 0.052 0.156 
VIPYWNF.TILPR n/a 0.101 O.IOI 
PPHGDGLPOR 0.100 l)/U 0.100 
KPTPLPSI.K n/u 0.096 0.332 0.428 
APSLPF.GQFIIKPLSIIPIK n/u 0.040 0.265 0.081 0.385 
SGVCmni.llAWHGDWPl.PVK 0.007 0.050 0.057 

Table 4.15 (Part 2 of 2) 
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Glycine In opposition of what was observed for Val, He, and Leu, cleavage 

intensities are suppressed at Gly-Pro as shown in Tables 4.16 and 4.17. This effect has a few 

exceptions, such as in the peptide TTVWNGFFGVFEFEK (0.308) in Table 4.17, where 

intense y-type ion formation at Gly-Pro may have been promoted by the Gly-Pro-Pro 

combination at that position. 

TCILHGPVAAQFTK 0.222 QFLGPKNYKGE 0.043 
RTSIIGTIGPK 0.213 EEFGGELIDGGPWLK 0.032 
RWGLGPVAQK 0.177 KSGPILATVWEGK 0.031 
SKQEYDESGPSIVHHK 0.090 TVIXIPSHKDWR 0.023 
VFTEVTVGGPLSNNK 0.078 PSGHN W VSGOG AG PR 0.018 
LTGPFHLDVVK 0.069 GHNWVSGQGAGPR 0.014 
FTLEVVDAVVDAIGPEK 0.067 FHLTIEGPK 0.005 
GE VLADG PSTDLGELALGQNIR 0.054 QEYDESGPSEVHHK 0.000 
HFEGVDGPSILITTK 0.046 SCCSGPLFGMC 0.000 

Table 4.16 Peptides that contain an Gly-Pro bond, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that position vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 



Gill Phc Gly His lie Lys Lcii ASH Pro Gin Ser Val Tyr 
IIVWNCPPGVFKrKK 0.308 0.028 0.336 
IGPnVVlGPNVTIGIKjVR n/a 

0.160 
0.160 

KAKQPVKDGI'L 0.132 0.125 0.257 
VSAGPIIFNPI-K O.IIK 0.272 0.390 
I'VGNPEGPKKPNKK 0.104 0.182 0.287 0,573 
SPVGNPI-GPHKPNKK 0.092 0.203 0.235 n/a 0.530 
YVVGSAIGPHPYPTLVR 0.089 0.300 0.092 0.480 
PVGNPF.GPr.KPNK 0.077 0.155 0.375 0.608 
KDLRI-GPTKPK 0.051 0.294 0.344 
DYIMSPVGNPI-GPKKPNKK 0.042 0.054 0.294 0.113 0.503 
HSVGIPVFGPSVK 0.037 0.574 0.612 
I-TGOKPTGPGGAASI ILPNAM 0.032 0.018 0.556 0,606 
FGIEPDQPGVVGPIK 0.573 0.031 0.013 0,617 
GFI III IEFGDATNGCVSAGPUFNPF 0.019 n/a 0,019 
TPSGIINWVSOOGAGPR 0.016 0.016 
IIPFPGPGIAIK 0.643 0.016 n/ti 0.658 
AIGPIIPYPILVR 0.007 0.669 0,123 0.799 
KVGIPAGVVNIVPGPGR 0.000 0.517 0.256 0,774 
SGPLAGYPVVDI.GVR 0.000 0.435 0,435 

Table 4.17 Peptides that contain muhiple Xxx-Pro bonds, including Gly-Pro, with ratios of a+b+y ion intensities 
formed at that Xxx-Pro vs all a+b+y ion intensity in the peptide. 

to 
o 
o 
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Summary: Cleavage at aliphatic residues In summary, is Xxx-Pro cleavage of 

these aliphatic residues predictable? In the peptides of this study Val-Pro, Ile-Pro, and Leu-

Pro bonds produced intense a+b+y ions with very few exceptions which suggests that for 

these residues intense cleavage ions may be expected. The possible exception to such a 

"rule" may be in the presence of an Asp residue when the number of basic residues equals 

the number of protons. Conversely, Gly-Pro bonds did not produce fragment ions or did so 

with little ion abundance. This suggests that a valid prediction may be suppressed ion 

intensity at Gly-Pro positions in peptides. 

Conformation effects of proline In an effort to 

understand unusually intense cleavages that occur N-terminal to 

trans-Pro 
Pro residues without chemical effects of the preceding residue, ^ ^ 

consider the unusual conformation of Pro in a protein. X-ray and 

NMR data of proteins has been an important method to elucidate 

their tertiary structure. Cis/trans isomerization at the Xxx-Pro 
c/5-Pro 

bond of oligopeptides in solution has been shown to be a local 

effect that correlates to crystalline structure of proteins.""" For amino acid residues in 

general, the double bond character of the peptide bond results in a trans dihedral angle of 

180° or a cis dihedral angle of 0°, with trans highly favored""' and cis bonds occurring in 

only 0.03%"'--0.05%-'^ of the cases. This low occurrence of cis is due to the energy 

difference of 2.5 kcal/mol between trans and cis, and also due to a rotational bamer of 

approximately 20 kcal/mol."'"'"'^ However, for a bond of Pro, the trans isomer is favored 
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over the cis by only 0.5 kcal/mol,"'® and the energy barrier for rotation is reduced to 13 

kcal/mol;""" resulting in higher abundance of cis bonds in Pro which has been reported in 

recent years as 5.2%,"°^ 5.5%,-*' and 6.5%.-'̂  The driving force determining this unique cis/ 

trans relationship at Xxx-Pro bonds is the steric conflict 

vary based upon the identity of Xxx in the Xxx-Pro bond.-°~°^ 

A study by Pal and Chakrabarti of X-ray data available in the Brookhaven Protein 

Data Bank (PDB) found that 5.7% of Xxx-Pro bonds were of the cis conformation, versus 

0.3% of all bonds in the database examined.Analysis was limited to X-ray results 

acquired at most at 2 A° resolution and included 294 protein structures. Various studies have 

provided detail of the percent cis found by identity of Xxx in the X.xx-Pro bond, with values 

ranging from < 3% for Asp-Pro to 11.2% for Pro-Pro,-°^ and from 1.8% for lie-Pro to 12.4% 

for Trp-Pro.-°- Directly related to the study presented in this chapter, Gly-Pro was found to 

produce cis bonds in one of the higher abundances (>7%,-°^ 7.4%"°"), while for the branched 

aliphatic residues Val, He and Leu cis bonds (for the X.xx-Pro bond) were found to be of the 

lowest frequency (l.8-3.4%.)-°-''''' In fact, the slowest rates of cis/trans isomerization of 

X.xx-Pro bonds in oligopeptides was observed by NMR to be the branched aliphatic residues 

Val and Ile.-°- Protein structures from PDB data files were examined and examples of trans 

versus cis bonds are shown in Figure 4.7. A fra«jVal-Pro bond is shown in Figure 4.7a as 

compared to a c/jPro-Pro bond shown in Figure 4.7b. Bond angles listed are co, the dihedral 

and the Cg of proline. That relationship has been shown to 

between the side-chain group on the of the Xxx residue 
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angle describing the relationship between the two alpha carbons as described above; and <j)/i|/ 

which are the torsional angles about the C^. To summarize. Gly-Pro bonds which show 

limited propensity to cleave have higher cis abundance; while Val-Pro, lie-Pro, and Leu-Pro 

which provide intense fragment ions have lower cis abundance. 

Figure 4.7 Representative examples from the Brookhaven Data Bank of 
(a) frawsVal-Pro (TRNA-Guanine Transglycosylase from Zymomonas mobilis) and 
(b) cwPro-Pro (Winged Bean Albumin I from Psophocarpus Tetragonolobus.) 

Conformational effects of aliphatic residues In a study of gas-phase basicities of 

dipeptides, Val-Pro was found to be more basic than Pro-Val"'®; in opposition to a study that 

found Pro-Gly to be more basic than Gly-Pro.-°^ In addition, no explanation could be found 

for a higher than expected GB of the dipeptides Val-Phe and Val-Tjr.-'® It was suggested that 

the steric properties of Val may have been a factor in the results. [Results of these studies are 

tabulated in Appendix A] 

The rationale for this unusual effect in dipeptides and for the reduced number of cis 

transV al24g-Pr0249 

0) = 179.59, (ji = -59.78, v|/ = -15.77 

ciiyPrOgg^PrOg^ 

Q> = -0.33, = -84.03, M; = 130.49 
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bonds of Val-Pro, lie-Pro, and Leu-Pro may be the narrow conformational space permitted 

these residues in general. Observations of torsional angles of the bonds on either side of the 

C„ may be plotted in order to compare conformational properties of 

various amino acids-"—" and to judge the quality of protein crystal ^ •" 

structure."' These Ramachandran plots suggest the likelihood that | 11 

H O 
certain types of secondary structure may be attained for a particular 

amino acid.^ In a study of Ramachandran bond angles, Kleywegt and Jones prepared plots 

using X-ray data from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank of protein structure resolved at 2 

Angstrom resolution or better and those plots are included here for their relative descriptions 

of the conformations of these aliphatic residues.-" It must be noted, however, that while gas-

phase volumes of amino acids have been shown to be somewhat smaller than in the core of 

proteins, Val. He, and Leu pack less efficiently than most amino acids, and occupy a larger 

space than would be ascribed if their van der Waals radii alone were considered.-"' In 

contrast, experimental cross-sections of Val„, Ile„ and Leu^ (n = 4-9) resulted in larger peptide 

values as compared to more polar residues,""' the side chains extended radially away from 

the solvated core of the peptide. 

A Ramachandran plot of all amino acids of Kleywegt and Jones study^-" numbered 

81,782 and is shown in Figure 4.8 as reference, where phi (<{>) is plotted on the x-axis and psi 

(^/) is plotted on the y-axis. From this very dense contour plot rises those regions 

(combinations of ^/\\f angles) that are most commonly occupied by residues in proteins in 

general. The levels of this contour plot is indicated in the figure caption. Glycine, with its 
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hydrogen-only side-chain is the most conformationally '^exible" of all amino acids, and has 

the greatest distribution on a Ramachandran plot as shown in Figure 4.9. This data is a plot 

of 6,889 residues and demonstrates the ability of the Gly residue to occupy many possible 

positions in space. The Ramachandran plots ofVal (5,881 residues Figure 4.10), lie (4,413 

residues Figure 4.11), and Leu (6,491 residues Figiure 4.12) show that these residues are 

particularly restricted in those conformations that can be achieved. This is very pronounced 

in Val and lie, and is almost as strong in Leu. 

The bninched aliphatic residues (Val, lie, and Leu) impart conformational restrictions 

in the formation of secondary structure as evidenced by Ramachandran plots, and they have 

impact on the formation of cis bonds at Xxx-Pro locations in proteins as evidenced by the 

Pal and Chakrabarti studyIn contrast, the amino acid Gly imparts little restriction to 

secondary stmcture £md a relatively greater number of cis bonds are formed at Gly-Pro bonds. 

Combined with evidence from the peptide database analyzed in this study this suggests that 

the conformational restrictions of Val, lie and Leu lead to greater fragmentation at Xxx-Pro 

bonds in peptides analyzed by mass spectrometry; while the flexibility of the Gly-Pro bond 

leads to a reduction in ion formation at that position. Whether this is due to a reduced 

stability in more strained Xxx-Pro bonds in branched aliphatic residues or due to improved 

accessibility of a proton to initiate cleavage at that bond is not known. Molecular mechanics 

methods may shed light on this question. 
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Figure 4.8 Ramachandran plot of ALL torsional angles observed in 81782 residues 
(from reference 220.) x-axis = <j) y-axis = v^/ 
[Levels: 63, 130, 320, 500, 690, 950, 1300, 1600, 3200, 6300] 
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Figure 4.9 Ramachandran plot of Gly torsional angles observed in 6889 residues (from 
reference 220.) x-axis = <j> y-axis = v|/ 
[Levels: 5, 10, 25,40, 55, 75,100, 130, 250, 500] 
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Figure 4.10 Ramachandran plot of Val torsional angles observed in 5881 residues 
(from reference 220.) x-axis = (j) y-axis = i|/ 
[Levels: 5, 10, 25,40, 55, 75, 100, 130, 250, 500] 
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Figure 4.11 Ramachandran plot of He torsional angles observed in 4413 residues 
(from reference 220.) x-axis = (j> y-axis = if/ 
[Levels: 3, 6, 15, 24, 33, 45, 60, 75, 150, 300] 
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Figure 4.12 Ramachandran plot of Leu torsional angles observed in 6491 residues 
(from reference 220.) x-axis = ({> y-axis = \\i 
[Levels: 5, 10, 25,40, 55, 75, 100, 130, 250, 500] 
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4.4.4 Conclusions 

The statistical analysis of a spectral database to investigate cleavage N-terminal to 

Pro residues in peptides provided unique evidence of the predictive nature of ions formed 

from dissociation of that bond, as strong ions formed at Xxx-Pro when Xxx = His, Asp, Val, 

He, Leu and weak or no ions formed when Xxx = Gly, Pro. Dissociation at the Xxx-Pro 

bond is clearly important as these ions provided 36.3% of the total "a" + "b" + "y" ion 

intensity formed for the 516 peptide spectra analyzed. Cleavage results at Xxx-Pro when 

Xxx = His or Asp was not surprising, as strong cleavage is expected C-terminal to His and 

Asp in peptides; however, cleavage behavior when an aliphatic residue was N-terminal to 

Pro provided important insight into the proline effect observed by researchers. Residue 

specific fragment ion intensity (strong cleavage at Val, He and Leu; weak cleavage at Gly) 

suggests that conformation of the peptide influences cleavage at Pro. These cleavage effects 

may be due to intramolecular hydrogen-bonding or transition state geometry that differs as 

the Pro backbone "turn" is influenced by the identity of the residue N-terminal to Pro. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE EFFECT OF N-ALKYLATION ON PEPTIDE DISSOCIATION 

5.1 Introduction 

Many researchers have studied by mass spectrometry the formation of fragment ions 

upon dissociation of precursor peptide Agreement exists that low-

energy processes are predominantly charge-directed, which requires the 

involvement of an ionizing proton in the cleavage of the peptide bond, while under some 

high-energy conditions charge-remote^^^^^^-^ cleavage, which does not require proton 

involvement, can occur. The mechanisms of peptide bond cleavage and the formation of 

fragment ions cannot be observed directly, but must be deduced from the required 

dissociation energy and resulting fragment ion structures. The most commonly observed 

fragment ions produced by charge-directed processes and those most useful for the 

sequencing of peptides include "a", and "b" ions which are positively-charged N-terminal 

fragments; and "y" ions which are positively-charged C-terminal fragments. The structure 

of "b" ions is commonly believed to be cyclic, with five-membered ring structures favored 

over other ring sizes,"® while "a" ions are produced by a ring opening of a "b" ion and loss 

of CO.'^" It is also commonly believed that the structure of "y" ions is that of a truncated 

peptide."* There is less universal agreement about the formation of these ions and questions 

still unresolved include the location of the ionizing proton as it initiates the cleavage event. 
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how the necessary hydrogen(s) are transferred to form "y" ions, and the structure of neutral 

N-terminal fragments. 

Two mechanisms of peptide fragmentation and ion formation that are most often 

referenced in literature are presented in Scheme 5.1 and Scheme 5.2 which differ primarily 

by the position of the cleavage-initiating proton. These mechanism are presented at this 

point to describe the current understanding of peptide dissociation, and to demonstrate that 

there is disagreement among researchers. 

Amott et al. have suggested that the proton must be transferred to the peptide nitrogen 

for cleavage to occur, but that initially it is located at the more basic carbonyl oxygen as 

shown in Scheme 5.1.^ Location of a proton on a carbonyl oxygen pulls electron density 

from the carbonyl carbon and makes that a more electrophilic site. This protonation may 

initiate a cleavage event if a lone electron pair on a neighboring carbonyl oxygen (a 

nucleophile) attacks that carbon forming a five-membered cyclic intermediate. The Amott 

et al. model for a cleavage mechanism then transfers the hydrogen located at the nitrogen on 

the five-membered ring to the backbone nitrogen which causes fragmentation to occur 

because it has been shown that protonation at the backbone nitrogen reduces the bond order 

between that nitrogen and preceding carbon.'' According to Amott et al., dependent upon 

H rearrangement, this cleavage may result in a "b" ion, or by transfer of the 'nearby' 

hydrogen (the original proton, located on the oxygen) to the leaving C-terminal piece, a "y" 

ion may be formed. Although there is no evidence to suggest the order of the H 

rearrangement(s), this mechanism is generally consistent with observations made in the 
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Wysocki laboratory. Importantly: (1) Protonation at the carbonyl oxygen as the "initiator" 

of a cleavage event provides a cyclic intermediate to explain the transfer of two hydrogens 

necessary to form "y" ions. (2) The mechanism includes a required five-membered cyclic 

intermediate, and the abundant absence of "b" ions terminating C-terminal to proline is 

consistent with required formation of unfavorable bicyclic five-membered rings.'""-^ (3) The 

mechanism may result in either N-terminal charged fragments ("a'T'b") or C-terminal 

charged fragments ("y") and a common mechanism, while necessary in the doubly-charged 

peptide, may be also the case in singly-charged peptides. 

Protonation at the nitrogen is suggested by Yalcin et al. as shown in Scheme 

5.2'"*-"® -' where fragmentation is catalyzed by migration of the mobile proton'^^ to the 

amide nitrogen. The resulting linear acylium ion would rearrange to the five-membered 

oxazolone ring by nucleophilic attack by the neighboring N-terminal carbonyl oxygen. 

Formation of a "y" ion would require the transfer of a hydrogen fi"om the N-terminal piece. 

Nitrogen protonation as an onset to cleavage seems less likely given the arguments presented 

in the preceding paragraph, particularly in the case of proline terminating "b" ions which 

should be observed if the Yalcin et al mechanism were dominant. 
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H-fNH CH CH—C NH—CH—C NH—CH-C—(peptide) 
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Scheme 5.2 

A mechanism for ion formation has been demonstrated for cleavages at the 1" or 

2"*^ bond in peptides by studies of di- and tri-peptides by Nold et ai.~^ and Cordero et al.~" 

They have demonstrated by neutralization-reionization mass spectrometry (NRMS) that a 

neutral aziridinone is formed when one N-terminal residue is lost and a neutral 

diketopiperazine if two N-terminal residues are lost, which have been found to be the 

structures with lowest energy geometry by PM3 calculations.--"" According to Nold and 

Codero, formation of the diketopiperizine occurs when fragmentation is initiated by a 

protonated amide nitrogen, only the nucleophilic attack is by the N-terminus to the carbonyl 

carbon N-terminal to the site of protonation to form the six-membered diketopiperizine 

(Scheme 5.3) allowing the transfer of a hydrogen from the amino terminus to fomi the "y" 

ion. Although it was not suggested by Nold or Cordero, formation of the diketopiperizine 
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would occur with the same resulting structures if the proton had been located at the carbonyl 

oxygen rather than the amide nitrogen. 

NH—CH-C—(peptide) N CH—C NH—CH—C 

O 
(I 

HC^ NH + ^1 
I H3N CH-C—(peptide) 

HN CH ^ 

II 
O 

neutral diketopiperizine y ion 

Scheme 5.3 

Fragmentation at peptide bonds which include proline as one of the participating 

residues is an area which has not been adequately addressed, even though abundant firagment 

ions formed immediately N-terminal to a Pro residue is so commonly observed that it has 

been termed the proline This cleavage at the nitrogen of Pro has also been 

noted for multiply protonated peptides'*'''^-^^"^"* where the effect may be more 

pronounced,-^^ and in the dissociation of whole proteins, where it is one of the major 

cleavage pathways.""* "* Many researchers have incorrectly attributed this proline effect to 



high proton affinity of the proline amide nitrogen,or simply to increased basicity;"® 

while considering the steric effects of the five-membered ring to affect only the observed 

lack of "b" ion formation C-terminal to a Pro residue. Rarely has it been suggested that 

conformational differences due to Pro in the peptides contribute to the fragmentation product 

results of those peptides.^^ 

Proline is the only N-alkylated naturally-occurring amino acid, and so in efforts to 

understand the mechanism of the unusual fragmentation behavior of this amino acid a few 

researchers have studied peptides containing Pro as well as synthetic N-alkylated versions 

of amino acids. Studies by Vaisar and Urban found that N-methylation of a peptide 

backbone results in enhanced cleavage at the C-terminal side of the residue with preferential 

formation of "b" ions,"® and suggested that this was due to the positive inductive effect of 

the alkyl group which increases the nucleophilic character of the carbonyl carbon N-terminal 

to the N-alkylated residue. Thus, non-Pro N-alkylated residues "direct" fragmentation C-

terminal to the residue with "b" ions formed preferentially, in contrast to "y" ion formation 

N-terminal to Pro residues. These patterns were observed in various Pro, N-methyl Ala, and 

Pipecolic Acid containing peptides"^ and in the peptide series AVXLG, where X = Pro, N-

methyl-Ala, and Pipecolic Acid^' and those peptides were provided to the Wysocki 

laboratory by Thomas Vaisar of Molecumetics Ltd, Bellevue, WA in a research collaboration 

so that our laboratory could study the energetics of their dissociation. Results of studies of 

these and related peptides will be presented later in this chapter. 

This chapter presents the studies of peptides containing N-alkylated residues to 
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contrast with peptides containing Pro and peptides containing common (not N-alkylated) 

residues in order to see differences caused by these structural changes. Possible basicity 

effects and ease of dissociation are studied by Surface-Induced Dissociation (SID) in a 

tandem dual-quadrupole instrument. A contrast of ion formation by different substituted 

peptides is studied by both quadrupole SID and Collision-induced dissociation (CID) in an 

ion-trap instrument. The effect of peptide conformation is presented in gas-phase H/D 

exchange reactions performed in a modified Finnigan ion trap. This combination of 

energetics, fragment ion formation and H/D exchange characteristics will help to clarify 

existing peptide firagmentation mechanisms as they apply to cleavage at Xxx-Pro and Pro-

Xxx bonds, with resulting "b" and/or "y" ions. 
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5.2 Influence of N-alkylation on the Energy Requirements for Dissociation 

The relative energetics of peptide fragmentation were investigated by Surface Induced 

Dissociation (SID), which provides a controlled and relatively narrow internal energy 

distribution to a selected SID was performed on a custom tandem 

quadrupole mass spectrometer by using electrospray ionization (ESI) and experimental 

methods previously described in Chapter 2. The experiment results in a tandem mass 

spectrum, examples of which will be presented in this chapter. To use SID results for studies 

of relative fi-agmentation energies, spectra for a series of peptides are collected in the same 

experimental session to minimize instrumental differences. The data were acquired at SID 

Collision Energies (difference between source and surface) which were incremented by 2.5 

eV, with the lowest practical energy difference that can be tuned generally 12.5-15 eV and 

no upper ceiling observed for these peptides which required at most 70 eV to accomplish 

100% fragmentation of the parent ion. 

The data are summarized by plotting [Z fragment ion intensities]/[S total ion 

intensities] of the peptide precursor ion vs. each laboratory collision energy (eV). 

Fragmentation efficiency curves were obtained by fitting a logistic curve to the data points, 

which provided the curves shown on comparison plots and the energy inflection point (E,) 

which occurs at or near the collision energy when the selected precursor ion intensity is equal 

to the sum of the fragment ion intensity (50% fragmentation). This inflection point was used 

to compare relative energies of fragmentation for the various peptides in a comparable set. 
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Shifts in these curves and/or inflection point energy helps predict the relative energy 

necessary to promote fragmentation which may vary due to proton location and amino acid 

composition of the peptide. For example, peptides that contain basic residues require greater 

energies to fragment as demonstrated by a shift of their fi^gmentation efficiency curve to 

higher eV, and the higher the gas-phase basicity of that residue the greater the fragmentation 

efficiency curve shift.These shifts demonstrate that for peptides that have been studied, 

the ion populations consist of primarily a single protonated form, because a shift in the 

fragmentation efficiency curve due to the inclusion of a single basic residue would not be 

predicted if a range of structures existed. This shift represents the increase in average 

internal energy imparted to the ion by surface collision that is necessary to promote 

intramolecular transfer of the proton from a stable position (proton located at the basic side 

chain) to other less basic sites, a necessary step to initiate charge directed fragmentation. 

Charge-directed cleavage is the primziry fiagmentation pathway for peptides dissociated by 

SID/tandem quadrupole methods, which is ascertained by the fragment ions observed whose 

f o r m a t i o n  m e c h a n i s t i c a l l y  r e q u i r e s  t h e  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  o f  t h e  i o n i z i n g  p r o t o n . T h e  

fragmentation efficiency of peptides by SID is described in terms of laboratory collision 

energy, rather than average internal energy because peptide dissociation energetics vary by 

peptide composition. The conversion of kinetic energy to internal energy for small projectile 

ions such as W(CO)6*, Cr(CO)^*, ferrocine and benzene, yield (T to V) conversion of about 

12-17% on fluorinated alkanethiolate monolayer surfaces,^'-^®-"" while the peptide leucine 

enkephalin (YGGFL, m/z = 556) yielded (T to V) conversion of 17% due to SID with an 
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octadecanethiolate monolayer surface.^' 

Variation of inflection points of fragmentation efficiency curves of peptides that 

contain different amino acid compositions may be due to various effects including the 

number of basic residues or the degrees of freedom of the peptide/" Degrees of freedom 

(DOF) are the number of vibrational and rotational modes over which internal energy is 

distributed in a molecule. The DOF of a set of peptides may be normalized in a simplistic 

way by using the equation: [DOFR^fp^pude / DOFp^p^J x (E,)pep„de so that one may then 

compare the effects of residue composition due to their chemical effects rather than size. 

The reference peptide for each set is that which contains the lowest number of atoms, or 

degrees of freedom. The sets of peptides for which fragmentation efficiency curves were 

produced to compare the energy changes due to alkylation of a backbone nitrogen are 

summarized in Table 5.1. This table lists the peptides investigated, including their degrees 

of freedom (DOF), measured and corrected inflection points (E„ E, and the difference 

between corrected inflection point and reference peptide for the set. These peptides and their 

SID results will be described in the following pages. 
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Table S.l 

Peptide 
* (Reference for set) 

DOF 
E. (eV) 

measured 
E..corr(eV) 
corrected 

14.4 

^ E, con-
vs Ref. 

AV(Nme)ALG 201 15.1 

E..corr(eV) 
corrected 

14.4 -7.1 

AVPipLG 213 17.8 16 -5.5 

AVPLG 204 19.4 18.3 -3.2 

•AVALG 192 21.5 21.5 0.0 

AGAVPAGAG 297 20.4 19.0 -2.8 

•AGAVGAGAG 276 21.8 21.8 0.0 

AGAVPAGAGR^' 369 33 24.7 2.9 

RAGAVPAGAG 366 40.7 30.7 8.9 

AGAVPAGAGR 366 42-4 32.0 10.2 

5.2.1 AVXLG X = Ala, NmA, Pro, Pip 

Fragmentation efficiency curves were produced for the set of peptides acquired from 

Tomas Vaisar at Molecumetics, AVXLG, where the central residue varied by differences in 

N-alkylation. The central amino acids are pictured below and included alanine (A) which 

is not N-alkylated, N-methyl alanine (NmA) in which a methyl group is attached to the 

backbone nitrogen, proline (P) in which the backbone nitrogen is bonded to the side chain 

as a five-membered ring, and pipecolic acid (Pip) similar to proline but with an additional 

CHj group to produce a more flexible six-membered piperidine ring. The structure of these 

residues eire shown here, with gas-phase betsicities (GB) shown for Ala and Pro as measured 
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for the amino acids.'" The fragmentation efficiency curves of these four peptides, AVALG, 

AV(Nme)ALG, AVPLG, and AVPipLG, which were subjected to SID on an octadecanethiol 

(C18) surface with laboratory collision energies incremented by 2.5 eV are shown in Figure 

5.1. The curves are quite close, all within a 7.1eV range, and their inflection points (E, and 

E.corr) listed in Table 5.1 with energy requirements for fragmentation ordered by NmA 

= 14.4) < Pip (E,„„ = 16.0) < Pro = 18.3) < Ala (E, „„ = 21.5, reference.) 

(peptide)-Ala-(peptide) (peptide)-NmA-(peptide) 
GB = 207.4 kcal/mol GB = unknown 

o o 

(peptide)-Pro-(peptide) (peptide)-Pip-(peptide) 
GB = 211.8 kcal/mol gB = unknown 
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Figure 5.1 Fragmentation Efficiency Curves for singly protonated peptides AV(Nme)ALG, AVPipLG, 
AVPLG, and AVALG. Fragmentation was the result of SID on a CH3(CH2),7S-Au surlace at collision energy 

increments of 2.5eV. 
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5.2.2 (R)AGAVPAGAG(R), AGAVGAGAG 

SID of a nine-residue peptide pair, AGAVPAGAG and AGAVGAGAG, on a 

fluorinated (FCIO) surface produces fragmentation efficiency curves with results similar to 

AVPLG vs. AVALG. The curves for the two peptides are very close to one another as 

shown in Figure 5.2, and their corrected to the DOE of AGAVGAGAG, are listed in 

Table 5.1. AGAVPAGAG (E, £on. = 19.0 eV) is 2.8 eV lower than that of AGAVGAGAG 

(E, cotr = 21.8 eV). The addition of an Arg in AGAVPAGAGR raises the energy requirement 

significantly, an increase of 11.7 eV in the case of RAGAVPAGAG and 13 eV for 

AGAVPAGAGR as compared to the energy required to dissociate AGAVPAGAG. The 

addition of a second proton in [AGAVPAGAGR+2H]-* significantly reduces the energy 

required, from an increase of 13 eV in the singly charged case to an increase of 5.7 eV in the 

doubly charged peptide versus AGAVPAGAG. 
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Figure 5.2 Fragmentation Efficiency Curves for singly protonated peptides AGAVPAGAG, AGAVGAGAG, 
RAGAVPAGAG, AGAVPAGAGR, and doubly protonated AGAVPAGAGR. Fragmentation was the result of 
SID on a CF3(CF2)7(CI l2)2S-Au surface at collision energy increments of 2.5eV. 
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5.2.3 Discussion 

Effect of a proline residue Previous work by Ashok Dongre in our laboratory is 

discussed here to clarify the effect of Pro on peptide fragmentation efficiency. Proline had 

been demonstrated to increase the energy required for peptide fr^mentation previously when 

'^it was the N-terminal residue in the peptide comparison PAAAA (E.^orr = 30.5eV) versus 

AAAAA (E, con. = 25.4eV), where DOF was corrected with respect to AAAAA.'"*^ A linear 

fit correlating E, ̂ orr to gas-phase basicity of the N-terminal residue in XAAAA (where X = 

Ala, Pro, Lys, or Arg) was found with the E, corr of Ala < Pro < Lys < Arg. Fragmentation 

efficiency curves tell us how difficult it is to fragment one peptide relative to another. The 

peptide PAAAA would have a higher gas-phase basicity than would AAAAA due to the 

proline located at the N-terminus, where that terminus would be a secondary amine, more 

basic than a primary amine that would be the N-terminus in the AAAAA case. This 

difference in the gas-phase basicity (GB) of these amino-terminal (N-terminal) amino acids 

(Pro = 211.8 kcal/mol vs. Ala = 207.4 kcal/mol)'^ would cause the proton to be "held more 

tightly" at the N-terminus and would require greater energy to mobilize the proton on the 

peptide backbone. 

When a proline is located within a peptide it becomes a less basic amide. The 

preferential cleavage often observed N-terminal to proline in peptides occurs readily when 

certain residues precede Pro as described in Chapter 4, suggesting that this is a low-energy 

process. Thus, the E.^^^ of AVPLG (18.3 eV) is lower than that of AVALG (E, =21.5 eV), 

and the E, of AGAVPAGAG (19.0 eV) is lower than that of AGAVGAGAG (E, ̂ otr = 21.8 
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eV). It was reported by this laboratory that an internal Pro residue may make the 

fragmentation more demanding energetically,'''^ based upon a comparison between the 

peptides PPGFSP (£,£„„ = 35 eV) and PAAAA (E,gon. = 33 eV) where DOF was corrected 

relative to PAAAA. In the case of PPGFSP, cleavage at proline would have had to occur 

at the P-P bond or the S-P bond, where neither of these bonds would be expected to cleave 

preferentially as demonstrated by the statistical analysis presented in Chapter 4. In addition, 

the peptide GPAGPA was also found to require additional energy = 32 eV) versus 

GAAGAA = 27 eV, reference),'"' '''^ and again the peptide bond G-P was shown in 

Chapter 4 to be resistant to cleavage in a peptide, and the inclusion of two such bonds in 

GPAGPA caused this peptide to be resistant to cleavage. In the present study, the internal 

Pro residues are preceded by Val, in AVPLG and in AGAVPAGAG; and in Chapter 4 it was 

shown that the V-P bond was one of the bonds most readily cleaved of all Xxx-Pro bonds. 

The results of the present study, decreased energy required for intemal fragmentation 

of Xxx-Pro bonds (when Xxx is a specific amino acid such as Val) and increased energy 

required for dissociation of peptides containing an N-terminal Pro are in agreement with 

results of boundary-activated dissociation (BAD) where the required energetics for 

dissociation of Pro-containing peptides were determined by a decrease (less energy required) 

or increase (more energy required) in the effective q^ value (reduction in the boundary for ion 

stability).-"" These results are also consistent with a reported study of H/D exchange, where 

the proton was determined to be more resistant to exchange in a ProGly dipeptide (exchanges 

less) than in a GlyPro dipeptide.''^ 
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Thus, when Pro is the N-terminal residue in a peptide the ionizing proton is bound 

more strongly and greater energy is required to dissociate the peptide which is consistent 

with greater 'sequestering' of the proton due to increased basicity at a position where 

cleavage does not occur; but when Pro is an intemal residue the energy requirements are 

decreased or increased dependent upon the identity of the preceding residue, in agreement 

with the residue specific cleavage discussed in Chapter 4. The increased basicity of proline's 

secondary amine nitrogen (versus the primary amine nitrogen of other amino acids) as an N-

terminal residue in a peptide, and as the N-terminal residue of a C-terminal fragment formed 

by dissociation at an Xxx-Pro bond may bind to a proton strongly; however, increased 

binding strength of a Pro amide nitrogen to a proton when Pro is an internal residue is not 

consistent with this data. 

Effect of Pro, NmA, and Pip versus Ala We compared the fragmentation efficiency 

curves of peptides which include the alkylated residues NmA and Pip (pictured below) to test 

the assertion by many researchers that the proline effect is due to increased proton affinity 

100.199.210 Qj. basicity of the proline residue. It is not uru-easonable to assume that there is 

similarity in the gas-phase basicities (GB) of the N-alkylated residues used in this peptide 

series. Although the GB of N-methyl-alanine and pipecolic acid are not published, the GB 

of compounds with similar structural aspects may be compared."^ 

The GB of N-methyl-acetamide, with a secondary amide nitrogen, is 205 kcal/mol, 

and N,N-dimethyl-acetamide, with a tertiary amide, is 209.6 kcal/mol.'^ These two amides 

are similar but for the methyl group added to the N,N-dimethyl-acetamide, which increases 
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the basicity by 4.6 kcal/mol. As summarized in Table 5.2, the GB of N-methyl-alanine may 

be estimated by adding 4.6 kcal/mol to the GB of alanine (207.4 kcal/mol) to bring the 

estimated GB of N-methyl-alanine to 212.0 kcal/mol, only 0.2 kcal/mol different from Pro's 

GB of 211.8 kcal/mol. The effect on GB of ring size can be seen in the GB difference 

between 1 -methyl-pyrrolidine (223.4 kcal/mol), which contains a 5-member proline-like ring, 

and l-methyl-piperidine (224.7 kcal/mol), which contains a 6-member ring.'" The 

difference of 1.3 kcal/mol added to the GB of Pro (211.8 kcal/mol) brings an estimated GB 

of pipecolic acid to 213.1 kcal/mol, 1.3 kcal/mol difference from Pro's GB of 211.8 

kcal/mol. Therefore, N-methyl Alanine at 212.0 kcal/mol and pipecolic acid at 213.1 

kcal/mol are estimated to be quite similar to Proline's published GB of 211.8 kcal/mol. The 

structural similarities of these amino acids are N-alkylation, the difference is "flexibility" at 

the peptide backbone; where Pro is restricted, Pip has greater flexibility and NmA is free to 

rotate. 

NH N 

N-methyl-acetamide N,N-dimethyl-acetamide 
GB = 205 kcal/mol qb = 209.6 kcal/mol 

N 
/ 

1 -methyl-pyrrolidine I -methy l-piperidine 
GB = 223.4 kcal/mol GB = 224.7 kcal/mol 
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Table 5.2 

Compound 

GB (kcai/mol) of 
Structurally 

similar 
compounds'" 

Factors for 
estimation 

Published GB 
(kcal/mol)'" 
or •Estimate 

Alanine 207.4 207.4 

N,N-dimethyI-acetamide 209.6 

N-methyl-acetamide 205.0 

AGB 4.6 

N-methyl Alanine (Est) *212.0  

Proline 211.8  211 .8  

1 -methyl-piperidine 224.7 

1-methyl-pyrrolidine 223.4 

AGB 1.3 

Pipecolic Acid (Est) •213 .1  

Figure 5.1 showed that in the AVXLG series, fragmentation energy requirements 

were less for the peptides AV(Nme)ALG and AVPipLG than for AVPLG (E, ^orr ~ 14.4 eV, 

16.0 eV, and 18.3 eV respectively.) Although NmA and Pip are estimated to be of slightly 

greater basicity than Pro, the shift to lower energies of AV(Nme)ALG and AVPipLG as 

compared to AVPLG suggests facile cleavage, however in the case of NmA and Pip the 

cleavage is verv different than what is observed for AVPLG. This difference in dissociation 

patterns and how that may effect the fragmentation efficiencies described here will be 

explored in depth in the next section of this chapter. 
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Effect of Arg The addition of an Arg to singly-protonated peptides has been shown 

to increase the energy requirements for fragmentation because the proton becomes 

sequestered at the basic Arg side chain and is not mobilized to initiate backbone cleavages 

until that increased energy requirement is met. This has been termed the "mobile proton 

model" and it was demonstrated that by the addition of a second proton to a peptide with one 

Arg that energy requirements were significantly lowered.'"*^ The increased energy required 

to dissociate the singly-charged peptide AGAVPAGAGR provided a higher level of energy 

to the peptide, not permitting the selective (lower energy pathway) cleavage to occur. The 

addition of a second proton to dissociate doubly-charged AGAVPAGAGR reduced the 

energy requirement and resulted in the same selective cleavage at the Val-Pro bond observed 

for AGAVPAGAG. The inclusion of the Arg-containing peptides RAGA VPAGAG and 

AGAVPAGAGR to this discussion illustrates the effect of inclusion of the most basic amino 

acid residue; an increase in energy requirement to 'dislodge' the proton from a sequestered 

location (the Arg side chain) to a less basic site (a carbonyl oxygen). This effect can be 

observed for peptides with Pro at the N-terminus where the proton is sequestered until 

additional energy is added to mobilize that proton to the basic sites (carbonyl oxygens). 

Summary The effect of proline on peptide fragmentation efficiency varies by 

position of the residue and the identity of the preceding residue. A peptide with proline 

located at the N-terminus has greater gas-phase basicity than peptides with other residues at 

that position due to the inherent secondary amine unique to the amino acid proline; thus 

greater energy is required for dissociation. A proline located within a peptide does not 
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demonstrate an increase in gas-phase basicity versus other residues; instead, those peptides 

require either greater or lessor energy for dissociation based upon the identity of the residue 

immediately preceding Pro. Other N-alkylated residues investigated as "Pro mimics" 

dissociate at lower energies, but provide dissociation patterns very different from Pro that 

will be described in the following section. The addition of a highly basic arginine residue 

increases the energy requirement for dissociation, sequestering the proton until higher 

energies are added. 
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A presentation of the daughter ion spectra and a discussion of the ions formed from 

dissociation of N-alkylated-residue containing peptides will be explored in this section. Data 

are presented that were acquired by SID in the tandem-quadrupole instrument used for 

fragmentation efficiency studies, and by CID in a Finnigan ion trap. The peptide series 

AVXLG (X = Ala, Pro, NmA, Pip) and AGAVXAGAG (X = Gly, Pro, Pip) are presented 

here along with analogs modified to include acetylation of the N-terminus and methyl ester 

formation at the C-terminus. 

Dissociation of the above peptides in a Finnigan Ion Trap produces product ion 

spectra similar to those observed by SID in a Tandem Quadrupole instrument. Differences 

in ion types or intensity that are observed in a trap as compared to a quadrupole are due 

primarily to two factors. The m/z range over which product ions can be observed is limited, 

as the low mass cutoff depends upon the rf voltage applied. Also, in an ion trap the ions 

collide many times with the helium gas over milliseconds of time, with each collision 

imparting relatively small amounts of internal energy to the ion.^'*--^'^^ The longer time frame 

of dissociation in the Ion Trap (msec vs. microsec in a tandem quadrupole instrument) allows 

certain processes to occur in the trap that do not occur in a quadrupole. Space-charge effects 

in an ion-trap as well as imperfections in the geometry of the trap may shif% ion frequencies 

from theoretically predicted."'" However, the spectra acquired in a trap are reproducible in 

their ion types and patterns and discussion of those patterns is appropriate. 
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Both product ion spectra and energy resolved mass spectra of the peptides analyzed 

in the quadrupole and ion trap instruments are presented here to demonstrate the consistency 

of fragment ion formation at various collision energies, and the differences in ion types 

produced due to instrumental considerations. Energy resolved mass spectra (ERMS) are 

plots of percent total ions versus dissociation energy, so the initial 100% parent ion that was 

selected for dissociation is reduced as increased collision energy causes particular fragment 

ions to appear. At any particular energy the sum of the parent and fragment ions is 

normalized to 100%. In most cases, ions of consistently low intensity are not considered in 

order to simplify the plot and clearly present the important points to be made. 
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5.3.1 AVXLG, X = Ala, NmA, Pro, Pip 

AVALG The peptide AVALG contains no N-alkylated residue and provides a 

baseline for comparison of dissociation products formed in peptides that do contain an N-

alkylated residue. Dissociation of singly-protonated AVALG by SID in the quadrupole 

instrument produces a slowly rising abundance of bj, bs, and fragments (Figure 5.3a), with 

the "b" ions becoming more abundant at higher energies. CID dissociation in the ion trap 

provided one significant difference, where AVALG dissociated to produce an abundant b^ 

fragment ion which dominates the spectra at all energies (Figure 5.4a). 

AVPLG Preferential cleavage at the V-P bond with formation of yj ions occurred 

for the peptide AVPLG in both the SID/quadrupole and CID/ion trap instruments. 

Dissociation of AVPLG in by SID in the quadrupole instrument produced fragment ions 

at relatively low collision energies; y3 ions dominate the spectra at all energies at the expense 

of minor intensities observed for bj and b4 fragments (Figure 5.3b). Dissociation by CID in 

the ion trap produced some b4 ion intensity (which dominated the CID spectra of AVALG), 

however the yj ion dominated the spectra at all energies. 
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Figure 5.3 Energy resolved mass spectra of singly protonated (a) AVALG, and (b) 
AVPLG. Fragmentation was the result of SID on a CH3(CH2),7S-Au surface at collision 
energy increments of 2.5eV. 
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AV(Nme)ALG The peptide containing the N-alkylated residue N-methyl-alanine, 

AV(Nme)ALG, demonstrated preferential cleavage in both instruments at ail energies, 

however this occurred at the P-L bond (on the other side of the N-alkylated residue) with 

formation of bj fragment ions as compared to preferred yj fragment ion formation in the 

peptide AVPLG. Dissociation of AV(Nme)ALG by SID in the quadrupole instrument 

produced a dominant bj fragment ion which was so facile at low energies that 40% of the 

MH' ion dissociated even at 12.5 eV collision energy (Figure 5.5b). This bj ion appears to 

be unstable; as it dissociates further to N-methyl-Ala immonium ions at higher energies. 

Additionally, a small but constant abundance of and minor b^ fragment ion peaks are 

observed over all energies. In the ion trap, CID dissociation also produced the abundant bj 

fragment ion, but the b4 fragment ion appears at greater intensity than does the fragment 

ion. No immonium ions appear in these spectra, which may be the result of low-mass 

discrimination in the ion trap instrument. 

AVPipLG The peptide containing the N-alkylated residue pipecolic acid, AVPipLG, 

also cleaved preferentially in both instruments at all energies, and similar to AV(Nme)ALG 

this occurred at the Pip-L bond resulting in abundant bj ion formation as compared to 

preferred y^ fragment ion formation in the peptide AVPLG. Dissociation by SID in the 

quadrupole produced this bj ion in abundance, which was accompanied by a medium-

intensity yj fragment ion at all energies (Figure 5.5b). Similar to AV(Nme)ALG, cleavage 

to form the bj fragment ion was very facile, as 20% of total ion intensity was due to this ion 

at low (15 eV) collision energy. The energy resolved mass spectra for dissociation of 
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AVPipLG by CID in the ion trap (Figure 5.6b) is quite similar to the SID ERMS, with 

abundant bj, and moderate yj product ion intensities; with some b4 fragment ions observed. 

AVXLG Spectra The peptides AVPLG, AV(Nme)ALG, and AVPipLG produced 

preferential fragment ions upon dissociation with very different spectral results for Pro vs 

NmA/Pip as shown in the energy resolved mass spectra. Sample spectra for these three 

peptides resulting from dissociation by SID in the quadrupole instrument is shown in Figure 

5.7. AVPLG produced intense yj ions (Figure 5.7a). AVPipLG produced intense bs ions 

with a yj ion peak also evident at about 30% relative abundance (Figure 5.7b). Dissociation 

of AVPipLG by SID also produced the fragment ions at loss of 44 from the bj (>1,0 loss) and 

b4 fragment ions, while these ions of unknown structure were not observed when the peptide 

was dissociation by CED in the ion trap. AV(Nme)ALG produced intense bj ions with very 

little yj ion abundance (Figure 5.7c). 
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5.3.2 AGAVGAGAG AGAVPAGAG AGAVPipAGAG 

A series of nine-residue peptides that differ by the residue in the central position were 

investigated to see if the "y" ions formed N-terminal to Pro or the "b" ions formed C-

terminal to other N-alkylated residues change due to peptide length. Figure 5.8 compares the 

fragment ions formed for AGAVGAGAG, AGAVPAGAG, and AGAVPipAGAG in the ion 

trap. AGAVGAGAG dissociated to produce a non-discriminatory spectral pattern with bg 

the most intense peak (loss of one C-terminal residue. Figure 5.8a). The peptide 

AGAVPAGAG dissociated to produce an abundant fiagment ion peak due to cleavage at 

the V-P bond and an abundant but less intense bg fragment ion (Figure 5.8b). 

AGAVPipAGAG dissociated to produce an intense bj ion due to cleavage at the Pip-A bond, 

and some from cleavage at the V-Pip bond (Figure 5.8c). 

AGAVPAGAGR (1" vs 2*) Cleavage at the V-P bond is a low-energy process as 

demonstrated by the Fragmentation Efficiency Curves of Figure 5.2 and the spectra in Figure 

5.9 acquired by SID in the quadrupole instrument for the singly vs doubly charged 

AGAVPAGAGR. The higher energies necessary mobilize the proton that was sequestered 

on the Arg side chain to dissociate singly-charged AGAVPAGAGR resulted in the non

discriminatory spectral pattern of Figure 5.9a, while the addition of a proton (one proton 

sequestered on the Arg side-chain, the second proton available for charge-directed cleavage) 

in doubly-charged AGAVPAGAGR allowed dissociation at lower energies with enhanced 

cleavage at the V-P bond to produce the intense y^ fragment ion (Figure 5.9b). 
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5.3.3 AVPLG, AVLPG 

The position of Pro in the peptide was tested by comparison of AVLPG shown in 

contrast to AVPLG in Figure 5.10, both dissociated on a C18 surface at 30eV. Both peptides 

preferentially cleave N-terminal to Pro but with different spectral results. Dissociation 

resulted in cleavage of the V-P bond in AVPLG and formation of a dominant ion (Figure 

5.10a) , while AVLPG produced both the "b" and "y" ions due to cleavage at the L-P bond 

(bj and yj. Figure 5.10b). The parent (MH) ion is more exhausted in the AVPLG peptide at 

the same energy versus AVLPG, suggesting the production of the yj ion in AVPLG was a 

lower energy process. 
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5.3.4 Acetyl-AGAVXAGAG AGAVXAGAG-O-methyl 

AGAVPAGAG Involvement of either termini in the fragmentation process was 

investigated by replacing the C-terminal hydrogen with a methyl or an N-terminal hydrogen 

with an acetyl group. Methyl ester formation of the C-terminus of AGAVPAGAG (Figure 

5.11b) makes no difference in the dissociation pattern or energy requirements compared with 

the free acid (Figure 5.1 la). At 16.5% relative collision energy both spectra are virtually 

identical except for the mass difference of the methyl group exchanged for the hydrogen at 

the carboxy terminus of the peptide. Both peptides produce abundant y^, some b4 g 7 g, and 

minor y^ ions. However, blocking the N-terminus by acetylation (Figure 5.1 Ic) does have 

some impact on the product ion spectrum produced. Energy requirements are reduced, the 

b4 fragment ion is no longer observed, and an additional y-type ion (yg) appears in the 

spectrum. 

AGAVPipAGAG Acetylation of the N-terminus also changes the fragment ions 

produced for the peptide AGAVPipAGAG and the shift fi"om"b" to "y" ions is more 

apparent (Figure 5.12). The only "y" ion observed for the peptides AGAVPipAGAG (Figure 

5.12a) and AGAVPipAGAG-O-methyl (Figure 5.12b) is the however acetyl-

AGAVPipAGAG (Figure 5.12c) produced a very intense y^ as well as low intensity y^ and 

yg fragment ions. 
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5.3.5 Discussion 

AVALG & AGAVGAGAG Although all amino acid residues bring some intrinsic 

chemistry to a peptide, Ala in AVALG and Gly in AGAVGAGAG were selected to provide 

baseline peptides to which N-alkylated peptides could be compared. Both AVALG and 

AGAVGAGAG demonstrated non-discriminatoty fragmentation except for the loss of a C-

terminal residue in the ion trap (b4 in AVALG and bg in AGAVGAGAG). 

Loss of C-terminal residue in the ion trap A "b" ion formed by the loss of one 

residue from the C-terminus (C-terminai loss ion) has often been observed in the longer time 

frame of the Ion Trap in our laboratory while it is not usually observed in SID dissociation 

in the quadrupole instrument. The trend in formation of this ion is similar to that of 

fragmentation efficiencies for the peptide series AVXLG (b4 fragment ion) and 

AGAVXAGAG (bg fragment ion) when the central residue is Gly orAla versus Pro or Pip. 

The C-terminai loss ion is formed with greater abundance in Gly/Ala > Pro > Pip and for the 

pentapeptides, greater energy is required to fragment Gly/Ala > Pro > Pip containing 

peptides. Peptides containing NmA, however, show facile loss of the C-terminal residue in 

the ion trap even though it is the pentapeptide that requires the least amount of SID energy 

for dissociation. AV(Nnie)ALG essentially "fell apart" in SID studies as the parent ion was 

40% fragmented at the lowest laboratory collision energy (12 eV) measured, and may follow 

multiple low-energy dissociation pathways with ease. 
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Cleavage C-terminal to NmA & Pip In the case of N-alkylated residues that mimic 

a Pro in similarity of basicity and substitution (NmA £uid Pip), if the driving force in 

fragment ion formation were proton affinity or gas-phase basicity the proton required to 

initiate charge-directed cleavage would be drawn to either the substituted peptide nitrogen 

or to the carbonyl oxygen of the preceding residue. The result of such protonation for 

AV(Nme)ALG is shown in Scheme 5.4 (left), and either a bj or a yj ion would be formed. 

A yj ion is observed to form N-terminal to the NmA and Pip-containing peptides presented 

here, but it is not the dominant ion. Instead, a bj ion formed C-terminal to the N-alkylated 

residues dominates, suggesting instead that the major cleavage pathway is due to protonation 

away from the substituted nitrogen. Shown in Scheme 5.4 (right) for AV(Nme)ALG, 

protonation at either the carbonyl oxygen of NmA or the amide nitrogen of the next C-

terminal residue would result in formation of bj. 

One explanation for preferential cleavage C-terminal to non-Pro N-alkylated residues 

has been suggested by Vaisar et al., that it is due to the increased nucleophilic character of 

the carbonyl oxygen N-terminal to the N-alkylated residue.'^ Fragmentation efficiency data 

presented here supports this conclusion, as peptides containing both NmA and Pip dissociate 

at lower energies than those containing Pro. The carbonyl oxygen of the residue preceding 

NmA or Pip would be predisposed to initiate the nucleophilic attack on the N-alkylated 

residue carbonyl oxygen as shown in Scheme 5.4 (right). The multiple intramolecular 

solvation points in peptides likely assures that a population of ions would exist where the 

ionizing proton (initidly located at the N-terminus) is hydrogen bound to the N-alkylated 
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residue carbonyl oxygen, initiating the necessary oxazalone ring formation event with 

subsequent cleavage that could result in "b" ion formation C-terminal to those N-alkylated 

residues. 

Scheme 5.4 

Cleavage at the bond C-terminal to N-alkylated residues produces only "b" ions, and 

no "y" ions are observed in the spectra of NmA or Pip-containing peptides. This is not 

surprising, as "y" ion formation would require the transfer of a hydrogen from the amide 

nitrogen of the preceding residue, and if that residue is N-alkylated there is no hydrogen 

available for transfer. This production of "b" ions at that bond suggests that the mechanism 

proposed by Amott et al.~^ and shown in Scheme 5.1 is not correct in the ordering of the 

hydrogen that must be transferred from the N-terminal piece to the C-terminal piece during 

a cleavage event. Scheme 5.1 shifrs the proton located at the charged oxazolone first, and 

if no additional hydrogen transfer occurs, a "b" ion is formed. However, in the case of the 

an N-alkylated residue located at the oxazolone, the nitrogen in that five membered ring 

would carry a charge that is "fixed" by the N-alkylation. Therefore it is the other hydrogen 

RESULT: bj OR ys 
• 

RESULT: bj OR yj 
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(the original ionizing proton) that is initially shifted to the backbone nitrogen. 

Cleavage N-terminal to Pro The inclusion of Pro in a peptide bond adds the same 

increased nucleophilicity as does Nma or Pip, yet C-terminal cleavage and "b" ion formation 

is not observed or seldom observed for Pro-containing peptides. Clearly there is an 

obstruction to the formation of a fragmenting intermediary or final product in the Pro case, 

the steric restriction imposed by the a bicyclic five-five ring system necessary to the 

formation of "b" ions by mechanisms shown in Scheme 5.1 or 5.2. Results of a gradual 

increase in "b" ion formation 'difficulty' can be seen in Figure 5.7, where AV(Nme)ALG, 

inhibited by no ring system, has no difficulty producing bj fragment ions almost exclusively 

(Figure 5.7c); AVPipLG, with a 6-membered ring system is somewhat restricted, and 

produces a greater ratio of yj along with an intense bj (Figure 5.7b); while AVPLG, with a 

more restricted 5-membered ring system, preferentially produces fragment ions, perhaps 

by default (Figure 5.7a). Similar results were observed for AGAVPAGAG and 

AGAVPipAGAG, as the slight restriction against "b" ion formation C-terminal to Pip 

provided a ratio of bj to fragment ion formation in AGAVPipAGAG of approximately 5:1 

(Figure 5.8c) and no bj fragment was observed for cleavage C-termind to Pro in 

AGAVPAGAG (Figure 5.8b). 

The proline effect is often attributed to increased proton affinity or basicity 

of the proline residue. The inconsistent use of terminology^"*^ to describe the transfer of 

a proton in the gas-phase is not incorrect as the phenomena described are relative and the 

gas-phase basicity of a molecule is a chemical potential (a AG value) which is proportional 
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to the proton affinity (an enthalpy, a AH value) through the fundamental description of Gibbs 

Free Energy, AG = AH - TAS. However, to attribute proton affinity or gas-phase basicity 

alone to the proline effect is incorrect. An increase in proton affinity or gas-phase basicity 

may occur when Pro is the N-terminal residue of a peptide as suggested by fragmentation 

efficiency studies previously discussed, however when Pro is positioned anywhere other than 

the N-terminus in a peptide it becomes a relatively non-basic amide. An explanation for the 

difference in basicity between amines and amides is the increased stability of the amide 

nitrogen lone-pair electrons through orbital overlap with the carbonyl group that is lost upon 

protonation. This may be represented by contributing resonance forms of the amide bond 

(left) versus the protonated case (right) that shows inductive destabilization of the positive 

charge. If preferential cleavage at Pro were due to increased proton affinity or basicity, then 

the N-alkylated Pro "mimics", NmA and Pip, should have provided similar results, preferred 

cleavage N-terminal with production of "y" ions. In particular, the Pip residue has the most 

similar'structure to Pro excepting the greater chain length of the ring; it could only be equal 

to or slightly greater in gas-phase basicity than Pro. 
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A critical component to understanding cleavage at the bond N-terminai to Pro is the 

fact that this occurs readily only for certain Xxx-Pro combinations, dependent upon the 

identity of the amino acid Xxx. Most of the amino acids were represented in the data 

presented in Chapter 4, where it was demonstrated that when Xxx is Val, leu, lie. Asp and 

His cleavage was facile; while when Xxx is Gly or Pro little cleavage was observed at the 

Xxx-Pro bond. Cleavage at other residues varied between these extremes. Although other 

residues located in the peptides contributed to the results of Chapter 4, the results of Val, 

Leu, He, Asp, His, Gly, and Pro residues was very clear and strongly suggested that 

conformation of the peptide due to Pro and the residue immediately preceding may be the 

overriding factor in cleavage N-terminal to Pro. 

O versus N-Protonation Cleavage at proline may provide evidence that charge-

directed cleavage at peptide bonds is not initiated by transfer of the ionizing proton to the 

amide-bond nitrogen that was described in the mechanism suggested by Yalcin et al. and 

shown in Scheme Ab initio studies by Somogyi et al. have shown that N-

protonation decreases the carbonyl-carbon/backbone nitrogen bond order from 1.012 in the 

neutral form to 0.712 in the N-protonated form.^^® This reduction in bond order would 

facilitate cleavage at that bond, but it would likely result in abundant "b" ion formation at 

that position. Scheme 5.5 (left) illustrates how the transfer of a proton to the backbone 

nitrogen of Pro would cause an immediate cleavage, forming an acylium ion, with 

subsequent rearrangement to the protonated oxazolone. Formation of the "y" ion from this 

cleavage requires the transfer of a hydrogen (from the Rj nitrogen) to the neutral and now 
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separate C-terminal leaving piece. More consistent with the data is protonation of the 

carbonyl oxygen (Scheme 5.5, right), which would initiate a nucleophilic attack on the 

carbonyl carbon by the preceding carbonyl oxygen. The resulting cyclic intermediate could 

form the protonated oxazolone or transfer the additional hydrogen to form the 'V' ion. The 

oxazolone in this case could also rearrange to the acylium ion. 

NH 
NH NH NH 

NH 

NH 
NH + HN NH 

HN 

Neutral b acylium Neutral b Oxazolone 

OR 

NH 
Neutral 

b oxazolone y ion 

Scheme 5.5 

A transfer of the ionizing proton to the carbonyl oxygen to initiate cleavage is also 

supported by the lack of "b" ions observed C-terminal to Pro residues. Scheme 5.6 illustrates 

that if the cleavage-initiating proton were transferred to the Pro carbonyl oxygen, then the 

resultant electrophilic carbonyl carbon should attract nucleophilic attack by the preceding 
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carbonyl oxygen to form an oxazolone "b" ion that could open to an acylium. The lack of 

"b" ion formation C-terminal to Pro suggests that this cannot occur, possibly due to steric 

hindrance of the five-membered ring. 

Scheme 5.6 

Effect of Arginine Singly-charged AGAVPAGAGR required much higher energies 

to fragment than did the peptide AGAVPAGAG (Ei <.orr ~ 32.0 eV vs 19.0 eV respectively. 

Table 5.1) due to the highly basic Arg residue which sequestered the proton until the peptide 

was subjected to energies that would cause the release of the proton onto the backbone to 

initiate cleavage. Once this energy requirement was met, the peptide dissociated by non

discriminatory pathways as the spectrum shown in Figure 5.9a contains fragment ions other 

than those formed at the normally favored Val-Pro bond. The addition of a second proton 

R. 

b acylium 

O 
b oxaxolone 
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provided the means of charge directed cleavage at the Val-Pro bond to produce the 

fragment ion at reduced energies (Figure 5.9b). 

Neutal formation in AVPLG The spectrum from dissociation of AVPLG was 

different than that of AVLPG. Both peptides formed intense ions from cleavage N-terminal 

to Pro, however the ion was formed exclusively for AVPLG, while both the bj and the y, 

was formed for AVLPG. Facile cleavage at Val-Pro in tandem with formation of the two-

residue diketopiperazine neutral as shown in Scheme 5.7 may drive the ease of formation of 

the ion observed for AVPLG (Figure 5.10a). Transfer of both the ionizing proton and an 

N-terminal hydrogen to the Pro nitrogen would form the yj ion, while the N-terminal 

structure would be a six-ring diketopiperizine. Formation of a neutral, however, may not be 

as important in the formation of ions formed in AVLPG as either the "b" and "y" ions were 

formed with similar abundance (Figure 5.10b). The internal fragments V and L (valine and 

leucine immonium ions) and the b, fragments which appear in the spectrum may be products 

of further fragmentation of the bj ion. 

The difference in y^ ion formation for V-P cleavage in AVPLG versus bj/y, ion 

formation for L-P cleavage in AVLPG suggests that competition for the proton differs 

between these two peptides. A diketopiperizine formed in AVPLG (AV piece) could not 

compete with the PLG leaving piece resulting in y^ formation while an oxazolone formed 

in AVLPG (AVL piece) does indeed compete with the PG leaving piece resulting in both bj 

and y, ion formation. Thus the greater basicity of an oxazolone versus a diketopiperizine 

formed in the N-terminal piece may contribute to difference in fragment ion formation in 
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these peptides as they compete with the C-teraiinal piece that has higher basicity due to Pro 

as the first residue. However, the ion types formed for different peptides (such as the 

nonapeptides formation of exclusive "y" ions N-terminai to Pro) demonstrates that the 

rationale for ion formation in peptide dissociation are multi-dimensional. 

NH NH 

NH NH 
HN HN 

O 

neutral 
diketopiperiznie 

Scheme 5.7 

Acetylation of N-terminus Energy requirements and ion formation in these peptides 

is influenced by the N-terminus. Prior to the application of energy by CID or SID, a peptide 

that contains no basic residues is protonated at the N-terminus as shown in Scheme 5.8 (top). 

However, upon acetylation of that most basic position, the location of the proton is a 

carbonyl o.xygen (Scheme 5.8, bottom). In either case, carbonyl oxygens solvate the proton, 

aiding the mobility of the proton to initiate cleavage upon the addition of energy (less energy 
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is required when the N-terminus is blocked). In the data presented in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, 

blocking the amino terminus results in greater formation of'V ions. This may be due to 

structural changes in the peptide (certain combinations of solvation may not be as likely), or 

it seems more likely that the N-terminus is involved in solvation of the charge site, either 

0-- -o 
NH NH 

OH NH NH 

O O 

Ht-

o o o 
Scheme 5.8 

solvating the intermediate or the final structure. This solvation adds a site of high basicity 

to compete for the retention of the proton at the N-terminal side ("b" ion formation) rather 

than allowing a hydrogen to transfer to the C-terminal side ("y" ion formation) of a cleavage 

position. 

Summary Loss of the C-terminal residue firom peptides in the ion trap occurred 

more readily when greater energies were required for dissociation, suggesting this as a low-
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energy pathway in the longer dissociation time frame of that instrument. Cleavage C-

terminal to non-Pro N-alkylated residues is preferred and occurs at lower energies than 

cleavage at Pro, suggesting this is a favored dissociation pathway for N-alkylated residues 

due to the increased nucleophilic chziracter of the carbonyl oxygen N-terminal to the N-

alkylated residue. Subsequent formation of "b" ions suggests the identity of the first 

hydrogen shifted to the C-terminal piece is the ionizing proton. That C-terminal cleavage 

for Pro-containing peptides does not occur suggests steric restrictions for Pro and strengthens 

the suggestion that cleavage is initiated by transfer of the proton to a carbonyl oxygen rather 

than a backbone nitrogen, also evidenced by abundant "y" rather than "b" ion formation at 

Xxx-Pro. Favored cleavage at Pro may not be due to the strength of the nucleophile, but 

rather to conformational reasons evidenced by residue-specific cleavage discussed in Chapter 

4. Favored (low-energy) pathways to cleavage £ire ignored at higher energies, as shown by 

dissociation of Arg-containing peptides, while the influence of a favored neutral 

diketopiperizine may facilitate the formation of "y" ions when Pro is the third residue. 

Differences in the fragment ion types observed suggests that the greater basicity of an 

oxazolone competes better for a hydrogen than does a diketopiperizine. The N-terminus, 

which has been demonstrated to be the initial location of the ionizing proton, may be 

involved in solvation and production of "b" ions as "y" ions are observed in greater 

abundance when this terminus is not available due to acetylation. 
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5.4 Influence of N-alkylation on H/D Exchange in the Gas Phase 

The use of H/D exchange in the gas-phase as a tool to investigate peptide structure 

was discussed in depth in Chapter 3. There it was shown for multi-functional peptides that 

the relay mechanism is the primary means of exchange when the reagent gas is 0,0,'"•*™ and 

that the extent of exchange observed in a given timeframe is determined by residue basicity, 

peptide solvation, and accessibility of exchange sites. Investigation of peptides containing 

N-alkylated residues may provide insight to proton location and intramolecular transfer in 

the gas phase, thus a number of N-alkylated peptides were subjected to exchange by DjO in 

the Finnigan Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer. 

For all experiments peptides were synthesized, esterified or acetylated according to 

protocols described in Chapter 2, dissolved in solutions of 50:50:2 MethanoI:H20:Acetic 

Acid to a concentration of 10-20 ^iL, and introduced by ESI to the modified ion trap 

instrument. The instrument was routinely equilibrated with He/DjO for 2 Vz hours prior to 

begirming an experimental procedure. The singly-protonated peptide was isolated in the trap 

with a mass width of 10 amu to assure that optimal MH' ion intensity was observed in each 

spectrum and to maintain the same instrumental conditions for comparative spectra, and 

trapped for 10 seconds in the DjO/Helium gas envirorunent by utilizing the advanced scan 

features of the instrument. All isotopic compositions of these peptides were also subject to 

exchange due to the wide mass width, so the resulting mass spectra are presented zdong with 

the '^C-corrected Relative Abundances to offset the contribution of isotopes to these 
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reactions. 

The peptides studied by H/D exchange for comparison of the effect of N-aikylation 

are listed in Table 5.3. This table presents the number of labile hydrogens (Possible 

Exchanges), the maximum number of exchanges observed eifter '^C correction, and that 

number of exchanges which was the largest population (Peak Max). The table is divided into 

peptides with no N-alkylated residues and those with N-alkylated residues, and the peptides 

on the left have free termini (except for GAAGAA-O-methyl) and the peptides on the right 

are acetylated at the N-terminus. Each related group of peptides were subjected to H/D 

exchange during the same experimental session to minimize differences due to instrumental 

conditions. The groups are the pentapeptides, AVALG, AVPLG, AV(Nnie)ALG, AVPipLG 

and their acetylated counterparts; the six-residue peptides GAAGAA, GSarAGSarA (Sar 

is the N-methyl Gly residue), GPAGPA and their esterified and acetylated counterparts; and 

AG A VG AG AG, AGAVPAGAG, and AGAVPipAGAG and their acetylated versions. 
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Table 53 

Peptide 
Pos. 

Exch. 
Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Max Peptide 

Pos. 
Exch. 

Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Max 

Acetylated N-terminus 

No N-alkylated Residue 

GAAGAA 9 2 0 ac-GAAGAA 8 7 5 

GAAGAA-O-methyi 8 2 0 

AVALG 8 3 0 ac-AVALG 7 5 4 

AGAVGAGAG 12 1 0 ac-AGAVGAGAG 11 5 2 

Contain N-alkylated Residue 

GSarAGSarA 7 2 0 ac-GSarAGSarA 6 5 2 

GPAGPA 7 2 0 ac-GPAGPA 6 5 1,3 

AV(Nme)ALG 7 4 0 ac-AV(Nme)ALG 6 6 4 

AVPLG 7 5 2 ac-AVPLG 6 4 2-3 

AVPipLG 7 6 2-3 ac-AVPipLG 6 6 4 

AGAVPAGAG 11 1 0 ac-AGAVPAGAG 10 10 6 

AGAVPipAGAG 11 1 0 ac-AGAVPipAGAG 10 10 6 
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5.4.1 6-Residue Peptides, Ala vs. Sar vs. Pro 

The peptide series GXAGXA, where X = Ala, Sar, or Pro were investigated to 

determine the effect of inclusion of two N-alkylated residues into a peptide on H/D 

exchange. The peptide GAAGAA and its esterified and acetylated counterparts exchanged 

with DiO in a manner predicted by experiments described in Chapter 3. Although the 

spectrum is not shown, GAAGAA did not exchange because it is protonated at the N-

terminus, and the charge-site is highly solvated by carbonyl oxygens (Table 5.3). 

Esterification to block the C-terminus has very little effect as only a slight decrease in 

exchange is observed (Table 5.3). However, blocking the N-terminus by acetylation (Figure 

5.13a) removes the basic N-terminus and the proton is located at another site, likely a 

carbonyl oxygen. This provides many sites (other carbonyl oxygens) of similar basicity and 

exchange proceeds as 7 of 8 possible exchanges occur, with a peak maximum of 5. H/D 

exchange was not observed for GSarAGSarA or GPAGPA as shown in Table 5.3; however 

when acetylated, acetyl-GSarAGSarA (Figure 5.13b) exchanged 5 of 6 possible hydrogens 

with a peak maximum of 2, and acetyl-GPAGPA exchanged 5 of 6 possible hydrogens with 

peak maxima of 1 and 3 (Figure 5.13c). 
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5.4.2 5-Residue Peptides, Ala vs. NmA vs. Pro vs. Pip 

The non-acetylated peptides AVXLG, where X = Ala, Nma, Pro, or Pip were 

investigated to determiiie whether it is the ring or the N-alkylation that results in exchange 

of small (5 residues) non-acetylated Pro-containing peptides. The peptide AVALG contains 

no N-alkylation and exchanges little with DjO in the gas phase (Figure 5.14a). This peptide 

exchanged 3 of 8 possible (a very small 3 and no 2) with a peak maximum of 0. Exchange 

of the N-alkylated version, AV(Nme)ALG provided similar results, with 4 of 7 possible 

exchanges and a peak maximum of 0 (Figure 5.14b). In contrast, the N-alkylated peptides 

with ring structures exchanged to a much greater extent. The peptide AVPLG exchanged 

5 of 7 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 2 (Figure 5.15a), while AVPipLG 

exchanged 6 of 7 possible with a peak maximum of 2-3 (Figure 5.15b). 

In all cases of these pentapeptides, AVXLG, acetylation of the N-terminus resulted 

in an increase in exchange. The result of exchange of these peptides with DjO is listed in 

Table 5.3; acetyl-AVALG exchanged 5 of 7 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 4, 

acetyl-AV(Nme)ALG exchanged 6 of 6 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 4, 

acetyl-AVPLG resulted in 4 of 6 possible hydrogens exchanged with a peak maximum of 2-

3, and acetyl-AVPipLG exchanged 6 of 6 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 4. 
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5.4.3 9-Residue Peptides, Gly vs. Pro 

Nonapeptides, AGAVXAGAG, where X = Gly, Pro or Pip were subjected to H/D 

exchange to compare a larger peptide containing no N-alkylation (Gly) to peptides that 

contain an N-alkylated ring structure (Pro or Pip). No exchange was observed for 

AGAVPAGAG (Figure 5.16b) or AGAVPipAGAG (Figure 5.16c), similar to what was 

observed for AGAVGAGAG (Figure 5.16a). AGAVGAGAG exchanges 1 of II possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0, AGAVPAGAG exchanges 1 of 10 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0, and AGAVPipAGAG exchanges 1 of 10 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 0. 

Acetylated-AGAVGAGAG was also reduced in the number of exchanges it 

underwent with 0,0 as compared to smaller peptides, as 5 of 11 possible exchanges occurred 

with a peak maximum of 2 (Figure 5.17a). In contrast, acetylated-AGAVPAGAG showed 

a dramatic increase in exchange, as 10 of 10 possible hydrogens exchanged with a peak 

maximum of 6 (Figure 5.17b); and acetyl-AGAVPipAGAG showed a similar extent of 

exchange with 10 of 10 possible exchanges occurring and a peak maximum of 6 (Figure 

5.17c). 
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5.4.4 Discussion 

6-Residue Peptides H/D exchange of the peptide GAAGAA and its derivatives is 

a reminder of the data presented in Chapter 3, where it was shown that acetylation of the N-

terminus frees the ionizing proton to the peptide backbone carbonyl o.xygens allowing 

exchange with DjO via the relay mechanism (bridging H* and DjO between two sites of 

equivEiIent basicity). This was the case for all the 6-residue peptides as GSarAGSarA and 

GPAGPA also did not exchange until the N-termini were blocked by acetylation. Little 

difference was observed between the exchange of acetyl-GSarAGSarA (two N-alkylated 

residues) and acetyl-GPAGPA (two N-alkylated ring residues) as the extent of exchange and 

peak maxima were similar; however, the spectrum of GPAGPA shown in Figure 5.13c 

showed two peak maxima suggesting multiple gas-phase conformations of this peptide. 

S-Residue peptides The non-acetylated 5-residue peptides that contained Pip or Pro 

(ring structures) exchanged while the peptides that contained Ala (No ring or N-alkylation) 

or NmA (N-alkylated) did not exchange. This suggests that the backbone turn caused by the 

ring-containing residues Pip and Pro reduced the intramolecular solvation of the N-terminal 

protonation site of these peptides while the Ala and NmA containing peptides did not 

exchange because insertion of 0,0 into the highly internally solvated structure was not 

energetically feasible. Once the basic N-terminus was blocked by acetylation, the NmA and 

Pip-containing peptides (both residues N-alkylated and flexible) exchanged to a greater 

extent than did the Ala-containing peptide, while the Pro-containing peptide exchanged less 
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likely due to the steric restraints imposed by the Pro 5-membered ring which reduced the 

accessibility of exchange sites in this peptide. 

9-Residue Peptides The marked decrease in observed exchanges in acetyl-

AGAVGAGAG is likely due to the large number of carbonyl oxygens that are available to 

solvate the proton even though it is not bonded to a basic N-terminus. This intramolecular 

hydrogen-bonding, which is extreme in this case as compared to a 5-6 residue peptide causes 

the dramatic difference in observed exchanges. Size is also the reason acetyl-AGA VP AGAG 

and acetyl-AGAVPipAGAG exchange to such a greater extent. In these cases, the Pro or Pip 

residues break up the intramolecular solvation by causing a turn in the backbone and 

carbonyl oxygen pairs are likely accessible for protonation and for insertion of a 0,0 

molecule for exchange to occur. In these nonapeptides we see dramatic representation of the 

effect of charge-site solvation and the release of that solvation by a Pro (and even a Pip) turn. 

Summary The ability of a Pro residue to disrupt solvation through conformational 

changes was observed in the peptides presented in this section. Exchange of GPAGPA 

resulted in dual peak maxima, suggesting that multiple conformations of structures may exist 

for Pro-containing peptides. The 5-residue AVPLG and AVPipLG exchanged with DnO 

while AVALG, and AVNmALG did not suggesting that the Pro (or Pip) turn reduce 

intramolecular solvation of the proton located at the N-terminus; however, once the N-

terminus was acetylated, exchange of AVPLG was reduced due to lack of accessibility to 

DjO due to the Pro ring. This could be offset by size, as the Pro and Pip-containing 

nonapeptides exchanged to a greater extent when acetylated than did the Gly-peptide. 
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5.5 Evidence of an Ion-Molecule Complex in the Fragmentation of Proline Containing 

Peptides (R)AGAVPAGAG(R) 

Three peptides are presented in Figure 5.18 to facilitate discussion of the mechanism 

of fragmentation N-terminal to proline in peptides. The Pro-containing peptide 

[AGAVPAGAG+H]" when dissociated in an ion trap at 20% relative collision energy (Figure 

5.18a) produces two abundant fragment ions, yj from cleavage at the Val-Pro bond and bg 

resulting from loss of the C-terminal residue. The addition of Arg and a second proton in the 

peptide [AGAVPAGAGR+2H]-' elicits abundant b/yg ion pair formation for cleavage at the 

Val-Pro bond (Figure 5.18b) with no evidence of the b, ion formation. The Val-Pro bond 

cleavage with formation of bj/yj was also an important product of dissociation of 

[RAGAVPAGAG-r2H]-', however this peptide also produced the C-terminal residue loss 

ion (bg-*) with great abundance (Figure 5.18c). 
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Discussion The peptide [AGAVPAGAG+H]* forms the ion upon dissociation by 

cleavage at the Val-Pro bond and the transfer of two hydrogens (the equivalent of the 

ionizing proton and presumably the hydrogen located at the Val backbone nitrogen) to the 

C-terminal fragment. However, the peptide [AGAVPAGAGR+2H]"* forms abundant b4/y6 

ion pair from cleavage at the same Val-Pro bond with no necessity for hydrogen transfer. An 

ionizing proton would go with the C-terminal piece, neutralizing the N-terminal side of the 

yg ion that is formed. No transfer occurs (and in no cases were y^" ions observed) because 

the Arg residue carries a proton at its side-chain, and charge repulsion drives the very facile 

b/y ion pair formation. The peptide [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]"* carries a proton on the Arg 

side chain at the N-terminal end of the peptide. Cleavage at Val-Pro still produces the b/y 

ion pair from that cleavage (bj/yg), but in this case b/y ion formation requires a hydrogen 

transfer similar to what is required to form the "y" ion in [AGAVPAGAG+H]*. Both 

peptides that require a hydrogen "shift" to create "y" ions, [AGAVPAGAG+H]" and 

[RAGAVPAGAG+2H]"* also form the C-terminal loss ion (bg and b, respectively in 

abundance. 

What Pro-containing peptides tell us immediately is three-fold. First, "a" or "b" ions 

will not form C-terminal to a Pro in the ion trap or quadrupole instruments with few 

exceptions. However, "b" ions form at that position preferentially for other N-alkylated 

residues and this occurs with reduced energy requirements. A positive inductive effect of 

the alkyl group to the carbonyl oxygen makes this oxygen a better nucleophile, and better 

able to attack the neighboring C-terminal carbonyl carbon in the mechanism of "b" ion 
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oxazolone formation. This should also be true for Pro, however in the Pro case we suggest 

that steric restrictions in the five-membered ring must prevent that attack. The second thing 

that may be deduced from common Pro-containing peptide spectra is the location of the 

proton that initiates peptide bond cleavage. If the proton were drawn to the substituted amide 

nitrogen of Pro, then iimnediate cleavage would occur upon dissociation; and although the 

two fragments may have some opportunity for transfer of a hydrogen for the formation of the 

"y" ion at the N-terminal side of Pro, it would be unlikely that this ion would so dominate 

spectra. Instead, as collision energy is increased we should observe greater intensity of the 

"b" ion that would be generated from the dissociation if the hydrogen were not transferred. 

The effect of "b" formation is seen, such as in AVLPG, but "y" ion formation clearly 

dominates most cases. Thirdly, and perhaps most important in cleavage N-terminal to Pro, 

is ±e importance of the identity of the residue N-terminal to Pro and thus the conformational 

differences between, for example, a Val-Pro bond (facile cleavage observed) and a Gly-Pro 

bond (very little cleavage observed) and this may be the factor that determines whether 

intense cleavage will be observed. Results of H/D exchange presented in Section 5.4 suggest 

that the intramolecular transfer of the ionizing proton may differ in Pro-containing peptides, 

which implies that access to the proton or other conformational issues may influence 

cleavage in Pro-containing peptides. 

More subtle mechanistic information may be inferred from dissociation of Pro-

containing peptides, primarily the possibility of an ion-molecule complex, where the result 

of charge-directed cleavage may be either a "b" or a "y" ion (singly charged), or multiply-
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charged fragment ions or a b/y pair (doubly charged). To initiate charge-directed cleavage, 

the ionizing proton must be transferred to the amide bond where the cleavage occurs (thus, 

charge directed) whether the ultimate result is the formation of "b", "y", or "b/y" pairs of 

ions. We must assume that the location of that transferred proton is the carbonyl oxygen 

preceding the bond to be cleaved, as the only eiltemative is the backbone nitrogen which, as 

has been described, would initiate immediate cleavage with the formation of "b" ions'' and 

this is not observed in the dissociation of Pro-containing peptides. Ignoring the very real 

possibility of involvement of the N-terminus in the case of cleavage at the 3"^ amide bond of 

a peptide and formation of a diketopiperizine, a common mechanism that may describe 

formation of the fragment ions observed in Figure 5.18 (as an example of normal peptide 

dissociation) is shown in Scheme 5.9. 

This mechanism shown in Scheme 5.9 is similar to those presented in the literature, 

particularly the mechanism presented by Amott et al.,"^ as the proton is transferred to a 

carbonyl oxygen and a common oxazolone is involved in the production of "b" or "y" ions. 

Scheme 5.9 illustrates how the ionizing proton, when transferred to a carbonyl oxygen, 

causes an increase in the electrophilic character of the carbonyl carbon and that carbon is 

subjected to nucleophilic attack by the N-terminal carbonyl oxygen. The charge on the 

resulting five-membered ring is redistributed and loceilized at the nitrogen. Actual cleavage 

will occur following a 1,3 hydrogen shift of the hydrogen bonded to the oxygen (originally 

the ionizing proton) to the C-terminal peptide nitrogen and the carbonyl re-forms on the 

oxazolone ring. During this transition, the hydrogen bound to the nitrogen in the ring may 
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remain on the ring ("b" oxazolone ion) or be transferred to the leaving C-terminal piece 

nitrogen ("y" ion). Pictured as resultant fragment ions in Scheme 5.9 are the "b" oxazolone 

or the "y" ion. A neutralized N-terminal piece may be a neutral oxazolone although this has 

not been demonstrated conclusively. 

Dissociation of AGAVPAGAGR"* in Figure 5.18b easily formed the y^ ion and no 

hydrogen was required to be transferred to the C-terminal piece, while RAGAVPAGAG"* 

(Figure 5.18c) required hydrogen transfer for formation of the ions observed. This may 

occur by a single mechanism of nucleophilic attack followed by neutral or protonated 

oxazolone formation. Whether the hydrogen is transferred may be governed in a fragmenting 

intermediate by opposing forces to either keep it N-terminal (such as a free amino terminus 

or charge repulsion from a C-terminal charged Arg) or transfer it to the C-terminal fragment 

(such as charge repulsion from an N-terminal charged Arg or greater basicity of Pro as a 

secondary amine at the N-terminus of the C-terminal fragment). 

The mechanism for cleavage N-terminal to Pro residues presented in Scheme 5.9 is 

also consistent with abundant cleavage that occurs C-terminal to other N-alkylated residues 

such as (N-methyl)Ala or Pip. Scheme 5.10 demonstrates that cleavage C-terminal to an N-

alkylated residue could proceed by nucleophilic attack of the preceding carbonyl oxygen to 

the neighboring carbonyl carbon, followed by a 1,3 hydrogen shift of the hydrogen bonded 

to the oxygen. However, only "b" ions result from this cleavage because a methyl group is 

bonded to the nitrogen now located in the oxazolone ring, and therefore no hydrogen is 

available for transfer to the C-terminal leaving piece necessary for "y" ion formation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TMPP FIXED-CHARGE DERIVATIVES 

6.1 Introduction 

Charge-remote cleavage was briefly described in Section 3.4.1, and occurs during the 

dissociation of peptides under high-energy conditions'®- '®^ or when peptides are modified 

with a fixed charge.'" '®^'®® These processes, that occur remo/e from the charge site, simplify 

the spectra of singly-charged peptides modified with a fixed charge as no alternative pathway 

to cleavage is available. Application of using a fixed charge has been suggested by testing 

derivatization of peptides to utilize spectral simplification for the identification of 

proteins.'®^ '®^-^^ The charge-remote formation of b„.,+OH elucidated by metal cation addition 

has also been suggested as a method to determine the C-terminal residue of unknown 

peptides."''®-"'^ 

The derivative Tris[(2,4,6- OCH3 

trimethoxyphenyl) phosphonium] 

(TMPP) fixes a charge to the 

amino terminus of a peptide, and H3CO (peptide) 

when a singly charged TMPP-

peptide is fragmented, the resulting 

fragment ions carry the charge on 
TMPP OCH3 
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the N-terminus by default, and are neutralized at the C-terminal end of the fragment ion. 

These ions, while carrying the same nomenclature ("a", "b", etc) as charge-directed ions, 

contain one less hydrogen and thus "mimic" the neutral piece firom 'V' ion formation 

although their formation and ion structure may be different. The "a" ion is formed from the 

charge-remote dissociation of TMPP-peptides in preference to "b" ions formed when the 

proton directs the cleavage as shown in Section 3.4.1 (Figures 3.22b versus 3.22a). Two 

possible structures have been suggested for "a" ions formed by charge remote cleavage in 

TMPP-peptides.'" In one, the hydrogen lost is from the amide nitrogen which precludes the 

occurrence of this structure for N-alkylated residues which have no hydrogen on the amide 

nitrogen. In the other, the hydrogen is lost from the Cp of the residue side chain, precluding 

the occurrence of this structure for a Gly residue. 

Ri 

-CH-N=CHR2 

Ri R-j 
I ir 

-CH-NH-CH 

possible charge remote an ions 

The addition of a proton to a TMPP-derivatized peptide ([TMPP-peptide + H]"*), 

provides a pathway for charge-directed cleavage and either "a-b" " ions or "a-b/y' pairs of 
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ions are formed where the C-tenninus of the N-terminal fragment may more closely resemble 

either a true "a" or "b" ion ("a-b"*") or a neutral N-terminal fragment ("a-b".) 

For this study, peptides were synthesized with a TMPP moiety added to the N-

terminus of the peptides by methods discussed in Chapter 2. The TMPP-peptides were 

introduced by electrospray into either the tandem quadrupole or ion trap instruments as 

previously described. This Chapter is divided into three parts. In the first, evidence of "a" 

ion and TMPP fragment formation as it applies to peptides in general is presented; in the 

second and third, studies of singly and doubly-charged TMPP derivatized N-alkylated 

peptides is described. Singly-charged TMPP-peptides containing N-alkylated residues 

provides an opportunity to observe the formation or lack of formation of "a" or "b" ions 

formed C-terminal to an N-alkylated residue, lending evidence to the structure of these 

charge-remote "a/b" ions. Doubly-charged TMPP-peptides containing N-alkylated residues 

are used as a probe of the structure of neutral N-terminal pieces that are formed when singly-

charged peptides produce "y" ions, possibly providing evidence useful in understanding the 

formation of these ions. 
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6.2 Structure of "a" Ions and TMPP Fragments from MH* and b„+OH Ions 

A unique fragment ion that may be observed in the spectra of N-terminai fixed-charge 

peptides dissociated by charge-remote processes include the loss of one residue with the 

addition of OH (termed Selection and further dissociation of that b(„.,,+OH 

ion results in a spectrum which includes the next bn.,+OH.-'" A cyclic mechanism has been 

suggested for formation of this truncated peptide,*"" evidenced by labeling^''^ where the 

labeled oxygen was transferred to the next truncated peptide formed. Evidence from 

deuterium labeling studies by Gu, et al. demonstrated that the "a" and "b" ions formed by 

TMPP'-peptide dissociation contain one fewer hydrogens on peptide backbone nitrogens 

than the number of residues in the fragment; indicating that it was that hydrogen that was lost 

to form the "a" or "b" ion.'" 

In the study described here, the formation of a b„.,+OH ion (a truncated peptide) for 

TMPP fixed-charge derivatives was used to investigate the structure of ions formed by the 

mass loss of 44 or 46 from the precursor ion. In addition, the use of the MS" capability of 

the ion trap mass spectrometer as a tool to investigate ion structure is demonstrated, as five 

steps of analysis were performed where each step included ion isolation and dissociation. 

6.2.1 MS" and MS^ Investigation of TMPP-AAAA 

Peptide dissociation by charge-remote processes results primarily in"a" ion formation 
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as observed in the spectrum of TMPP'-AAAA (Figure 6.1a), which contrasts with primarily 

"a", "b" and/or "y" ion formation by charge-directed processes that occur in the dissociation 

of protonated peptides such as [AAAAA+H]" (Chapter 3, Figure 3.22a). Fragment ions 

formed from TMPP*-AAAA include "a", "b", and the bj+OH ion. The minor peak at m/z 829 

formed from a loss of 46 from the precursor and is the m/z of the 34 ion. The minor peak at 

m/z 831 formed from a loss of 44 (CO,) from the parent. (Figure 6. la) 

Methylation of the C-terminus in TMPP"-AAAA-0-methyl blocks formation of the 

bj+OH ion and the CO, loss ion (M-44) as expected since these ions require involvement of 

the C-terminus. (Figure 6.1b) The fragment ions in the spectrum include "a" and "b" ions, 

the minor peak at m/z 829 (the m/z of the ion), and an unidentified fragment ion at m/z 843 

which is the loss of 46 from the methylated precursor TMPP"-AAAA-0-methyl (Figure 

6.1b). 

It was noticed that the unidentified fragment ion at m/z 843 formed for TMPP"-

AAAA-O-methyl was a mass loss of 46 from the precursor, and that a loss of 46 in a peptide 

that was not derivatized at the C-terminus would normally be the "a" ion formed by loss of 

CO, and H, from a peptide, such as the ion in the spectrum of TMPP'-AAAA (Figure 

6.1a). 
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Figure 6.1 Dissociation by CID in an ion trap of the singly-charged peptides (a) TMPP*-
AAAA, and (c) TMPP'-AAAA-O-CHj, where the charge is provided by the TMPP fixed 
charge derivative. 

Investigation of the unidentified ion that had a mass loss of 46 firom the precursor was 

begun by selecting and further firagmenting these fragment ions in an MS-MS-MS 

experiment. Further dissociation of the TMPP"-AAAA fragment ion at m/z 829 (M-46) by 

MS-MS-MS produced the product ion spectrum of Figure 6.2a. Fragment ions formed 

include the "a" and "b" ions expected from dissociation of the ion. however an additional 

series of fragments at m/z 527, 570, 641 and 712 were also observed and are indicated by 

asterisks in Figure 6.2a. 
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Further dissociation of the TMPP~-AAAA-0-methyl fragment ions at m/z 829 and 

m/z 843 was also performed. Figure 6.2b is the result of MS-MS-MS of m/z 829 (a4) which 

produced a spectrum of primarily "a" and "b" ions expected from further dissociation of an 

"a" ion; and Figure 6.2c is the MS-MS-MS of m/z 843 (M-46) which produced ions of the 

same mass as those unidentified (and marked by asterisks) in the MS-MS-MS of m/z 829 

firom TMPP'-AAAA (at m/z 527, 570, 641, and 712). 

Therefore, we recognized that in the MS-MS spectrum of TMPP'-AAAA the minor 

peak at m/z 829 which was initially identified as the fragment ion, was actually a 

combination of two peaks. The m/z at 829 included both the a^ ion and an unidentified ion 

of coincidental mass. 

6.2.2 MS" Investigation of TMPP-AAAA 

An experiment was designed to identify the structure of the ion, which may be 

formed by different processes than other "a" ions because the 34 ion is generated from the 

precursor while other "a" ions may be formed by the further dissociation of "b" ions or they 

may originate with the precursor as well. In addition, we sought to identify the structure of 

the unidentified ion forming at a coincidental mass as this from TMPP fixed-charge 

peptides. This experiment included (1) sequential dissociation of the TMPP*-AAAA peptide 

with selection and further dissociation of each successive bn+OH peak, (2) solution H/D 

exchange of the peptide to produce dlsTMPP'-AAAA with the same sequential dissociation 
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of the deuterated peptide, and finally (3) a comparison of the 44/46 mass loss region to 

inspect the fragment ions formed from each dissociation. 

(1) Sequential dissociation of TMPP^-AAAA The peptide TMPP'-AAAA was 

dissociated in the ion trap by MS-MS and bs+OH fragment ion was formed along with "a" 

and "b" ions (Figure 6.3a, MS2). The bj+OH firagment ion was then selected and further 

dissociated by MS-MS-MS and bi+OH was formed along with "a" and "b" ions (Figure 6.3b, 

MS3). The bj+OH fragment ion was then selected and further dissociated by MS-MS-MS-

MS and b,+OH was formed along with a, and b, (Figure 6.3c, MS4). The b,+OH fragment 

ion was then selected and further dissociated by MS-MS-MS-MS-MS and bo+OH was 

formed which is the fixed-charge moiety plus CO (Figure 6.3d, MS5). Note that each 

sequential product ion spectra contain ions that are a loss of 44 (CO, loss) and a loss of 46 

(combined "a" and possible -46 ions) from the precursor ion. 
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(2) Sequential dbsociation of dSTMPP^-AAAA TMPP'-AAAA was dissolved in 

DjOrCHjOD (1:1) to exchange the labile hydrogens on the peptide nitrogens and the carboxy 

terminus to produce ££5TMPP"-AAAA, which was then introduced by ESI to the ion trap and 

dissociated. Figure 6.4 shows the 44/46 loss ion region of four sequential dissociations of 

asTMPP'-AAAA, (a) MS^ of (b) MS^ of rf-zbj+OH, (c) MS" of rfib^.+OH, and (d) MS* 

of d2b,+OH. Inset into each spectrum is the blow-up of the 44/46 loss region of the 

comparable hydrogenated peptide spectra from Figure 6.3. 

(3) Comparison of the 44/46 mass loss region In each case the highest mass ion in 

the deuterated spectrum retains the same number of deuterium as the selected ions. For 

example, m/z 831 of M" (Figure 6.4a, inset) retains the 5 deuterium of rfjM" to appear at m/z 

836 (Figure 6.4a). This peak and its equivalent in Figures 6.4b, c and d is the CO, ion from 

the ion selected for dissociation. The lower mass ion in each hydrogenated spectrum, 

however, splits into two ions in the deuterated spectra. In each spectrum of Figure 6.4, the 

lowest mass ion in the deuterated spectra has lost two deuterium from the selected ion. For 

example, m/z 829 of M* (Figure 6.4a, inset) retains only 3 of the 5 deuterium of the dSM" 

precursor to appear at m/z 832 (Figure 6.4a). This is again true of each successive 

fragmentation spectrum, and each contains an ion containing two less deuterium than its 

selected parent. Finally, in each spectrum of Figure 6.4, the middle mass ion in the deuterated 

spectrum retains the same number of deuterium as the precursor ion. For example, m/z 829 

of M' (Figure 6.4a, inset) retains all 5 deuterium of the dSNT precursor to appear at m/z 834 

(Figure 6.4a). 
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Discussion The difference in deuterium retention in the fragment ions of (i5TMPP'-

AAAA shown in Figure 6.4a-d may be used to help identify the structure of the fiagment 

ions in the 44/46 loss region for the peptide precursor (TMPP'-AAAA) and each successive 

truncated peptide (bn+OH). The structure of the firagment ions that form the tiiree peaks 

observed in the MS-MS spectrum of 6.4a, at m/z 832, 834, and 836 may be determined by 

comparison to the two peaks observed in the MS-MS spectrum of 6.4a (insert) at m/z 829 and 

The m/z 836 in Figure 6.1a retains all deuterium from the of rfJTMPP'-AAAA 

precursor (versus m/z 831 in the hydrogenated precursor), which is also true of each 

successive fragmentation {m/z 764 of Figure 6.4b has retained the 4 deuterium contained in 

the precursor rf^-bj+OD, and so on for each of Figure 6.4c-d). No loss of 

deuterium/hydrogen from the original peptide indicates that this is the ion formed by loss of 

CO, noted by Liao et al. for TMPP-peptide precursors dissociated by MALDI/PSD. Scheme 

6.1 is their suggested mechanism, where the C-terminal hydrogen is transferred back to the 

peptide, and CO, is lost in a 1,2-

elimination to form the ion.'*^ r R O 

831. 

fl 

the spectrum of TMPP*-AAAA-0-methyl, 

Confirmation of this mechanism is found in 

H 
where this CO, loss does not occur because 

R R 
the methyl group cannot be transferred back 

to the peptide. H 
a + 2 

Scheme 6.1 
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The m/z 832 in Figure 6.1a has lost two deuterium from the c/iTMPP*-AAAA 

precursor (versus m/z 829 in the hydrogenated precursor), which is also true of each 

successive fragmentation (jn/z 760 of Figure 6.4b has lost 2 deuterium contained in the 

precursor ^/^bj+OD, and so on for each of Figure 6.4c-d). Each of these fragment ions in 

Figure 6.4a-d lost two deuterium from each precursor. The loss of particular hydrogens 

from the original parent helps to define which of the two possible "a" ion structures is correct 

that were shown in Section 6.1 as possible when formed by charge-remote processes. One 

of those two lost deuterium was from the C-terminal carboxylic acid, and the second was 

from the peptide bond nitrogen of the terminal residue, because those two hydrogens in 

TMPP"-AAAA would have been deuterated in rfjTMPP'-AAAA. Therefore, the structure 

of the "a" ion formed from the peptide or a truncated peptide is the top structure shown in 

Section 6.1, which has a double bond between the peptide nitrogen and the alpha carbon; and 

furthermore, that the deuterium was lost by a bond cleavage without a concerted transfer of 

an acidic hydrogen from the carboxy terminus. If that had been the case, than the "a" ion 

would have been equally likely to retain one deuterium as no deuterium; and two peaks 

would be observed for each "a" ion formed. 

The m/z 834 in Figure 6.1a also retains all deuterium from the ^/JTMPP'-AAAA 

precursor (versus m/z 829 in the hydrogenated precursor), which is also true of each 

successive Augmentation {m/z 762 of Figure 6.4b has retained the 4 deuterium contained in 

the precursor d4h^+OD, and so on for each of Figure 6.4c-d). This is the ion that was 

determined to be "unknown" in the dissociation of TMPP'-AAAA-O-methyl m/z 843 (Figure 
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6.1b) and that further dissociated to form a series of ions of "unknown" structure (Figure 

6.2c). The unknown ion at m/z 843 in TMPP"-AAAA-0-methyl dissociated to produce ions 

that were identified as 712 (a3-46), 641 (a2-46), 570 (a,-46) and 527 (TMPP-46). This 

consistent mass loss, which was also lost from the TMPP moiety, demonstrated that the loss 

was from the TMPP moiety itself, and is consistent with the central ion of the deuterated 

spectra of Figure 6.4a-d, where each fragment ion retained the same number of deuterium 

as the precursor ion. This loss of m/z 46 from each ion indicates fragmentation of the 

derivative, the only structure common to all ions affected. A mass of 46 could be CjHgO, 

which may be formed by interaction of two of the methoxy groups in the TMPP derivative 

as shown in Scheme 6.2. This loss of neutral dimethyl ether from the derivative would form 

an ether linkage between two of the trimethoxyphenyl groups and form a six-membered ring. 

P CHj—C (peptide) 

•C (peptide) 

OCH 

OCH3 

OCH3 
^ H3C-O-CH3 

Scheme 6.2 
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6.2.3 Summary 

"a" ions dominate the singly charged spectra of fixed charge derivatives, and 

formation of the b(n.,)+OH ion was a tool to probe the production of "a" ion formed directly 

from the precursor at each subsequent truncated peptide. Three ions were observed from 

selected M" or bn+OH ions at -44 (CO2 loss), -46 (CiH^O loss from the TMPP charged 

derivative), and the a„ ion with a structure of RN=CHR. 
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6.3 Singly-charged TMPP'-Peptides Containing an N-alkylated Residue 

Dissociation of singly-charged fixed-charge TMPP derivatives, where no proton has 

been added to the peptide and the positive charge is provided by the TMPP derivative results 

in primarily "a" fragment ions that are created by a charge remote mechanism. Figure 6.5 

summarizes the "a" (Figure 6.5a) and "b" (Figure 6.5b) fragment ions that resulted from 

dissociation of the peptides TMPP'-AVPLG, TMPP'-AVLPG, TMPP'-AV(Nme)ALG and 

TMPP'-LDIFSDF by CID in an ion trap at 30% relative collision energy. Cleavage pathways 

for the three N-alkylated-residue-containing peptides are charge-remote, while Asp (D) in 

the peptide TMPP'-LDIFSDF initiates "self-cleavage" C-terminal to Asp (D) as described 

in Chapter 4. Charge-remote cleavage caused abundant "a" ion formation in the N-alkylated 

peptides (Figure 6.5a), but "a" fragment ions are suppressed or missing for the Pro-Leu (aj) 

bond in TMPP'-AVPLG, the Pro-Gly (a4) bond in TMPP'-AVLPG, and the NmA-Leu (aj) 

bond in TMPP'-AV(Nme)ALG. The N-alkylated-residue-containing peptides cleave to 

produce "b" ions also by charge-remote processes, however these ions are suppressed at all 

bonds in favor of "a" ion formation (Figure 6.5b). The effect of C-terminal bond cleavage 

initiated by the acidic side-chain of Asp and subsequent formation of "b" ions is clearly 

demonstrated in these graphs, as "a" ion formation is limited for TMPP'-LDIFSDF (Figure 

6.5a), while ion formation at the Asp-Ile (b,) bond and the Asp-Phe (b^) bond dominate the 

dissociation of this peptide (Figure 6.5b). 
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Discussion Cleavage at a Pro-Xxx bond or an NmA-Xxx bond provides no hydrogen 

at the amide nitrogen due to alkylation at that position, and thus the necessary hydrogen 

transfer cannot occur and "a" ions are not formed (or are greatly reduced) at that position. 

This suggests that the hydrogen that is transferred at other Xxx-Xxx bonds to form "a" ions 

is initially located at the amide nitrogen irmnediately preceding the site of charge-remote 

cleavage. The same is true of "b" ion formation, which also requires the transfer of a 

hydrogen to the C-terminal fragment. In the plots of Figure 6.5, some abundance is observed 

for 34 ion formation in TMPP*-AVLPG (Figure 6.5a), and for bj ion formation in TMPP'-

AVPLG and TMPP'-AV(Nme)ALG. This is consistent with what is observed for Pro-

containing peptides, as currently accepted mechanisms of ion formation preclude the 

formation of "b" ions C-terminal to Pro and yet those ions are observed, although only 

occasionally and usually in low abundance. Two possibilities are equally likely, (1) 

additional mechanistic pathways exist such as transfer of a hydrogen from another position 

to the C-terminal fragment, or (2) ions of unknown composition may appear at a mass 

coincidental to that of the expected "b" ion. Further studies are required to shed light on this 

question. 
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6.4 Doubly-charged TMPP'-Peptides Containing an N-alkylated Residue 

RAGAVPAGAG versus TMPP^-AGAVPAGAG The peptide AGAVPAGAGR 

was shown in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.9) to cleave indiscriminately when singly charged due to 

immobility of the proton on the Arg side chain, and to cleave preferentially at the Val-Pro 

bond when doubly charged. This is also true of the peptide RAGAVPAGAG which simply 

has the Arg moved to the N-terminus from the C-terminus. In the case of a doubly charged 

RAGAVPAGAG, Arg sequesters a proton while the second proton initiates cleavage at the 

Val-Pro bond, and a "y" ion is formed when a second hydrogen is transferred to the C-

terminal fragment. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.6, which compares the product ion 

spectra of [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]^' (Figure 6.6a) to that of [TMPP*-AGAVPAGAG+H]"' 

(Figure 6.6b). The product ions resulting from dissociation of these two peptides are very 

similar, as both produce a doubly-charged "b" ion by loss of the C-terminal residue, and the 

b/y fragment ion pair from cleavage at the Val-Pro bond as the most intense ions in both 

spectra. The b4 ion from dissociation of [TMPP'-AGAVPAGAG+H]^* must have a neutral 

C-terminus because the charge is permanently fixed to the N-terminus of the peptide. 
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The structure of the product ions formed from RAGAVPAGAG and TMPP*-

AG A VP AG AG can be probed in the Ion Trap by MS^ dissociation. The b/y ion pair formed 

for both [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]-' and [TMPP'-AGAVFAGAG+H]"' were individually 

isolated and subjected to further dissociation to compare their MS-MS-MS (MS^) 

dissociation products. Figure 6.7 is the MS^ spectra resulting from dissociation of the ion 

from [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]-* (Figure 6.6a) versus [TMPP*-AGAVPAGAG+H]-* (Figure 

6.6b). The dissociation products are virtually identical, with fragment ions formed that 

would be expected from dissociation of a "y" ion which has the structure of a truncated 

peptide [PAGAG+H]', where PAGA is the pseudo-b^, PAG is the pseudo-bj, and PA the 

pseudo-bi. Dissociation by MS^ of the bj fragment from [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]-" resulted 

in a loss of CO to form the a, fragment (Figure 6.8a), and the same loss of CO was observed 

for the b4 fragment ion from [TMPP"-AGAVPAGAG+H]"" (Figure 6.8b). 
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TMPP^-AVPLG, AVLPG, and AV(Nme)ALG Dissociation of the fixed-charge 

derivatives of the peptides AVPLG, AVLPG, and AV(Nine)ALG also resulted in doubly 

charged fragments. In the ion trap, dissociation of [TMPP'-AVPLG-i-H]-* and [TMPP*-

AV(Nine)ALG+H]-' produced intense h/~ fragment ions that dominated the spectra. Figure 

6.9 is the Energy Resolved Mass Spectra of the singly-protonated, fixed charge derivative 

peptides, where product ion spectra was acquired in the ion trap at 2% relative collision 

energy increments and those product ions with relative intensity above 5% are plotted on the 

graph. [TMPP'"-AVPLG+H]"" produced the b/y fragment ion pair from cleavage at the Val-

Pro bond in addition to the intense doubly-charged ion resulting from loss of the C-terminal 

residue (Figure 6.9a). [TMPP^-AV(Nme)ALG+H]~' produced an intense b--* product ion 

due to cleavage C-terminal to NmA in addition to the h^'' fragment (Figure 6.9b). 
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Formation of an ion from the loss of C-terminal residue is not a dominant cleavage 

pathway in the tandem-quadrupole/SID instrument, and representative mass spectra is shown 

in Figure 6.10. These spectra were collected after dissociation by SID on a fluorinated 

SAM surface at collision energies of 50 eV for [TMPF"-AVLPG+H]-* and [TMPP~-

AVPLG+H]-", and 30 eV for [TMPP'-AV(Nme)ALG-f-H]-", which shows that the NmA 

containing peptide fragmented at much lower energies, similar to the peptide AV(Nme)ALG 

energy studies discussed earlier. [TMPP"-AVLPG+H]"' (Figure 6. lOa) formed little doubly-

charged fragment species, instead the most important cleavage occurred at the Leu-Pro bond, 

forming the bj, yj, and Pro immonium fragment ions. Dissociation of [TMPP"-AVPLG+H]-* 

(Figure 6.10b) produced intense firagment ions from cleavage at the Val-Pro bond, the y3. 

and Pro inunonium ions; and also produced an intense bj-' as the second most important 

fragment ion. An intense bj*" fragment ion was formed from dissociation of [TMPP'-

AV(Nme)ALG+H]"* (Figure 6.10c), which was expected due to the intense bj firagment ions 

that result from dissociation of AV(Nme)ALG. 
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Discussion Dissociation of doubly-charged RAGAVPAGAG and TMPP*-

AGAVPAGAG resulted in virtually identical spectra with b/y ion pair formation at the V-P 

bond and a doubly charged ion formed due to loss of the C-terminal residue. Further 

dissociation of the b/y ion pair in the trap suggests similar fragment structures from both 

parent ions with one of the charges residing on the N-terminus (Arg in RAGAVPAGAG and 

the fixed charge in TMPP'^-AGAVPAGAG). Formation of the ion for both of these 

peptides required the transfer of the hydrogen from the Val amide nitrogen which effectively 

neutralized the C-terminal end of the bj fragment of [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]"* or the b^ 

fragment of [TMPP*-AGAVPAGAG+H]'*. The structure of these neutralized C-termini are 

unknown, but could be a neutralized oxazolone,^ or an aziridinone. 

The importance of the strong nucleophile formed at the carbonyl oxygen preceding 

the N-alkylated NnxA residue is emphasized in the dissociation of [TMPP'-

AV(Nme)ALG+H]-' in the SID instrument. The most important cleavage point is C-

terminal to NmA, with formation of an intense bj"* fragment ion peak. NmA is unable to 

lose a hydrogen at the amide bond to form a b/y pair because a methyl group is substituted 

at that position, thus the doubly-charged ion dominates. The formation of bj"" at the P-L 

bond of [TMPP'-AVPLG+H]^* in the SID instrument is the only case observed of formation 

of a "b" ion C-terminal to Pro of all peptides studied. The appearance of this ion versus 

formation of the b/y ion pair at the V-P bond (which is the most important cleavage in the 

peptide) may be a consequence of steric factors due to the cumbersome TMPP moiety affixed 

to the N-terminus which certainly affects the conformation of this peptide and solvation 
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interactions. Most interesting however, is that the does occur; this fragment can form 

but only under certain circumstances. The structure of this ion is unknown although the two 

charges are located (1) at the TMPP moiety, and (2) at the Pro/backbone nitrogen (if a cyclic 

C-termius), or at the Pro carbonyl (if a linear acylium). Spectral results for dissociation of 

[TMPP"-AVLPG+H]-* in the SDD instnunent are actually very similar those of [TMPP"-

AVPLG+H]"* as the formation of b, and b, are favored for both peptides with 

complementary "y" or immonium ions, however little doubly-charged fragments are 

observed since the Leu residue can easily lose a hydrogen to form the b/y pair. 

Summary The data presented for the comparison of [RAGAVPAGAG+2H]"' to that 

of [TMPP*-AGAVPAGAG+H]"' shows that "y" ions formed from these peptides are 

truncated peptides, and suggests that the neutral C-termini of the "b" ions formed may be 

comparable to neutral fragments formed in a charge-directed singly-charged case of "y" ion 

formation; and that the neutral may have the structure of a neutral oxazolone. Cleavage C-

terminal to N-alkylated peptides with the necessary formation of "b-"' Augment ions was 

observed for both [TMPP'-AV(Nme)ALG+H]^" and [TMPF-AVPLG+H]^' when analyzed 

by SID, however formation of b^'^ was the dominant ion formed in the ion trap. The 

appearance of the bj"' ion for [TMPP" -AVPLG+H]"* was the only observation of important 

cleavage C-terminal to Pro observed in any experiments of Pro-containing peptides. 
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CHAPTER? 

THE EFFECT OF CONFORMATION ON PEPTIDE DISSOCIATION 

7.1 Introduction 

Conformational changes due to the inclusion of a Pro residue in a peptide may be one 

of the least understood factors affecting the difficulty that researchers have in predicting 

product ion spectra from peptides. Although the proline effect is a recognized 

phenomenon,'"*'''"'®'-^'-^" the effect is attributed primarily to increased proton 

affinity'®"-"'''" and few studies have attempted to further explain the effect Pro has on 

peptide fragmentation."®"® It was shown in Chapter 4 that Xxx-Pro spectra may be 

generally predicted based upon the identification of Xxx for certain amino acids, but not 

always: as bonds that usually cleave to provide intense fragment ions such as Val-Pro would 

sometimes not produce intense fragment ions; Instead, unpredictable outliers are observed 

even for those more predictable cleavage positions. These changeable results that occur in 

product ion spectra suggest that a variety of factors ziffecting the conformation of a peptide 

very likely affect the product ions produced. Spectral changes that could possibly be 

attributed to the Pro "tum" likely change according to the location of Pro in the peptide, the 

specific residues in the peptide and the location of Pro relative to the ionizing proton. The 

effects upon a gas-phase peptide that contains Pro versus one that does not may include side 

chain steric repulsions, and intramolecular solvation/hydrogen bonding of the proton, the 
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peptide termini and backbone carbonyl oxygens. 

A powerful tool in the study of peptide conformation is the incorporation of D-amino 

acids into an otherwise naturally-occurring all L-amino acid containing peptide. The 

systematic incorporation of D-amino acids into peptides has been used to probe the 

conformational requirements of peptide-receptor interaction, useful for peptide drug 

design.-^""^^ In addition, D-amino acids are known to force p-tums in the peptide 

backbone-^**, and have been utilized in the design of specific peptide motifs.^^ The 

stereochemistr>' of compounds is important to the chemical and biological activity of 

substances,^®""®^ and chiral recognition studies of organic molecules utilizing the Cooks 

Kinetic Method suggested that differential binding of diastereomers is due to steric repulsion 

between chemical groups of one of the pair, which destabilizes that structure slightly 

lowering its gas-phase basicity.^® Differing gas-phase basicity determined by the Kinetic 

Method was also found for peptides incorporating a D- or L-amino acid.^^-^^' In studies of 

tripeptide sets of diastereomers, Schwartz et al found differences in product ions formed 

which were attributed to the intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the ionizing proton."^" 

The conformation of peptides in the gas-phase and the effect of that conformation 

upon the product ion spectra was studied and is described in this chapter. The known 

conformational changes that were incorporated into peptides and compared include 

movement of a Pro residue to varying locations along the backbone, locating a proton to 

opposite sides of a Pro residue, investigation of Pro or Pip-containing product ions where 

Pip adds flexibility to the structure versus Pro, and comparisons of peptides containing either 
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L- or D-conformers of amino acids. Gas-phase H/D exchange was performed for many of 

the systems described here, and a summary of the exchange characteristics of those peptides 

described in the first part of this chapter are presented in Table 7.1, with more results 

summarized in a later table. 

Table 7.1 

Peptide 
Pos. 

Exch. 
Max 

Exch. 
Peak 
Max 

Peptide 
Pos. 
Exch 

Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Ma.K 

GPAGAA 8 3 0 ac-GPAGAA 7 6 1,4 

GAAGPA 8 5 0 ac-GAAGPA 7 7 4 

GPAGPA 7 2 0 ac-GPAGPA 6 5 1,3 

AGAVPAGAGR 16 7 4 

RAGAVPAGAG 16 9 2,6 

b, AGAVPipAGAG 5 3 1 

bj AGAVGAGAG 7 5 1 

b7 AGAVGAGAG 9 5 2 

b, AGAVGAGAG 9 6 3 

b^ AGAVPAGAG 7 5 1,3 

b, AGAVPAGAG 8 7 1,3 
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7.2 Influence of Proline and Proton Location on Gas-Phase H/D Exchange 

A significant, yet subtle effect of a Pro residue within a peptide may be the 

conformational changes it forces on the peptide backbone which prevent or possibly 

accelerate the intramolecular transfer of the ionizing proton along the peptide backbone to 

initiate cleavage. In order to consider this issue, the following data presents the differences 

in gas-phase H/D exchange with D^O of two sets of peptides that contain Pro. In one case 

the Pro residue has been moved to different positions in a peptide, and in the other the 

ionizing proton is moved by incorporating an Arg residue at either terminus to "sequester" 

the proton at those positions. H/D exchange by DjO probes conformational differences 

in peptide analogues due to the requirements of two sites of similar basicity and 

accessibility'" as previously described 

7.2.1 Location of proline 

The inclusion of a Pro residue in a peptide changes the extent of hydrogen/deuterium 

exchange in the gas-phase. This is due to the turn proline imposes on the backbone, and for 

five-residue peptides the presence of Pro disrupts the solvation of the proton so that exchange 

can occur. That this is an effect of backbone conformation is supported by observing the 

exchange of peptides with Pro residues in varied locations. Gas-phase H/D exchange of the 

peptide GAAGAA, with Pro substituted for Ala in various zmalogues shows little exchange 
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as listed in Table 7.1, and the peptides GPAGAA, GAAGPA, and GPAGPA show exchange 

extent of 2-3 at most, with a peak maximum of zero exchanges in all cases. 

Acetylation of these three peptides mobilizes the proton from the N-terminus onto 

one of the carbonyl oxygens, with solvation by other carbonyl backbone oxygens. Acetyl-

GPAGAA exchanges 6 of 7 possible hydrogens, and two exchange populations are observed 

in the spectra of Figure 7. la with peak maxima of 1 and 4. Acetyl-GAAGPA exchanges 7 

of 7 possible hydrogens, with a peak maximum of 4 (Figure 7.1b), and acetyl-GPAGPA 

exchanges 5 of 6 possible hydrogens with dual mzixima of 1 and 3 (Figure 7.1c). 

Discussion Any conformational change due to Pro is minimized in the peptide 

acetyl-GAAGPA, and the extent of exchange and peak maximum are similar to what was 

described in Chapter 5 for the peptide acetyl-GAAGAA (Table 5.2). Acetyl-GAAGAA 

exchanged 7 of 8 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 5, which differs from acetyl-

GAAGPA by one exchangeable hydrogen. When the Pro residue is situated in the second 

position of the peptide, in both acetyl-GPAGAA and acetyl-GPAGPA two exchange 

populations are observed. The peptide acetyl-GPAGPA's exchange characteristics are 

virtually identical to acetyl-GPAGAA, except for the loss of one exchange due to one less 

available hydrogen. There are either two distinct conformations or two exchange populations 

with different rates of exchange. In either case, it appears that one exchange is slow, while 

the rest proceed at a rate equivalent to what is observed for acetyl-GAAGPA. Thus, the 

occurrence of Pro in the second position in these peptides causes two distinct populations of 

exchanged hydrogens, where this does not happen when Pro is in the fifth position. 
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7.2.2 Location of proton 

The initial location of the ionizing proton may be fixed in a peptide by the position 

of an Arg residue that "sequesters' the proton at the basic side chain, and AGAVPAGAGR 

and RAG A VP AG AG were subjected to gas-phase H/D exchange to investigate the effect of 

differing proton locations. The results are shown in Figure 7.2, and AGAVPAGAGR, with 

the proton at the C-terminal Arg exchanged 7 of 16 possible hydrogens with a peak 

maximum of 4 (Figure 7.2a), while RAGAVPAGAG with the proton at the N-terminal Arg 

exchanged 9 of 16 possible hydrogens with dual peak maxima of 2 and 6 (Figure 7.2b). 

Discussion The high basicity of the Arg side chain causes the ionizing proton to be 

located at that position until energy is added to mobilize the proton onto the backbone to 

initiate cleavage. The possibility of a salt bridge exists when Arg is located in a peptide 

as was described in Chapter 3, particularly when it is the C-terminal residue of a peptide. 

The gas-phase exchange of two other 8-9 residue peptides containing an Arg have been 

previously described, LDIFSDFR exchanged 11 of 13 possible hydrogens with a peak max 

of 8 and PPGFSPFR exchanged 7 of 13 possible hydrogens with a peak max of 4; however 

when Arg was located instead at the N-terminus of those peptides, no exchange was 

observed. The exchange pattern of the peptide AGAVPAGAGR is consistent with the 

patterns of other peptides terminating in Arg, and those have been suggested to have a salt 

bridge structure. 

The peptide RAGAVPAGAG however behaves quite differently than the other two 
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cases of N-terminal Arg-containing peptides. Exchange was reduced for RLDIFSDF or 

RPPGFSPF as compared to LDIFSDFR and PPGFSPFR, thus the position of Pro in 

RAGAVPAGAG is causing a critical conformational change to encourage exchange or the 

formation of a salt bridge in this peptide for which exchange occurs. The two distributions 

of exchange populations suggest two peptide conformations in the peptide with different 

rates of exchange. 

Summary Location of a proline residue and position of the charge can make a 

difference in the H/D exchange of peptides. Although it is intuitive that initial proton 

location is a critical component, H/D exchange demonstrates that a Pro residue may reduce 

the ability of that proton to be transferred within the peptide. Dual populations of exchanged 

ions suggest multiple populations of ion structure. Further studies of these types of peptides 

may help to better define the H/D exchange of Pro-containing peptides. 
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7.3 Investigation of "b" Fragment Ion Structure 

Evidence presented thus far has suggested that fragment ions are seldom observed 

for Pro-Xxx cleavages due to conformational restrictions on fragment ion formation due to 

the five-membered Pro ring. This section explores by gas-phase H/D exchange "b" ions 

formed with Pip as a substitute for Pro as the C-terminating residue The structure of "b" ions 

that contain Pro are studied by dissociation and H/D exchange to probe conformational 

differences due to Pro in the fragment. 

7.3.1 Comparison of Ala vs Pip-terminating "b" ions 

It is a challenge to demonstrate why a structure does not form, such as a "b" ion with 

a Pro residue at the C-terminus of the fragment (cleavage at Pro-Xx.x). We may, however, 

perform gas-phase H/D exchange of the "b" ion which forms with great abundance for the 

structurally similar pipecolic acid residue due to cleavage at the Pip-Xxx bond and compare 

results to a non-ring residue terminating "b" ion. The singly-protonated AGAVGAGAG and 

AGAVPipAGAG were subjected to fragmentation in the ion trap, and "b" ions were isolated 

and subjected to H/D exchange. The parent ion was originally isotopically selected prior to 

fragmentation, requiring no adjustment to the presented spectra for isotope peaks. The b^ ion 

(AG A VGA) from AGAVGAGAG exchanged 5 of 7 possible hydrogens with a peak 

maximum of 1 (Figure 7.3a). The bj fragment ion was isolated after dissociation of the 
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singly-protonated AGAVPipAGAG and also subjected to H/D exchange, again with 

selection of only the '"C parent ion. The bj ion fragment (AGAVPip) exchanged 3 of 5 

possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of I (figure 7.3b). 

It was shown in Section 3.5 that the charge is located at the protonated oxazolone in 

"b" fragment ions as pictured by the structure in Figure 7.3a, and that those fragments have 

two sites of similar basicity where exchange can occur: the oxazolone ring and the N-

terminus. Thus the distribution of exchange populations which resulted from exchange of 

AGAVGAGAG's bg fragment (Figure 7.3a) is an expected result. However, the result of 

exchange of the bj fragment from AGAVPipAGAG (Figure 7.3b) is quite different. Pictured 

in Figure 7.3 b is the fragment ion structure as an oxaxolone, which has no labile hydrogen 

to contribute to an exchange but is charged due to N-alkylation of the backbone nitrogen 

involved in the side-chain six-membered ring. An oxazolone bj fragment ion should not 

exchange, as no charged hydrogen is available and yet a single exchange is observed. 

Although it is not clear which hydrogen is being exchanged or how this occurs, it is clear that 

the exchange pattern is very different than that of Figure 7.3a, suggesting that there may be 

a different but unknown structure of the Pip-terminating bj fragment ion. 
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7.3.2 Comparison of Gly vs Pro-containing "b" ions 

N-terminai fragment ions that contain Pro in positions other than the C-terminus of 

that fragment were investigated to determine if the fragments' conformations changed due 

to the presence of Pro, and if so, how did they differ. MS-MS dissociation in the ion trap of 

the singiy-protonated peptides AGAVGAGAG and AGAVPAGAG were shown in Figures 

5.8a and 5.1 la respectively. AGAVGAGAG produced "b" and "y" ions indiscriminately, 

with emphasis on formation of the bg ion resulting from the loss of a C-terminal residue 

while AGAVPAGAG produced preferential fragment ions and an abundant bg ion. In 

addition, internal fragments of low intensity are observed in the spectrum of AGAVPAGAG, 

consistent with Pro-containing peptide dissociation. Structural similarity of the "b" ions 

produced from AGAVGAGAG versus AGAVPAGAG was investigated in two ways, by 

selecting "b" fragment ions and subjecting them to fiirther fragmentation (MS^ or to gas-

phase H/D exchange. 

The abundant bg fragment ion from both AGAVGAGAG and AGAVPAGAG 

produced an intense water loss peak (-18) (Figure 7.4). Dissociation of bg from 

AGAVGAGAG produced the (-18) peak almost exclusively (Figure 7.4a), while by, and 

ag fragment ions were observed from dissociation of bg from AGAVPAGAG (Figure 7.4b), 

as well as internal fragments of low intensity. 

The less intense by fragment ion from both AGAVGAGAG and AGAVPAGAG also 

produced an intense water loss peak (-18) (Figure 7.5). No other "a", "b", or internal 
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fragments were formed from dissociation of the b, fragment from AG A VG AG AG (Figure 

7.5a), while ay and internal fragments were formed from the by of AGAVPAGAG (Figure 

7.5b). 

Gas-phase H/D exchange of "b" fragment ions produced from AGAVGAGAG 

produced a distribution of exchanged ions for both bg which exchanged 6 of 9 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 3 (Figure 7.6a), and by which exchanged 5 of 8 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 2 (Figure 7.7a). Notice that the peak maxima for 

exchange of bg (Figure 7.3a), by (Figure 7.7a), and bg (Figure 7.6a) from AGAVGAGAG 

were 1, 2, and 3 respectively; a change in each case due to the increasing number of labile 

hydrogens. A smooth transition was not observed in the case of AGAVPAGAG, as bg 

exchanged 7 of 8 possible hydrogens with multiple peak maxima of 1, 3 and possibly 6 

(Figure 7.6b), and by exchanged 5 of 7 possible hydrogens with dual peak maxima of I and 

3 (Figure 7.7b). 
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7.3.3 Conclusion 

The "b" fragment ions composed of AGAVGAGA (bg) and AGAVGAG (by) 

produced similar MS-MS-MS spectra as the Pro-containing fragment ions AGAVPAGA (bg) 

and AGAVPAG (b,) with ail "b" ions losing water. The Pro-containing fragment ions, 

however, also produced internal fragments. H/D exchange of these "b" fragment ions was 

quite different as bg, by and b^ from AGAVGAG AG exchanged in a manner suggesting an 

oxazolone structure, while dual maxima were observed for exchange of the bg and by 

fragment ions from AGAVPAGAG suggesting a combination of ion structures. The "b" 

fragment ion composed of AGAVPip from AGAVPipAGAG would be predicted to be a 

charged oxazolone with no available proton to contribute to H/D exchange, however one 

exchange is observed. Questions still remain, such as why there is a strong water loss from 

"b" fragments of these nonapeptides (instead of "a" ion formation) and the single exchange 

observed for the b, fragment of AGAVPipAGAG, and further studies of these peptides is in 

order before these results can be interpreted. 
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7.4 Comparison of Fragmentation Efficiencies of L- vs D-isomer containing peptides 

Naturally occurring amino acids in most cases have the L-configuration, which refers 

to the stereochemical orientation of the groups bonded to the a-carbon that joins the peptide 

backbone to the residue side-chain. This linking of amino acids of the same stereo-

orientation provides peptides with a left-handed curl in structure, easing the formation of 

low-energy, hydrogen-bonded secondary structure such as a-helices.*®^"®^ The Pro residue 

is an exception to this structural tendency, as its five-membered ring forms a turn in the 

peptide backbone. The structures drawn in Table 7.2 are meant to convey the stereo-

differences between the L and D conformers of these amino acids. For instance, the "Pro 

turn" observed for L-Pro rotates the ring so that the conflict which governs trans versus cis 

configuration is between the 6C (ring carbon bonded to nitrogen) and the side-chain of the 

preceding residue. 

Table 7.2 

L D L D 

Ala 

O H CH, 
>.,X^ 

H O 

0 H,C^ ^H 

H O Pro 
o o 

NmA 

O H CH, 

CH, 0 

0 HiC H 

CH, O Pip 
o /"v y 

1̂>V 
o o 
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To better understanding how the structural changes of peptides that include Pro alter 

peptides dissociation energetics and fragmentation patterns, series of peptides were 

investigated that contain residues of the D-configuration. Inclusion of these residues in an 

otherwise all-L-residue peptide forces changes in the peptide backbone to change any steric 

repulsion and differences observed between L- and D-isomers illustrate gas-phase structural 

influences on dissociation. Prior work by Vaisar and Urban, collaborators with the Wysocki 

group, has found differing gas-phase basicity determined by the Kinetic Method in the 

peptide set A VXLG, where X is the L- or D-conformer of an amino acid,^^ with the D-amino 

acids showing greater gas-phase basicity. In studies of larger peptides known to adopt an a-

helical structure in solution, Summerfield and Gaskell found that incorporation of D-amino 

acids increased the energy requirements for fragmentation when experiments were performed 

at low temperature."®^ Fragmentation was comparable, however, when the experiments were 

performed at higher temperatures. 

Presented in Figure 7.8 and summarized in Table 7.3 are the Fragmentation energy 

curves for AVXLG, where the X represents either the L- or D- conformer of Ala, Pro, Pip, 

or (N-methyl)Ala, where all other residues are the L- conformers. The least energy change 

due to inclusion of a D-amino acid versus the L-conformer was observed for AVALG for 

which the E. ̂ orr 21.5 eV for the L-Ala-containing peptide and 23.4 eV for the o-Ala-

conformer, an increase of inflection point energy of 1.9 eV for the o-Ala-containing peptide 

(Figure 7.8a). The greatest energy change was observed for AV(Nme)ALG as the E, was 

14.4 eV for the L-(N-methyl)Ala-containing peptide and 18.9 eV for the D-(N-methyl)Ala-
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conformer, an increase of inflection point energy of 4.5 eV for the D-(N-methyl)Ala-

containing peptide (Figure 7.8b). The Pro and Pip-containing peptides showed energy 

increases for D- conformers that were similar (2.4 eV for Pro and 2.3 eV for Pip, Figures 

7.8c and 7.8d respectively). The E, of the L-Pro peptide was 18.3 eV vs. 20.7 eV for the 

D-Pro conformer, and the E,^orr of L-Pip peptide was 16.0 eV vs. 18.3 eV for the o-Pip 

conformer. Thus, these peptides all demonstrated an increase in energy requirement for 

fragmentation for D-residue containing peptides, with that increase ordered by Ala < Pip 

(slightly <) Pro < NmA. Following are descriptions of the fragment ions which resulted 

from these dissociations, both by SID in a quadrupole system and by CID in an ion trap, 

which provide clues to understand the energetics of these peptide systems. 

Table 7.3 

Peptide 
^(Reference for set) 

DOF 
E.(eV) 

measured 
E,corr (eV) 
corrected 

A E,,„„ 
vs Ref. 

A E, 
D vs L 

A V L-(N me) ALG 201 15.1 14.4 -7.1 

A E, 
D vs L 

A V D-(Nme) ALG 201 19.8 18.9 -4.5 4.5 

AVL- PipLG 213 17.8 16 -5.5 

AVD- PipLG 213 20.3 18.3 -5.1 2.3 

AVL- PLG 204 19.4 18.3 -3.2 

AVD- PLG 204 22.0 20.7 -2.7 2.4 

•AVL- ALG 192 21.5 21.5 0.0 

*AVD- ALG 192 23.4 23.4 0.0 1.9 
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7.4.1 AVALG, L-vs D-Alanine 

Dissociation of the peptide AVALG showed no cleavage preference upon 

dissociation of L vs. D stereoisomers, and key fragment ions formed are plotted in the Energy 

Resolved Mass Spectra shown in Figure 7.9. On the left side of the figure are the results of 

dissociation of the L-containing peptide (AVL-ALG), while on the right are the results of 

dissocation of the peptide containing the D-conformer of Ala (AVD-ALG). The upper two 

spectra are the SDD/tandem quadrupole results, while the lower two spectra are the CID/ion 

trap results. Only minor differences are observed in either instrument between the L- and D-

containing peptides. Dissociation by SID resulted in a general distribution of cleavages and 

ion types, and plotted here are only those ions important to the peptides as a set, thus the total 

abundances are less than 100%. Fragment ions formed for AVL-ALG (Figure 7.9a) are very 

similar to those for AVD-ALG (figure 7.9c). Dissociation by CID produced intense b4 

fragment ions due to the loss of the C-terminal residue, a low-energy process, for both AVL-

ALG (Figure 7.9b) and AVD-ALG (Figure 7.9d). 

7.4.2 AVPLG, L- vs D-Proline 

Dissociation of the two conformers of AVPLG by SID resulted in the requirement 

of greater energy to dissociate AVD-PLG than AVL-PLG (Figure 7.8) and this is reflected in 
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the Energy Resolved Mass Spectra by a slight decrease in fragment ions and increase in 

b4 ion formation which can be seen for AVD-PLG (Figure 7.10c) versus AVL-PLG (Figure 

7.10a). This same effect may be seen amplified in dissociation by CID in the ion trap, where 

the longer time frame for dissociation results in more abundant b4 ion formation in addition 

to the yj observed for AVL-PLG (Figure 7.10b) and for AVD-PLG the b4 is produced in 

greater abundance than y3 (Figure 7.1 Od). 

7.4.3 AV(Nme)ALG, L- vs D-(N-methyl)Alanine 

The greatest energy difference observed by SID for two conformers was between the 

L- and D- versions of N-methyI-Alanine (Figure 7.8b). The formation of the bj fiagment ion 

which dominates the spectra of AVL-(Nme)ALG (Figure 7.11a) is suppressed in AVD-

(Nme)ALG as the yj ion is formed in almost similar abundance (Figure 7.1 Ic). The NmA 

immonium ion becomes more important at greater energies of both (Figures 7.1 la and c). 

In the ion trap, b4 ion formation is more important for AVL-(Nme)ALG than by SID, however 

the bj ion is the dominate fragment formed in the trap (Figure 7.1 lb). The ion becomes 

the most important fragment formed for AVD-(Nme)ALG in the trap, with the bj ion 

dramatically suppressed and a more intense b4 ion evident (Figure 7.1 Id). 
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Similar to the effect observed for N-methyl-Ala, AVt-PipLG forms intense bj ions, 

but with the addition of fragment ions in both SID (Figure 7.12a) and CID (Figure 7.12b). 

Substitution of the D-conformer in AVo-PipLG requires greater energy for dissociation by 

SID, and increases the intensity of ions formed (Figure 7.12c), however b3 formation is 

dramatically suppressed in favor of y^ ions in the ion trap (Figure 7.12d). 

7.4.5 Conclusion 

Facile formation of y^ ions in AVPLG requires greater energy when the D-conformer 

of Pro is substituted in the peptide, and its formation is even fiirther suppressed in the ion 

trap where the C-terminal loss b4 ion dominates. The abundant bj ions observed for the L-

conformers of AV(Nme)ALG and AVPipLG are clearly suppressed in both instruments 

when the D-conformers of the amino acids are substituted. Thus, facile formation of the bj 

(cleavage C-terminal to the non-Pro-N-alkylated residue) is more difficult when the 

configurational change is made to the peptide, this cleavage is not observed for Pro 

regardless of configuration, and y^ formation (cleavage N-terminal to Pro) is also less 

straightforward when D-Pro is incorporated into the peptide. 
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7.5 Comparison of spectra and H/D exchange of L- vs D-isomer containing peptides 

Product ion spectra and gas-phase H/D exchange results of sets of peptides containing 

either the L- or D-conformer of given residues are discussed here. These results Eire 

summarized in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 

Peptide Peptide-O-methyl acetyl-Peptide 

Peptide Pos. 
Exch. 

Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Max 

Pos. 
Exch. 

Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Max 

Pos. 
Exch. 

Max 
Exch. 

Peak 
Max 

AVLALG 8 3 0 7 2 0 7 5 4 

AVDALG 8 3 0 7 2 0 7 6 4 

AVL(Nme)ALG 7 4 0 6 2 0 6 6 4 

AVD(Nme)ALG 7 4 0 6 3 0 6 6 4 

AVLPLG 7 5 2 6 5 I 6 4 2-3 

AVDPLG 7 3 0 6 I 0 6 6 5 

AVLPipLG 7 6 2-3 6 5 2 6 6 4 

AVoPipLG 7 5 I 6 4 1 6 6 4 

AGAVLPAGAG II I 0 10 10 6 

AGAVDPAGAG II I 0 10 8 4 

AG A V uPip AG AG II I 0 10 10 7 

AGAVoPipAGAG I! 1 0 10 10 5 

The question to be addressed here is whether the conformational changes to the 

peptide backbone due to Pro result in changes in intramolecular solvation that may affect the 
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fragment ions formed. There are two ways in which this could impact product ion spectra. 

(1) The transfer of the peptide along the backbone may allow access to certain positions with 

greater or lessor ease after a conformational change, and (2) the competition between the 

formation of "b" or "y" ions may be influenced by solvation effects which may make it more 

or less difficult to transfer a hydrogen, necessary for "y" ion formation. Any effect this might 

have on product ion spectra in Pro-containing peptides is in addition to difficulty in 

formation of the transition state for formation of the "b" ion C-terminal to Pro. 

7.5.1 AVXLG, L- vs D- Ala/Nma/Pip/Pro 

The Energy Resolved Mass Spectra of the previous section showed a decrease in ions 

formed due to cleavage C-terminal to the residues (N-methyl)-Ala and Pip for peptides 

containing the D-conformer of those amino acids. In order to focus on the product ion 

differences, the L- versus D- SID spectra of AVPLG and AV(Nme)ALG are provided in the 

following figures. These results are in agreement with work performed earlier by Vaisar and 

Urban, who noted spectral changes for the D-amino acids.^^ AVPLG showed little 

difference in L- versus D- conformers of Pro (Figure 7.13 a vs b), while AV(Nme)ALG 

(Figure 7.14) spectra are dramatically different when the central residue is substituted with 

the D-amino acid. Not shown because of similar trends, dissociation of the L- and D-

conformer containing AVALG were similar to each other, while the L- and D-conformer 

containing AVPipLG spectra were similar to AV(Nme)ALG. 
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Figure 7.13 Product ion spectra produced by SID of singly protonated (a) AVL-
PLG, and (b) AVD-PLG dissociated by SID on a CH3(CH2)i7S-Au surface of, both at 
30 eV collision energy. 
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The sets of peptides containing L- or D- conformers were subjected to gas-phase H/D 

exchange, and the results listed in Table 7.4 show that similarities in exchange characteristics 

were observed between the peptide set AVL-ALG versus AVD-ALG and also between the set 

AVL-(Nme)ALG versus AVD-(Nine)ALG. Esterification of the C-terminus made little 

difference except for the loss of one exchange, and both sets showed no difference between 

L- and D-conformers. Acetylation of the N-terminus also made no difference between 

conformers of each set, and increased exchange was observed for both sets. 

Significant differences, however, were observed for exchange of the peptides AVL-

PLG versus AVD-PLG (Figure 7.15a) and AVuPipLG versus AVo-PipLG (Figure 7.15b). 

The L-conformer of Pro allowed exchange of the peptide AVL-PLG as solvation effects were 

interrupted and 5 of 7 possible exchanges were observed with a peak maximum of 2, but 

when substituted by the D-conformer in AVD-PLG only 3 of 7 possible exchanges were 

observed with a peak max of 0. This same effect was observed for AVt-PipLG as 6 of 7 

possible exchanges were observed with a peak maximum of 2-3, and in AVo-PipLG 5 of 7 

exchanges were observed with a peak maximum of I. When the C-terminus was blocked in 

the Pro and Pip containing peptides, a reduction in exchange was observed due to the loss 

of the C-terminal hydrogen. When the N-terminus was blocked by acetylation, significant 

differences were observed for the peptide acetyl-AVPLG (Figure 7.16a), as both conformers 

exchange 6 of 6 possible hydrogens and acetyl-AVL-PLG has a peak max of 2 while acetyl-

AVD-PLG has a peak max of 5. However, the peptide set acetyl-AVPipLG showed no 
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difference between the L- and D-conformers (Figure 7.16b). 

Discussion The peptides set AVPLG showed significant differences in H/D 

exchange between conformers and AVL-PLG, in which the Pro causes a turn in the peptide 

backbone disrupting solvation of the protonated N-terminus, exchanged to a greater extent 

than did AVD-PLG . The same pattern was observed for the peptide set AVPipLG. Blocking 

the N-terminal protonation site reversed the pattern and acetyl-AVD-PLG exchanged more 

with D2O than did acetyl-AVL-PLG, however no differences were observed in the exchange 

of the L- and D-conformers of acetyl-AVPipLG. 

When the peptide has a protonated amino terminus, the turn caused by Pro in AVL-

PLG disrupts solvation resulting in exchange with DjO. The results suggest that the changed 

configuration in AVD-PLG improves accessibility of carbonyl oxygens to the site of 

protonation, and this increased solvation reduces the exchange observed as compared to the 

L-conformer. That is the same rationale for the exchange observed for the acetylated peptide, 

because with the N-terminus blocked exchange may involve any of the carbonyl oxygens in 

the peptides. Acetyl-AVL-PLG that could not solvate an N-terminal proton (when the N-

terminus was not acetylated), also carmot form as many accessible sites for H/D exchange, 

where acetyl-AVD-PLG, that could solvate the N-terminal proton (when not blocked by 

acetylation) can use that proximity to exchange to a greater extent. Similarities are seen in 

the Pip-containing peptides with a free N-terminus, but the greater flexibility of the 6-ring 

allows both of the acetylated peptides to exchange equally. 
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7.5.2 AGAVXAGAG, L- vs D- Pro/Pip 

N-terminal cleavage with "y" ion formation at Pro and C-terminal cleavage with "b" 

ion formation at other N-alkylated peptides was observed in the fragmentation of the nine-

residue peptide AGAVXAGAG, where X = Pro (Figure 7.17a) or X = Pip (Figure 7.17b). 

The "usual" effect, observed when the peptide contains all L-conformers of the amino acids, 

is shown in the top two spectra of Figure 7.17. Substitution of the Pro or Pip residue with 

the D-conformer has significant effects upon the fragment ions formed. AGAVD-PAGAG 

(Figure 7.17a, bottom) produces the yj fragment from N-terminal cleavage at Pro in 

competition with formation of both the b^ and bg ions. Formation of the bg ion, a low energy 

pathway due to loss of the C-terminal residue, is also observed for the L-Pro-containing 

peptide as well (Figure 7.17a, top). Fragment ion formation differences due to conformation 

is even greater for the Pip-containing peptides, as the bj ion formation observed for AGAVL-

PipAGAG (Figure 7.17b, top) is not the dominant ion formed for AGAVo-PipAGAG 

(Figure 7.17b, bottom), instead the ys fragment is more abundant and the bg and bg ions form 

with the same intensity as the bj ion. 
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H/D exchange of the peptides with a free N-terminus resulted in very little exchange 

for either conformer of AGAVPAGAG or AGAVPipAGAG (Table 7.4). However, 

acetylation of the N-terminus caused all conformers of these peptides to undergo exchange, 

with differences observed when the central residue was substituted by the D-conformer. 

Acetyl-AGAVL-PAGAG exchanged 10 of 10 possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 

6, while acetyl-AGAVo-PAGAG exchanged 8 of 10 possible hydrogens with a peak 

maximum of 4 (Figure 7.18a). Acetyl-AGAVL-PipAGAG exchanged 10 of 10 possible 

hydrogens with a peak maximum of 7, while acetyl-AGAVo-PipAGAG exchanged 10 of 10 

possible hydrogens with a peak maximum of 5 (Figure 7.18b.) 

Discussion The lack of conformational flexibility due to the five-membered Pro ring 

has a significant impact on exchange of the peptide acetyl-AGAVPAGAG where the two 

conformers behave very differently. Acetyl-AGAVPipAGAG shows less difference between 

the conformers due to the greater flexibility of the six-membered ring. These differences in 

H/D exchange may suggest factors that affect fragment ions formed. For example, acetyl-

AGAVL-PAGAG exchanges to a greater extent than the D-conformer peptide, suggesting 

more accessibility of carbonyl oxygens to each other within the peptide. Thus, the N-

protonated AGAVL-PAGAG would provide more opportunity for ion populations to sample 

the low-energy pathways upon activation, such as cleavage N-terminal to Pro (forming the 

ys of Figure 7.17a, top) or at the C-terminal peptide bond (forming the bg). However, acetyl-

AGAVD-PAGAG exchanges to relatively less extent, suggesting less accessibility within the 
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peptide. And this could mean that ion populations of AGAVD-PAGAG are more "isolated", 

have less opportunity to sample low energy cleavage pathways upon dissociation, and so 

default to less ideal cleavage pathways. This results in a greater abundance of less favored 

fragment ions, such as in the spectra of Figure 7.17a (bottom), and therefore increases the 

energy requirement for the dissociation. 
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7.5.3 Conclusions 

Remarkable differences are observed in peptides that are substituted with the D-

stereoisomer versus the L-stereoisomer of an amino acid. This configurational difference is 

enough to change cleavage at the N-alkylated residues NmA and Pip to the N-terminal rather 

than the C-terminal side, while cleavage at Pro remains at the N-terminal side of Pro with 

"y" ion formation regardless of configuration. 

The extent to which D2O exchanges with Pro-containing peptides suggests whether 

the peptide is highly solvated with many carbonyl oxygen sites accessible to the proton, or 

if the peptide is not highly solvated and more carbonyl oxygen sites are "isolated" from 

intramolecular solvation. If a peptide is highly solvated, less exchange is observed if the N-

terminus is protonated and favored low-energy cleavage events can occur upon activation. 

An acetylated N-terminus causes that peptide to exchange extensively since many equivalent 

interactions are possible. 

The Pro "turn" of an all L-configuration peptide has an effect upon the intramolecular 

solvation of the proton, and clear differences in H/D exchange and fragment ions are 

observed when a D-Pro amino acid is substituted. The change depends upon the size of the 

peptide and the location of the Pro residue. Pro-containing peptides require further study by 

ion-mobility methods to investigate the possibility of multiple ion structures and by 

molecular modeling to test possible intramolecular solvation sites. 
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chapters 

conclusions 

The effect of conformation and N-alkylation on gas-phase peptide fragmentation is 

a complex subject. The work described in this dissertation was devoted primarily to 

understanding why cleavage occurs N-terminal to proline residues and why cleavage does 

not occur C-terminal to proline residues. Through these investigations a great deal has been 

leamed about the influence of proline on gas-phase peptide conformation and dissociation. 

In addition, statistical analysis of a body of peptide spectra and gas-phase H/D exchange 

experiments have proven to be valuable supplements to studies of peptide fragmentation in 

the Wysocki research laboratory. The purpose of this brief chapter is to organize the insights 

gained from this work £md to propose directions for the future. 

Probing the Relay Mechanism of Gas-Phase H/D Exchange H/D exchange of 

model peptides with 0,0 as the neutral exchange molecule was characterized and found to 

provide valuable insight into the g£is-phase conformation of peptides. Peptides of 

intermediate size, varying basicity, and conformational differences were investigated to "fill 

the gap" in the literature where very small (2-3 residue) peptides or very specific 

(Bradykinin) peptides have been described without full understanding of the exchange 

process. Results of H/D exchange of peptides containing an internal Pro residue suggest that 

Pro disrupts the intramolecular solvation of the proton likely located at the N-terminus. 
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Results of H/D exchange of peptides containing Lys or His suggest that these residues 

provide the peptide with a side chain similar in basicity to the N-terminus and that these two 

locations (the side chain and the N-terminus) are involved in relay exchange with DiO. The 

reactivity of Arg-containing oligoalanines and their derivatives suggests that salt bridge 

structures may form for these 5-residue peptides as they have been demonstrated previously 

to form for 9-residue Bradykinin and as was demonstrated here for 9-residue RLDIFSDFR. 

MS^ and gas-phase H/D exchange results of the b4 and b^ fragment ions from LDIFSDF and 

acetyl-LDIFSDF provide strong evidence of different "b" fragment structures formed at those 

positions, and exchange results are consistent with the formation of an oxazolone ion 

(cleavage at the Phe-Ser bond) and an anhydride b^ ion (cleavage at the Asp-Phe bond). 

Future directions for this work may be to extend the H/D exchange studies of Arg-

containing peptides, varying size and adding additional residues including a second Arg to 

determine the number of residues required for a peptide to form a salt bridge. Utilizing 

additional methods such as ion mobility and molecular modeling may confirm results and 

provide information about the collision cross section of these molecules. The FTICR now 

at the University of Arizona should be utilized to expand studies of H/D exchange of 

peptides containing basic residues. 

Analysis of a Database of Peptide Tandem Mass Spectra for Proline Containing 

Peptides The zmalysis of many mass spectra generated from peptides that contained proline 

residue(s) provided insight into cleavage at this residue. This study was unique, and 
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provided surprising results as it was found that 36.3% of combined "a", "b", and "y" ion 

intensity formed from a peptide is due to cleavage at Xxx-Pro bonds. It was determined that 

cleavage at Xxx-Pro bonds may be predicted when the identify of the Xxx residue is His, 

Asp, Val, He, or Leu, while cleavage at Xxx-Pro bonds may be predicted not to occur when 

Xxx is Gly or Pro. Insight into why cleavage occurs at the aliphatic residues Val, He and Leu 

was obtained by observation of those bonds in published X-ray crystzil data, as the more 

conformationally restrained Val-Pro, Ile-Pro and Leu-Pro bonds provided high cleavage 

intensities in mass spectra, while the less restrained Gly-Pro bond resists cleavage in 

peptides. 

In future work, these studies should be extended to other residue types, with 

particular focus on biologically important residues such as tryptophan and serine. The side-

chain functionalities of these residues are important in biological pathways and may provide 

unexpected cleavage events in peptides because gas-phase intramolecular solvation provides 

a very different environment than solution (for example the reactivity of His in peptide 

fragmentation would not be predicted from the low solution pKa of its protonated side 

chain). 

The effect of N-alkylation on peptide dissociation The inclusion of a proline as 

the N-terminal residue of a peptide increases the energy required for dissociation due to the 

increased basicity imparted by the secondary amine of Pro; when Pro is an internal residue, 

however, fragmentation efficiencies depend upon the identity of the residue immediately 
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preceding Pro. The inclusion of other N-alkylated residues into peptides reduces energy 

requirements due to the increased nucleophilic character of the carbonyl oxygen N-terminal 

to the N-alkylated residue as described in literature."^ The dissociation of (N-methyl)Ala 

and Pip, with cleavage C-terminal to the N-alkylated residues and formation of abundant "b" 

ions, would likely be the favored cleavage pathway of Pro except for the steric limitations 

of the Pro ring. 

The fragmentation patterns of Pro-containing peptides, with abundant "y" ion 

formation, provides evidence that the cleavage of a peptide bond begins with protonation at 

the carbonyl oxygen rather than the backbone nitrogen. The "b" ions formed C-terminal to 

the N-alkylated residues (N-methyl)Ala and Pip provide evidence for which hydrogen is 

shifted to the C-terminal piece in a cleavage event resulting in a "b" ion, because those N-

alkylated residues have no hydrogen available, therefore the ionizing proton (or its 

equivalent) must transfer. H/D exchange of N-alkylated residue containing peptides showed 

that it is the ring, and not the N-alkylation that shifts exchange patterns and thus the Pro 

"turn" disrupts accessibility of carbonyl oxygens that intramolecularly solvate the proton. 

Finally, it is suggested that a common mechanism may link conunon "b" and "y" ion 

formation, the transfer of the proton to a carbonyl oxygen followed by the formation of an 

oxazolone protonated at the ring nitrogen ("b" ion formation) with the possible transfer of 

that proton to the C-terminal piece ("y" ion formation). 

In future work Pro-containing peptides whose H/D exchange results suggest multiple 

gas-phase conformations should be investigated by ion mobility and molecular modeling 
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methods. Multiple confonnations may be separated in an ion mobility experiment and their 

collision cross-sections measured. In addition, the H/D exchange rates of these same 

peptides should be measured in the FTICR instrument to consider the possibility that 

different regions of the peptides may undergo exchange with 0,0 at different rates. 

TMPP fixed charge derivatives The structure of "a" ions formed directly from the 

parent ion by charge remote cleavage was determined, and it may be different from the "a" 

ion formed in the general case (which may form by further dissociation of a "b" ion) or it 

may have the same structure. A loss of m/z 46 from the TMPP derivative was suggested to 

be a loss of C^HgO, formed by the interaction of two of the methoxy groups in the TMPP 

derivative. It was demonstrated that charge remote "a" ions that correspond to cleavage 

immediately C-terminal to an N-alkylated residue do not form. A doubly-charged TMPP-

AVPLG peptide, which had an added proton, produced the only "b" ion observed to form C-

terminal to a Pro (bj^*) although its structure is unknown. 

The effect of conformation on peptide dissociation The location of a Pro or the 

location of an Arg residue influenced the H/D exchange of peptides. The "b" fragment ions 

from AGAVGAGAG with no Pro produced similar MS^ spectra as the "b" ions from 

AGAVPAGAG that contained an internal Pro residue. However, H/D exchange of these "b" 

ions was quite different as dual maxima were observed for exchange of the "b" ions from 

AGAVPAGAG suggesting multiple ion structures. The bj ion from AGAVPipAGAG 
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exchanged a single hydrogen for deuterium suggesting an unknown structure. 

The relative energy requirements for dissociation of peptides containing D-

stereoisomers of amino acids substituted into an otherwise all L-configuration peptide are 

increased, and these greater onset energies are also reflected in the resulting fragment ions 

formed. Remarkable differences in fragmentation patterns are observed in peptides 

substituted with the D-stereoisomer versus the L-stereoisomer of an amino acid. This 

configurational difference is enough to change cleavage at the N-alkylated residues (N-

methyl)Ala and Pip to the N-terminal rather than the C-terminal side, while cleavage at Pro 

remains at the N-terminal side of Pro with "y" ion formation regardless of configuration. 

The extent to which DjO exchanges with Pro-containing peptides suggests whether 

the peptide is highly solvated with many carbonyl oxygen sites accessible to the proton, or 

if the peptide is not highly solvated and more carbonyl oxygen sites are "isolated" from 

intramolecular solvation. The Pro "turn" of an all L-configuration peptide has an effect upon 

the intramolecular solvation of the proton, and clear differences in WD exchange and 

fragment ions are observed when a D-Pro amino acid is substituted. 

In future work the strong water loss from "b" fragments of the AGAVXAGAG 

peptides (which occurred instead of expected "a" ion formation) and the single exchange 

observed for the bs fragment of AGAVPipAGAG should be investigated by MS" and 

molecular modeling methods. Again, Pro-containing peptides require further study by ion-

mobility methods to investigate the possibility of multiple ion structures and by molecular 

modeling to test possible intramolecular solvation sites. Pro could be useful as a tool to 
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initiate a conformational change into a peptide carrying other residues of interest to test 

interactions of the peptide under these conditions. 

Summary Investigations described in this dissertation found that cleavage at Xxx-

Pro bonds depends upon the identity of the Xxx residue, and this finding is immediately 

applicable to improved peptide sequencing algorithms. If computer programs such as 

Sequest incorporated higher scoring if enhanced cleavage was evident for Pro-containing 

peptides when Xxx is His, Asp, Val, He, or Leu, or if reduced cleavage was evident when 

Xxx is Gly or Pro then increased correlation scores would improve confidence in peptide 

identification. We have also gained greater understanding of the mechanism of cleavage at 

Pro residues. A non-Pro N-alkylated residue in a peptide directs cleavage C-terminal to the 

N-alkylated residue; however, this is dependent upon the conformation of the peptide as 

cleavage is directed N-terminal to the residue when the D-stereoisomer of the N-alkylated 

residue is substituted into the peptide. Cleavage rarely occurs C-terminal to Pro residues in 

peptides due to steric limitations imposed by the 5-membered ring. Dramatically different 

gas-phase H/D exchange results observed for L-Pro-containing peptides after substitution 

with the D- stereoisomer of Pro in addition to evidence of Pro-cleavage dependence upon the 

preceding residue and conformational dependence of other N-alkylated residues leads us to 

conclude that the conformational turn in a peptide backbone and the steric limitations 

imposed by the Pro ring are the primary factors affecting cleavage at Pro. 
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APPENDIX A Gas-Phase Ion Energetics 

(References listed on Page 412) 

Hunter & Lias' Harrison" 

Amino 
acid 

GB (kcal mol ') PA (kcal mol"') GB (kcal mol ') PA (kcal moi ') 

Gly 203.7 211.9 202.7 210.5 

Ala 207.4 215.5 206.4 214.2 

Cys 207.8 215.9 206.2 214.0 

Asp 209.0 217.2 208.6 216.4 

Val 209.5 217.6 208.7 216.5 

Glu 210.1 218.2 215.6 223.4 (226.4) 

Ser 210.5 218.6 207.6 215.2 

Leu 210.5 218.6 209.6 217.4 

He 211.2 219.3 210.8 218.6 

Pro 211.8 220.0 214.3 222.1 

Thr 212.4 220.5 211.7 219.5 

Phe 212.5 220.6 212.1 219.9 

Asn 213.1 222.0 212.8 220.6 (223.6) 

Tyr 213.2 221.0 213.1 220.9 

Gin 215.0 224.1 214.2 222.0 (225.0) 

Met 215.5 223.6 213.3 221.1 (224.1) 

Trp 219.0 226.8 216.1 223.9 (226.9) 

His 227.1 236.0 223.7 231.5 (234.5) 

Lys 227.3 238.0 221.8 235.6 

Arg 240.58 251.2 237.0 244.8 (247.8) 
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PA (kcal mol"') 

Peptide Wu & Fenselau^ Wu & Lebrilla^ Zhang & Cassady^ 

Gly, 211.6 210.1 208.3 

Gly, 219.1 218.5 217.4 

Gly3 223.1 219.8 220.6 

Gly4 227.2 219.8 226.0 

Glys 231.8 221.7 226.3 

Calculated PA (kcal mol"') (B3LYP/6-311) 
Topol & Russo® 

Amino acid N-protonation O-protonation 

Glycine 211.5 184.4 

Alanine 215.5 187.3 

Neutral Reagents for HD Exchange 
Lias & Mallard' 

Reagent PA (kcal mol ') 

D,0 166.5 

CDjOD 181.9 

CD3CO2D 190.2 

NDj 204.0 



Experimental GB® 
(kcal/mol) 

Experimental' & 
Ref(a)'° GB (kcal/moI) 

amino acid 
or peptide 

GB +/- amino acid 
or peptide 

GB +/-

Gly 201.4 2.2 VaP 212.3 2.5 

GlyGly 208.0 2.3 Pro' 221.9 2.9 

GlyGlyGly 211.4 2.4 Phe' 217.4 2.6 

Pro 213.3 2.2 Tyr» 217.4 2.6 

GlyPro 214.8 3.4 ProVal 221.9 2.9 

GlyGlyPro 217.0 2.8 ValPro 223.7 1.9 

GlyProGly 217.0 2.8 ValPhe 221.9 2.9 

ProGly 219.0 2.8 ValTyr 221.9 2.9 

ProGlyGly 219.0 2.8 

ProPro 223.3 3.3 
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APPENDIX B Amino Acids: Abbreviations and Structures 

h^n 
OH 

o 

Alanine (Ala, A) 

h^n^ ,nh 

- Y 
HN, 

OH 
h,n 

Arginine (Arg, R) 

NHt 

o 

o 

h^n 
OH 

o 

Asparagine (Asn, N) 

OH 

o 

h,n 
OH 

o 

Aspartic Acid (Asp, D) 

HS 

h^n 
OH 

o 

Cysteine (Cys, C) 

ho^ ^o 

hon 
OH 

o 

Glutamic Acid (Glu, E) 

hzn^ .o 

OH 
h^n 

o 

Glutamine (Gin, Q) 

h,n 
OH 

o 

Glycine (Gly, G) 

OH 

Histidine (His, H) 

h^n 
OH 

o 

Isoleucine (He, I) 

OH 
h^n 

Leucine (Leu, L) 
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nh^ 

OH 
H-,N 

o 

Lysine (Lys, K) 

OH 
HN 

o 

Proline (Pro, P) 

HN 

OH 

Tryptophan (Trp, W) 

OH 
h^n 

Methionine (Met, M) 

HO, 

OH 
h2n" 

o 

Serine (Sen S) 

HO, 

hon 
OH 

o 

Tyrosine (Tyr, Y) 

.OH 
h^n' 

o 

Phenylalanine (Phe, F) 

. o h  

OH 

o 

Threonine (Thr, T) 

OH 
hon 

o 

Valine (Val. V) 
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APPENDIX C Peptide Cleavage Ratios at Xxx-Pro 

Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
\xx - Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

D-P 

Ratio 

E-P 

Ratio 

F-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

H-P 

Ratio 

I-P 

Ratio 

K-P 

Ratio 

L-P 

Ratio 

M-P 

Ratio 

RVVDPFTR 0.945 
SFELPALPYAK 0.344 

0.595 
TKPLWTR 0.906 
LRPLTLTAPK 
SNGLAPEIPEDLYYLIK 0.462 0.387 
GFYKPIVTVPGK 0.455 
LLNGIPLDEEETR 0.843 
EAGLVPSTSEAIR 
ICAHGLSPEDPGLIC 0.774 
IVAGKPLYVAJAOR 0.809 
VFPNLPLEHYR 0.072 0.734 
ILYVPOKPLGTTR 0.263 
IPTHPETEOPK 0.677 n/a 
VLNAPHPR 0.182 0.620 
AICPHPYPTLVR 0.007 0.669 
VLEFHPFDPVSK 0.354 0.444 
AOHPGNIPNR 0.685 0.112 
RGFYKPIVTVPGK 0.064 
KYIPGEPEFLPFVNELPK 0.325 0.278 0.IS7 

n/a 
SDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.657 0.128 
TVH\'PGTTVTHTVR 
DIPV PKPKPNELLINVK n/a 0.360 

0.172 
ICVGIPAGVVNIVPCPGR 0.000 0.517 
LGKPAIANVR 0.765 
GGVIPGEYIPAVDK 0.613 

0.150 
APTAAELQAPPPPPSSTK n/a 

0.602 

KEJOYVPEVSALDLSR 
SSAAPPPPPRR 0.205 

THEPINP^PHK 0.576 
AEHVGVLHWGVPSISAO 
AEMGELPIFNLAIPK 0.204 0.543 
YRPNCPIILVTR 0.504 
GAWGKPHGLAAR 0,746 
ONRPLPOWIR 0.310 
TLRDPVIYR 0.745 
VDGTKPVAEVR 0.743 

YIPGEPEFLPFVNELPK 0.339 n/a 0.401 
n/a 

YHPDKNPSEEAAEK 0.635 

ILDKFPLEIRPFYTM 0.520 
VIFLTADAFGVLPPVSK 0.724 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) 

N-P 

Ratio 

p-p 

Ratio 

Q-P 

Ratio 

R-P 

Ratio 

s-p 

Ratio 

t-p 

Ratio 

V-P 

Ratio 

W-P 

Ratio 

Y-P 

Ratio total 

rvvdpftr 0.945 
sfelpalpyak 0.939 

tkplwtr 0.906 
LRPLTLTVTfC 0.1-48 0.747 0.894 
snglapeipedlyylifc 0.849 
gfykpivtvpck 0.391 0.846 
llngipldeeetr 0.843 
eaglvpstseair 0.826 0.826 
kahglspedpglk 0.047 0.821 
ivagkplyvaiaqr 0.809 
vfpnlplehyr 0.806 
ilyypokplgttr 0.542 0.805 
ipthpeteqpk 0.128 0.805 
vlnaphpr 0.802 
AlCPHPVPTLVR 0.123 0.799 
vlefhpfdpvsk 0.797 
aohpgnipnr 0.796 
rgfykpivtvpgk 0.727 0.791 
kyipgepeflpfvnelpk 0.790 

sdnipvvffnkdpgak 0.785 
tvhvpgttvthtvr 0.780 0.780 
dipvtkpkpnellinvk 0.246 0.778 

kvgipagvvnivpcpgr 0.256 0.774 
lgkpaianvr 0.765 
ggvipgeyipavdic 0.763 

aptaaelqapppppsstk 0.043 
0.072 
0.041 
0.005 

0.763 

kdoyvpevsaldlsr 0.759 0.759 
ssaappppprr 0.181 

0.215 
0.087 
0.069 

0.758 

thepnpyphk 0.088 0.092 0.755 
aehvgvlhvvgvpsisaq 0.754 0.754 
aemgelpifnlaipk 0.747 
yrpncpiilvtr 0.242 0.746 
gawgkphgl\ar 0.746 
qnrplpqwir 0.435 0.745 
tlrdpviyr 0.745 
VDGTIvPVAEVR 0.743 
YIPGEPEFLPFVNELPK 0.740 

yhpdk..\pseea.aek. 0.096 0.731 
ILDKFPLEIRPFYTM 0.211 0.730 
viflt.adafgvlppvsk 0.006 0.730 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

D-P 

Ratio 

e-P 

Ratio 

f-p 

Ratio 

G-P 

Ratio 

H-P 

Ratio 

l-P 

Ratio 

K-P 

Ratio 

l-p 

Ratio 

-m-p 

Ratio 
alkpvfodlyestic 0.730 
fcaocpiier 0.723 
GSNFOCSSRPPR 
[lAAIPNPEDVVAISSR 0.687 
ildkfpleirpf 0.696 
AKSDNIPVVFFNKDPGAfC 0.473 0.242 
ALAIFVPVPSLAGFHK 

mefpepvisvavepk 0.224 
0.029 

0.453 

AIOQPFLLPIEDVFSISGR 0.650 
ktplepgleltaiak 0.700 
styhvplllleok 
lsnlkepohoaavpvsoeener 0.158 
AVVt.\PlCAPVASPR 0.122 

0.517 
ifvpvpslagfhk 

nalkpvfodlyestk 0.683 
ignefplptyategsagldlr 0.318 0.361 
ipifsasglphneiaaoicr n/a 0.679 
lanekpedvfer 0.679 
dffelpltdeovek 0.677 
fcghvpahiieor 
lywgtaptgrph 0.649 
GGFRPSGSGANTAPLGR 0.325 
kvwldpnetseiaoansr 0.659 
alllaplaphfaeyiyr 0.374 

0.285 
hpfpgpgiair 0.643 0.016 n/a 
hsitlipsenftsk 0.658 
risveepskedgvpptk; 0.111 
SrFTHEEPKPLVHVPLTPK 0.319 0.051 
iagvvyhpsnnelvr 0.654 
kqnrplpqwir 0.221 
KSEELVPGRPLAIAL 
hgaasvlnfellpeppver 0.196 0.445 
flrpfipolor 0.258 
vsiveiipfeeeonir 0.639 
GIHIPOTPK. 0.604 
ilelagfldsyipeper 0.076 0.559 
wfthitpymt 
kpavsnspspspsapslttglgak 0.180 n/a 

ll.amaphfaeyiyr 0.048 
0.581 

fspnpgyhlfek 
vitlpdvpgvdadnik 0.420 
slglklplsvinvsaor 0.618 
dkyhpgyfgk 0.617 
egiepdqpgvvgpik 0.573 0.031 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) 

N-P 

Ratio 

P-P 

Ratio 

Q-P 

Ratio 

R-P 

Ratio 

S-P 

Ratio 

T-P 

Ratio 

V-P 

Ratio 

W-P 

Ratio 

V-P 

Ratio TOTAL 
ALKPVFODLYESTK 0.730 
ICAOCPIIER 0.723 
GSNFOGSSRPPR 0.051 0.670 0.721 
IIAAIPNPEDVVAISSR 0.033 0.720 
ILDKFPLEIRPF 0.021 0.718 
AKSDNIPVVFFNKDPGAK 0.715 
AL.\IFVPVPSLAGFHK 0.647 

0.058 
0.706 

MEFPEPVISVAVEPK 0.706 

AIDQPFLLPIEDVFSISGR 0.050 0.700 
KTPLEPGLELTAIAK n/a 0.700 
SrVWPLLLLEOK 0.699 0.699 
LSNLKEPOHOAAVPVSQEENER 0.537 0.695 
AVM.\PKAPVASPR 0.049 0.688 

[FVPVPSLAGFHK 0.434 
0.254 

0.688 

NALKPVFODLYESTfC 0.683 
IGNEFPLPTYATEGSAGLDLR 0.679 
IPIFSASGLPHNEI.AAOICR 0.679 
LANEKPEDVFER 0.679 
DFFELPLTDEOVEK 0.677 
KGHVPAHIIEOR 0.677 0.677 
LYWGTAPTGRPH 0.023 0.672 
GGFRPSGSCANTAPLGR 0.342 0.667 
KVWLDPNETSEIAOANSR 0.659 
ALLL.\PIAPHFAEY1YR 0.659 

HPFPCPGLAIR 0.658 

HSITLIPSENFTSK 0.658 

RISVEEPSKEDGVPPTIC 0.012 0.535 0.658 

SIFTHEEPKPLVHVPLTPK n/a 0.285 0.656 
IAGVVYHPSNNELVR 0.654 

KQNRPLPOWIR 0.430 0.650 
KSEELYPGRPLAIAL 0.033 0.615 0.647 

HGAASVLNFELLPEPPVER 0.003 0.645 
FLRPFIPOLOR 0.386 0.643 
VSIVEIIPFEEEONIR 0.639 

GIHIPOTPK 0.034 0.639 
ILELAGFLDSYIPEPER 0.635 
WFTHITPYMT 0.635 0.635 
KPAVSNSPSPSPSAPSLTTGLGAK 0.204 

0.123 
0.128 

0.635 

LL.\P1APHFAEYIYR 0.629 

FSPNPGYHLFEK 0.627 n/a 0.627 

VITLPDVPG VDADNIK 0.206 0.626 
SLGLKLPLSVINVSAQR 0.618 

DKYHPGYFGK 0.617 

EGIEPDQPGVVCPIK 0.013 0.617 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

D-P 

Ratio 

E-P 

Ratio 

F-P 

Ratio 

G-P 

Ratio 

H-P 

Ratio 

I-P 

Ratio 

K-P 

Ratio 

L-P 

Ratio 

•M-P 

Ratio 
LHSFAIGLPNAPDLOAAR 0.038 0.577 
ILYGHLDDPHGOD[OR 0.613 
HSVGIPVFCPSVK. 0.037 0.574 
LAAPENEKPAPVR 0.084 

0.036 
0.492 

PVGNPEGPEKPNK 0.077 0.155 
LTGOKPTGPGGAASHLPNAM 0.032 0.018 0.556 
DGKPYVFFTIPDGK 0.217 0.387 
IGAWHPAHVM 0.601 
KYHPDELAK 0.596 
HFASYANLPGTITHGM 0.594 
KONRPLPO 0.532 
HIDFAPTSP 0.593 
LKVPAINVNDSVTK 
AFHDTEWATODPR 0.588 
VIOTVNOVETHPHLPOM 0.321 n/a 0.263 
HGDWPLPVK. 0.476 
LVEGLANDPENK.VPUK 0.298 
S LPLAN LPLAENI LPEIITHR n/a 

0.301 
0.280 

GDLGEPTPAVEVDNITLR 0.323 
YVDPNVLPETESLALVIDR 0.005 0.574 
YGHAEDFVPILESPEGK 
KPQ PDWS VVSO ALPTLAK n/a 0.383 
FPPEPSGYLHIGHAK 0.323 n/a 
PVGNPEGPEKPNICK 0.104 0.182 
GFTPINFVFPNLPLEHVR 0.445 0.127 
PFSKPOEPVKAEEAEOPK 0.230 0.338 
DYRPAEETEAOAEPVEA 0.517 
ALOIKPEKVPIVGEYLLK. 0.379 
LOA.NPASIASR 
IHAPOSV^PELR 0.489 
KQVPVEEFKLPK 0.231 
GHLDDPHGODIOR 0.560 
LITSHLVDTDPEVDSIIICDEIER 0.560 
KPVTMRVHPICNGK 0.560 n/a 
GQDFAPAFDVAPDWESYEYTK 0.129 

0.430 
ELLSOYDFPGDDTPIVR 0.509 
DKYHPGYFGKVGM 0.557 
GASONIIPSSTG.AAK 0.557 
VAPEEHPVLLTEAPMNPK n/a 

0.141 
0.414 

LIHSGOPVNDFIDTATR 
KLPIFG VD ALPEALQLIS K n/a 

0.551 
OEAFTDGLSSVPHPK 0.499 
TASGNIIPSSTGAAK 0.549 
FR-APEALFHPSVL 0.019 0.530 
NFDALY>POOHPAR 0.033 
LIDVDGKPQIQVEFK 0.545 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) 

N-P 

Ratio 

p-p 

Ratio 

Q-P 

Ratio 

R-P 

Ratio 

S-P 

Ratio 

T-P 

Ratio 

V-P 

Ratio 

W-P 

Ratio 

Y-P 

Ratio total 
lhsfaiglpnapdloaar 0.615 
ilyghlddphgodior 0.613 
hsvgipvfgpsvk 0.612 
laapenekpapvr 0.612 

pvgnpecpekpnk 0.375 0.608 
ltgo kptg pgg a.'vshlpn am 0.606 
dgkpyvfftipdgk 0.604 
igawhpahvm 0.601 
k.yhpdelak 0.596 
hfasyanlpgtithgm 0.594 
fconrplpo 0.062 0.593 
hidfaptsp n/a 0.593 
lkvpainvndsvtk 0.590 0.590 
afhdtewatodpr 0.588 
vkptvnqvethphlpqm 0.584 
hgdwplpvk. 0.108 0.584 
lveg landpenfcvpli k 0.283 0.581 
s lplanlplaenilpeiithr 0.581 

gdlgeptpavevdnitlr 0.257 0.580 
yvdpnvlpeteslalvidr 0.579 
yghaedfx'pilespegk. 0.067 0.511 0.578 
kpqpdwsvvsoalptlak 0.192 0.575 
fppepsgylhighak. 0.252 0.575 
pvgnpegpekpnkk: 0.287 0.573 
gftpinfvfpnlplehyr n/a 0.572 
pfsicpoepvkaeeaeqpk n/a 0.569 
dyrpaeete-aoaepvea 0.051 0.568 
aloikpehypivgeyllk: 0.186 0.565 
loanpasiasr 0.564 0.564 
ihaposvypelr 0.073 0.562 
kcovpveefklpk 0.330 0.561 
ghlddphgodior 0.560 
litshlvdtdpevdsiikdeier 0.560 
kpvtmrvhpkngk 0.560 
godfapafdvapdwesyeytk 0.559 

ellsqydfpgddtpivr 0.049 0.558 
dkyhpgyfgkvgm 0.557 
gasonllpsstgaak 0.557 
vapeehpvllteapmnpk n/a 0.555 

li HSGOPVNDFI dtatr 0.552 0.552 
klpifgvdalpealqlisic 0.551 

OEAFTDGLSSYPHPK 0.051 0.550 
tasgniipsstgaaic 0.549 
fr.\pealfhpsvl 0.549 
nfdalyvpoohpar 0.513 0.546 
lidvdgkpqiqvefic 0.545 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

a-p 

Ratio 

c-p 

Ratio 

d-p 

Ratio 

E-p 

Ratio 

f-p 

Ratio 

G-p 

Ratio 

h-p 

Ratio 

i-p 

Ratio 

kp 

Ratio 

l-p 

Ratio 

m-p 

Ratio 
hidfaktspfggar 0.533 
riupapvaygk 0.370 0.172 
eyapaedpgvisvtk 0.309 0.233 
flpvaspfhshllvpasdlinic n/a 
alqikpehypivgey 0.172 
kledlspsthnmevpvvk 
pk.\pvaspr 0.535 
mkshwvpntl 
nlhthpvaapvsk 0.155 0.378 
spvgnpecpekpnkk 0.092 0.203 
ekvngasvpinlhpsfc 0.027 
vieopitsetamk 
nrplpqwir 0.218 
pvylg lpanlvdlnvtak 0.499 
rvllsaplsk: 0.520 
lstnpgfhlfek 
gyfikptvfgdvic 0.517 
kseelvpgrplaialdtk. 
hlgellgiphdlvwr 0.517 
lgaeeitadipnvgesalsk. 0.516 
hefyhdvhpplgk 0.450 
vchahptlse.\fk 0.515 
nfepdfvvvingsk 0.514 
aifvpvpslagfhk 

iiehdvpehffgelak 
gepghpdaevr n/a 0.510 
gfdipnienhdvvpmlok 0.095 
dyimspvgnpecpekpnkk 0.042 0.054 
ykfpcook 0.503 
nqilvsgeipstlneesk: 0.502 
alpgvdsaildpr 0.499 n/a 
eygvpvilhtdhaak 
llipvoelplllkpnk 0.152 0.052 0.294 
shyvpddgdihgaptr 0.025 
rpvylglpanlvdlnvpak 0.194 
ki dl d vu\plssf.\atahk 0.494 
fgwdthgvpiehiidic 
vfmadfedslapdwnk 0.492 
ipeiplvvstdlesiqk. n/a 

0.492 
knilpolssnaletwar 0.030 0.459 
rgdlgie1papevla.v0k 0.178 0.310 
lldivkpgvvtgedvok, 0.488 
algikpqiyak: 0.484 
lvpdeltvalvk 
avefshrpgr 
yvvgsaigphpvptlvr 0.089 0.300 
vgytlpshiistsdvtr 0.479 
hidfaptspfggarpgr 0.278 
fiaphlpvdle-aedeafttyr n/a 0.478 
gdlgveigdpelvgvqkk 0.476 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (V) 

N-P 
Ratio 

P-P 

Ratio 

Q-P 
Ratio 

R-P 
Ratio 

S-P 

Ratio 

T-P 
Ratio 

V-P 

Ratio 

W-P 

Ratio 

Y-P 

Ratio TOTAL 
HIDFAPTSPFGGAR 0.010 0.542 
RIIIPAPYAYGIC 0.542 
EYAPAEDPGVISVTK 0.542 
FLPVASPFHSHLLVPASDLINK 0.022 0.519 0.541 
ALOIKPEWPIVGEY 0.365 0.537 
KLEDLSPSTHNMEVPVVK 0.245 0.291 0.536 
PKAPVASPR 0.000 0.535 
MKSH\V\'PNT1 0.535 0.535 
NLHTHPV.\^\PVSK 0.533 
SPVCNPEGPEKPNKK. 0.235 n/a 0.530 
EKVNGASVPINLHPSK 0.503 0.530 
VIEQPITSETAMK 0.526 0.526 
NRPLPQWIR 0.307 0.525 
PVYLGLPANLVDLNVPAK. 0.025 0.524 
RVLLSAPLSK 0.520 
LSTNPGFHLFEK 0.519 0.519 
GYFIKPTVFGDVIC 0.517 
KSEEL^PGRPLAIALDTK 0.067 0.450 0.517 
HLGELLGIPHDLVWR 0.517 
LGAEEITADIPNVGESALSK 0.516 
HEFYHDVIIPPLGIC 0.066 0.515 
VCHAHPTLSEAFK. 0.515 
NFEPDFVVMNGSK 0.514 
AIFVPVPSLAGFHK: 0.422 

0.090 
0.512 

IIEHDVPEHFFGELAK: 0.5 [I 0.511 
GEPGHPDAEVR 0.510 
GFDIPNIENHDWPMLOK 0.415 0.510 
DYIMSPVGNPECPEIvPNfCK 0.294 0.113 0.503 
YKFPGOOK 0.503 
NQILVSGEIPSTLNEESK 0.502 
ALPGVDSAILDPR 0.499 
EYGVPVILHTDHAAK: 0.499 0.499 
LLIPVOELPLLLKPNK 0.498 
SHYVPDDGDIHGAPTR 0.471 0.496 
RPVYLGLPANLVDLNVPAK n/a 0.301 0.495 
KIDIDVLAPLSSFAATAHK. 0.494 
FGWDTHGVPIEHIIDK 0.493 0.493 
VFMADFEDSLAPDWNK 0.492 
IPEIPLVVSTDLESIQK 0.492 

KNI LPDLSSNALETKPAR 0.489 
RGDLGIEIPAPEVLAVOK 0.489 
LLDIVKPGVVTGEDVOK 0.488 
ALGIKPOIYAK 0.484 
LVPDELTVALVK 0.481 0.481 
AVEFSHRPGR 0.480 0.480 
YVVGSAICPHPYPTLVR 0.092 0.480 
VGYTLPSHIISTSDVTR 0.479 
HI DFA PTSPFGG.ARPGR 0.107 0.092 0.478 
FIAPHLPVDLEAEDEAFTTYR 0.478 
GDLGVEIGDPELVGVQK.K 0.476 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
X.v\ = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

D-P 

Ratio 

E-P 

Ratio 

F-P 

Ratio 

G-P 

Ratio 

H-P 

Ratio 

l-P 

Ratio 

K-P 

Ratio 

L-P 

Ratio 

M-P 

Ratio 
GFPNINDVHPFHR n/a 0.472 
DLPNADKETDPFK 0.470 n/a 
MTVSLIHPIAMDOCLR 0.470 
EHGEPLFSSH 0.465 
ICTDLFADLDPSOYFETR 0.462 
KPNfCFDTSITKPGVLDDLGK n/a 

0.462 
NtNVDDNOATPAQFGVR 
DFKPQALGDTNLFKPIK 0.315 

0.146 
APEKPIvPSAIDFR n/a 0.329 

0.130 
OVPGTSKPQ 0.021 
lAPHLPVDLEAEDEAFTTYR n/a 0.457 
ODVAATEEOQPVLQIQR 
AGNFALHPEVVR 0.457 
GAHOFIPIGFGIK 0.454 
LQLLKPFKPWDGK. 0.324 

0.131 
VGTVTPNVAEAVK 
KLDEAIPELVEGOTFDADVE 0.448 
HVVGNPSISAOAIC 
VGTKPAESDKKEEEK 0.443 
SKPVALTSFLG'r'K 0.438 
THFQPAOLTTLGIC 
FPGWDFETEEIDPELLR 0.436 n/a 
VFSLDPOYLVDDLRPEFAGY 0.167 
KSEELVPGRPL 
AVEESAEPAOVILGEDGKPLSIC 0.334 O.IOI 
SGPLAGVPVVDLGVR 0.000 
ALPFWEDOIAPAMLSGK. 0.431 n/a 
ALIDESFEIQPGETIC 
KPTPLPSLK n/a 0.096 
HEWPSLVDELVAEGR 
LPtFGVDALPEALQLISK n/a 

0.423 
KKDEAKPADDAXPAIC O.I 10 0.311 
ILEL.A.NHLDTYIPEPER 0.066 0.354 
DGKPVSAFHDIPLYADK. 0.332 0.088 
RGALDWYPIFK 
AVFPSIVGRPR 0.233 
TAHLGKPAIANVR 0.415 
LQLLKPFKPW 0.184 

0.231 
MIAPVLDEL-APEFAGK 0.109 

0.306 
IMNVLGEPIDEQGAIGEEER 0.410 
TVYSTENPDLLVLEFR 
RSFDVPPPPIDASSPFSQK 

INVIDTPGHVDFTVEVER 
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Xxx-pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) 

i\-P 

Ratio 

p-p 

Ratio 

Q-P 

Ratio 

R-P 

Ratio 

s-P 

Ratio 

T-P 

Ratio 

v-P 

Ratio 

w-P 

Ratio 

v-P 

Ratio TOTAL 
gfpnindvhpfhr 0.472 
dlpnadketdpfk 0.470 
mtvslihpiamdoglr 0.470 
ehgeplfssh 0.465 
ktdlfadldpsoyfetr 0.462 
kpnkfdtsitkpgvlddlgk 0.462 

mnvddnoatpaofgvr 0.461 0.461 
dfkpqalgdtnlfkpik. 0.461 

apekpkpsaidfr 0.459 

o^pgtskpo 0.436 0.458 
laphlpvdleaedeafttyr 0.457 
odvaateeoopvloiqr 0.457 0.457 
agnfalhpewr 0.457 
gahofipigfgik. 0.454 
lqllkpfkpwdgk: 0.454 

vgtvtpnvaeavk 0.450 0.450 
icdeaipelvegotfdadve 0.448 
hvvgvpsisaoak 0.444 0.444 
vgtkpaesdkkeeek 0.443 
skpvaltsflgyk 0.438 
thfqpaolttlgk 0.437 0.437 
fpgwdfeteeidpellr 0.436 
VFSLDPOYLVDDLRPEFAGY 0.268 0.435 
KSEELVPGRPL 0.008 0.427 0.435 
aveesaepaovilgedgkplsk; 0.435 
SGPLAGYPVVDLGVR 0.435 0.435 
ALPFWEDOL-VPAMLSGK 0.431 
alidesfeiqpgetk 0.430 0.430 
KPTPLPSLK 0.332 0.428 
hewpslvdelvaegr 0.427 0.427 
LPIFGVDALPEALQLISK 0.423 

ICICDEAKPADDAAPAK 0,421 
ilelanhldtyipeper 0.420 
DGKPVSAFHDIPLYADK 0.419 
RGALDWYPIFK 0.417 0.417 
AVFPSIVGRPR 0.182 " 0.415 
tahlgkpaianvr 0.415 
lqllkpfkpw 0.415 

mlapvldelapefagk 0.415 

imnvlgepideogaigeeer 0.410 
TVYSTENPDLLVLEFR 0.410 0.410 
rsfdvppppidasspfsqic 0.032 

0.029 
0.014 

o . i i i  0.220 0.407 

in vidtpg hvdftve ver 0.405 0.405 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages A-p C-P d-p E-P F-P G-P H-P l-p K-P L-P -m-p 

Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 
[igldyhhpdfeqestc 0.402 
rehiepic 0.401 
ftagothfypgfsgic 
pa\pghvc3qgglpspidr 0.296 
kvvpdvlytsic 
vsagphfnpfk 0.118 
apslpegoeiikplshpik n/a 0.040 0.265 0.081 
rvp! vsiedpfaeddweaw 0.382 
difplonihvr 0.381 
yvrppiivgdlsr 
ilengtvqpldvk 
vevetppeyvgdvigdlsr 
idmlvvplrde 
ggq.ajvvhpdylygaitedr 0.375 
lafvhlvepr 0.375 
knvevvalndpfisndysay 0.372 
alainlvdpaaaptiigk. 0.118 0.254 
SSGTSVPDVLIC 
GVFPFVFEK.EPVSDWTDDVEAR 0.370 n/a 
HINVGIPVK. 0.367 
SVAVPVDILDHDNNYELK 
apohfynsopgk n/a 
deyfpnahofnihr 0.363 
klidltofpafvtpm 0.363 
VTORPVYLGLPANLVDLNVPAIC 0.343 
INKDIEEEGDSIPLEOSTNGK 0.356 
YLGLKPGSIDAISQVINIAK 0.356 
aoyneiogwdhlsllptfgak 0.355 
hsefvavpiollvtk 
g ve vvlpvdfiiadafs adantic 0.352 
egtv'ptdldqetglar 
ddithpipdltgyitegoifvdr n/a 0.351 
AHPNFPIALOWTGGR 0.350 n/a 
HNVIDLVGNTPLIAL 
afdoidnapeek 0.347 
RPFIPOLOR 0.347 
AGNRPTSAATSLVNR 
k.dleegptkpk. 0.051 0.294 
SKPQEPVfC'VEEAEQPK 0.344 n/a 
klavnlvpfpr 0.022 
TIVWNGPPGVFEFEK 0.308 
GKLEEEYAPFASDAEK 0.331 
enfalihvslvpvihgeok 
YNEIOGWDHLSLLPTFGAK 0.323 
IINEPTAAAIAYGLDICIC 0.323 
DPANLPWGSSNVDIAIDSTGVFK n/a 0.321 

KAYFTAPSSOR 0.317 
EGFEVTYLSPEADGLIDLEK. 
FFSOPLLLGK 
FAQAPSA-AEFHTESVOR 0.308 
KSEVFSTYADNOPGVLIOVFEGER 
YHPGYFGKVGM 0.304 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) 

N-p 

Ratio 

p-p 

Ratio 

Q-P 
Ratio 

R-P 

Ratio 

s-p 

Ratio 

T-P 

Ratio 

V-p 

Ratio 

w-p 

Ratio 

V-p 

Ratio TOT.\L 
iigldyhhpdfeoesk; 0.402 
rehiepk. 0.401 
ftagothfypgfsgk 0.395 0.395 
paypghvoogglpspidr 0.028 0.068 0.393 
fcvypdvlytsk 0.391 0.391 
vsagphfnpfk 0.272 0.390 
apslpegqeiikplshpiic 0.385 
rypl vsiedpfaedd weaw n/a 0.382 
difplonihvr 0.381 
YVRPPIIVGDLSR 0.015 0.364 0.380 
ilengtvqpldvk 0.379 0.379 
vevetppeyvgdvigdlsr 0.037 0.341 0.378 
idmlvvplrde 0.377 0.377 
ggoaivvh pd yl yg aitedr 0.375 
lafvhlvepr 0.375 
FCNVEVVALNDPFISNDYSAY 0.372 
alainlvop-^a-aptiigk 0.372 
SSGTSYPDVLIC 0.371 0.371 
gvfpfvfekepvsdwtddvear 0.370 
WNVGIPVIC 0.367 
svavpvdildhdnnyelk 0.365 0365 
apohfynsqpgk 0.363 0.363 
DEYFPNAHQFNIHR 0.363 
KLIDLTQFPAFVTPM n/a 0.363 
vtorpvylglpanlvdlnvpaic 0.014 n/a 0.358 
inkdieeegdsipleostngk 0.356 
YLGLKPGSIDAISQVINIAK 0.356 
aoyneiogwdhlsllptfgak 0.355 
hsefvaypiqllvtk 0.353 0.353 
gvevvlpvdfiiadafsadantk. 0.352 
egt vptdldoetg lar 0.352 0.352 
ddithpipdltgyitegoifvdr 0.351 
ahpnfpialov^tggr 0.350 
hnvidlvgntplial 0.349 0.349 
afdqidnapeek 0.347 
rpfipolor n/a 0.347 
agnrptsaatslvnr 0.345 0.345 
kdleecptkpk 0.344 
skpoepvkaeeaeqpk a/a 0.344 
klavnlvpfpr 0.318 0.340 
tivwngppgvfefek 0.028 0.336 
gkleeeyapfasdaek 0.331 
enfalihvslvpvihgeok 0.330 0.330 
yneiogwdhlsllptfgak 0.323 
iineptaaaiaygldkk 0.323 
dpanlpwgssnvdiaidstgvfk 0.321 
kayftapssor 0.317 
egfevtylspeadglidlek 0.311 0.3 II 
ffsqplllgk 0.311 0.311 
faoapsa-^efhtesvor 0.308 
ksevfstyadnopgvliqvfeger 0.307 0.307 
yhpgyfgkvgm 0.304 
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X.\x-Pra Cleavages 
\xx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-p 

Ratio 

c-p 

Ratio 

d-p 

Ratio 

e-p 

Ratio 

F-P 

Ratio 

g-p 

Ratio 

h-p 

Ratio 

i-p 

Ratio 

k-p 

Ratio 

l-p 

Ratio 

m-p 

Ratio 
eigealydaypdldpt: n/a 
LAIFVPVPSL 

SLDPOYLVDDLRPEFAGY n/a 
vngspitlvepeilr 0.1S4 
DAGFPIEDVSAIXaAPEMLGGR 0.292 0.002 
qplpsayte 0.293 
yvvlashlgrpnger 
fclaalespppvlk 

IWEHLQPH 
kifvlaeenlpslgyk 0.292 
nhpyyiatqyhpeytsk n/a 

0.292 
awhgdwplpvk 0.224 
SPILHNTGYEILGLPHK 0.289 
ISLGLPVGAIMNCADNSGAR 0.289 
VNDNNDDDDWNEPELK 0.289 
syhivynppkvegk 
FWEHYNPEEYSIWK 
kgltpsoigvllr 
LISLENTLHGIVYPLEELVR 
pfkpwdgk 0.279 
dioipvydtfdgsdlr 0.276 
dtgnaynsladlpanlik. 0.276 
hasdeepfssl.'vfk 0.276 
kthgaptdevr 0.275 
vgvovaaohntsvfyglpoek 0.273 
gsideohpr 0.271 
tgeviinplkedgspk 
vwldpnetseiaoansr 0.268 
G Dill DGGNSHFPDSNR 0.266 
DDVKAPEGELGDSLOTAFDEGK 0.263 
seelypgrplaialdtk 
lvpgyeapvllaysasnr 0.261 
laa yhaot EPI vdfyk 0.261 
ikpleqltlepyer 0.260 n/a 
kvelpllok 0.259 
vlehhpr 0.258 
trfppepngylhighsk 0.245 0.000 
kakqpvkdcpl 0.132 
tfddkapetvk 0.256 
YVASQTFTAAFAPLHGLDR 0.255 
adpafkptek 0.028 0.227 
IHEASFVLPTW.AAK 0.254 
AELRPLOFIC 
rpvepvgk 0.250 
laa yhaqtepl vdf ykk 0.247 
YSHTHOL.NPDFIIC 
hgiifvplgyk 
glvwegsvldpeegir 0.246 
GGVIMDVQNPEQAR 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages N-P P-P Q-P R-P S-P T-P V-P W-P Y-P 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 
EIGEALYDAVPDLDPK 0.303 0.303 
LAIFV-PVPSL 0.009 

0.292 
0.302 

SLDPQYLVDDLRPEFAGY 0.298 0.298 
VNGSPITLVEPEILR O.lll 0.295 
DAGFPIEDVSAITHAPEMLGGR 0.294 
QPLPSAVTE n/a 0.293 
YVVLASHLGRPNGER 0.293 0.293 
KLAALESPPPVLK 0.050 

0.003 
0.241 0.293 

IWEHLOPH 0.292 0.292 
KIFVLAEENLPSLGYK 0.292 
NHPYYIATQYHPEYTSK 0.292 

AWHGDWPLPVK 0.066 0.289 
SPILHNTG YEILG LPHK n/a 0.289 
ISLCLPVGAIMNCADNSGAR 0.289 
VNDNNDDDDWNEPELK 0.289 
SYHIVYINPPKVEGK 0.264 0.023 0.287 
FWEHYNPEEYSIWK 0.285 0.285 
KGLTPSOIGVLLR 0.283 0.283 
LISLENTLHG [ V YPLEEL VR 0.283 0.283 
PFKPWDGK 0.279 
DIOIPVYDTFDGSDLR 0.276 
DTGNAYNSLADLPANLIK 0.276 
HASDEEPFSSLAFK 0.276 
KTHGAPTDEVR 0.275 
VGVOVAAOHNTSVFYGLPOEK 0.273 
OSIDEOHPR 0.271 
TGEVIINPLKEDGSPK 0.235 0.035 0.270 
VWLDPNETSEIAOANSR 0.268 
GDIIIDCGNSHFPDSNR 0.266 
DDVKAPEGELGDSLOTAFDEGK 0.263 
SEELYPGRPLAIALDTK 0.012 0.250 0.262 
LVPGYEAPVLLAYSASNR n/a 0.261 
LAAYHAOTEPIVDFYK 0.261 
IKPLEOLTLEPYER 0.260 
KVELPLLOK 0.259 
VLEHHPR 0.258 
TRFPPEPNGYLWGHSK: 0.013 0.257 
KAKQPVICDGPL 0.125 0.257 
TFDDKAPETVIC 0.256 
YVASOTFTAAFAPLHGLDR 0.255 
ADPAFKPTEK 0.255 
IHEASFVLPTWA.AK 0.254 
AELRPLQFIC 0.252 0.252 
RPVEPVGk n/a 0.250 
LAAYHAOTEPIVDFYK.K 0.247 
YSHTHOLNPDFIK 0.247 0.247 
HGIIFVPLGYK 0.246 0.246 
GLVWEGSVLDPEEGIR 0.246 
GGVIMDVQNPEQAR 0.244 0.244 
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\xx-Pro Cleavages a-p C-P d-p E-P f-p C-P h-p l-p k-p l-p •m-p 

Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 
haotepivdfyk 0.244 
klhfdtaepvk 0.242 
iivhtdteplinaaflk 0.241 
rytildapghk. 0.238 
eeleelvkpller 0.235 
nfnsqgvqissoalhplnk 0.233 
[vdleossef.aslfplk 0.233 
kayftapsser 0.232 
vg vlh v vg vpsisaoak 
srpnvevvalndpfitndyaaym 0.232 
tihlseenepdiyr 0.231 
glyagdialrpeilaehok. 
ereepdidwsa.ar 0.231 
aehvgvlhvvgvpsisaoak 
saelgqpfofnnfrd 
alenptrpflailggak 
GLTPSOtGVLLR 
tcilhgpv.aaoftk 0.222 
ttonpdelwefiadslk 
rplpowir 0.218 
hedihnfkpk 0.218 
vleqlsgotpvosk 
gicgsideohpr 0.218 
lleohyaehvgkpffpk n/a 0.218 
alldlaesvdypisek 
lkfdawfpoic 0.215 
halalsplgaeger 
rtsiigticpk 0.213 
dviideaelpik 0.211 
otgyftinplvapgak 0,071 
ylvddlrpefagysk 
grjpnvpvivk 0.035 
ftpgsftnyitr 
hlvnpiienvr 
tdlaawhgdwplpvk 0.132 
IPEVLRPLONYLFiC n/a 
srpnvevvalndpfitndy 0.201 
yvlehhpr 0.200 
ilinphafpsr 0.107 
fvegdnpeefek 
FHATNELPFLFK. 0.191 
sknmhlhpl 0.190 
srpnvevvalndpfitn 0.189 
KKDNOl YAIekpe VFR 0.186 
rllgltpver 
vnvgoldpigdic 0.183 
ggfgtvrpofalk 
svhflsypvvk. 
leevdeeeeekkpk 0.181 
k.gihipotpk 
roavdvsplr 
ireefpdr 0.178 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages n-p P-P Q-P R-P S-P t-p V-P W-P Y-P 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 
haotepivdfyk 0.244 
fCLHFDTAEPVIC 0.242 
IIVHTDTEPLINAAFLK 0.241 
RYTrLDAPGHK 0.238 
eeleelvkpller 0.235 
NFNSQGVOfSSGALHPLNK: 0.233 
IVDLEOSSEFASLFPLK 0.233 
KAYFTAPSSER 0.232 
vgvlhvvgvpsisaoaic 0.232 0.232 
SRPNVEWALNDPFITNDYAAYM n/a 0.232 
TIHLSEENEPDIYR 0.231 
GLYAGD[ALRPEILAEHQK 0.231 0.231 
EREEPDIDWSAAR 0.231 
AEHVGVLHVVGVPSISAOAK. 0.229 0.229 
SAELGQPFOFNNFRD 0.228 0.228 
ALENPTRPFUMLGGAK 0.045 0.181 0.225 
GLTPSQIGVLLR 0.225 0.225 
tcilhgpv.^,aoftk 0.222 
TTONPDELWEFIADSLK 0.220 0.220 
RPLPQWIR n/a 0.218 
HEDIHNFKPK 0.218 
vleolsgotpvqsk 0.218 0.218 
gkgsideohpr 0.218 
LLEQHYAEHVGKPFFPK 0.218 
ALLDLAESVDYPISEK 0.216 0.216 
lkfdawfpqk. 0.215 
halalsplgaeger 0.214 0.214 
rtsugtigpk 0.213 
DVIIDEAELPIK 0.211 
OTGYFTINPLVAPGAK 0.139 0.210 
YLVDDLRPEFAGYSK 0.209 0.209 
GRIPNVPVIVK 0.171 0.206 
FTPGSFTNYITR 0.205 0.205 
HLVNPIIENVR 0.205 0.205 
TDLHA WHG DWPLPVK 0.071 0.203 
IPEVLRPLQNYLFK. 0.202 0.202 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDY n/a 0.201 
YVLEHHPR 0.200 
fllNPHAFPSR 0.090 0.198 
FVEGDNPEEFEK 0.191 0.191 
FHATNELPFLFK 0.191 
SKNMHLHPL 0.190 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITN n/a 0.189 
KK.DNOIYAIEKPEVFR 0.186 
RLLGLTPVER 0.184 0.184 
VNVGQLDPIGDK. 0.183 
GGFGTVRPQFALK 0.183 0.183 
SVHFLSYPVVK 0.183 0.183 
LEEVDEEEEEKKPK 0.181 
kgihipotpk 0.180 0.180 
RQAVDVSPLR 0.179 0.179 
IREEFPDR 0.178 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages 
Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) 

A-P 

Ratio 

C-P 

Ratio 

D-P 

Ratio 

E-P 

Ratio 

F-P 

Ratio 

G-P 

Ratio 

H-P 

Ratio 

l-P 

Ratio 

K-P 

Ratio 

L-P 

Ratio 

M-P 

Ratio 
RWGLGPVAQK. 0.177 
NSSAVITDGLKPfHIVTK 0.176 
INKYESSPSHIELWTEK 
FADGFLIHSGOPVNDFIDTATR 
GNVGFVFTNEPLTEIK 0.173 
SLGNYIGVTEAPSDMFGK 0.172 
RGMTSKPAGF 0.171 
PTRPFUMLGGAK. 
SRPNVEVVALNDPF 0.169 
ILRPPSYAIWENIOK 
YGVIVHDIATPNLIDR 
OOGQPYI 
LlCFDALFPOtC 0.166 
YIDLEAPVOfVK 0.I6I 
ICPDVVICPNVTIGDGVR n/a 

0.160 
T VIFTHG VEPTWVSSK 0.159 
KGEOELEGLTDTTVPK 
HALALSPIGTEGER 
SRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDYAAY 0.158 
VITPIYHFIR 
HTDLHAWHGDWPLPVIC 0.104 
FGIPOISTGDMFR 0.155 
FIGHNSNINTLTASPDGTLIASAGIC 
FDDVDGKPLVEK 0.154 
GFGYAGSPFHR 
eofplfaihdmtedlk: 0.152 
LNNVFVtGEOGKPYISLPfC 0.152 n/a 
RLALPDNVVIR 0.151 
FPSIVGRPR n/a 
TIEEIFLHSLPVK 0.149 
HGHLGFLPR 0.147 
ENVWFSIIPR 0.146 
WGFTNLDRPEYLK. 
lrpeilaehok 
gtenl e vg atypnlsk 
ALLPHLTNAIVETNK 0.131 
LNRPFTYAEK 
fggnaootaolpr 0.128 
EGEPVOLtGFGTFK 0.123 
PHLIVLDEPTNYLDR 0.121 
GAAFICAIHSPTLR 
wgftnldrpeylkk 
HEA.\EALGAIASPEVVDVLK. 
RPNIIPIIEDAR 0.115 
PLPVKLPLVGGHEGAGVWGM n/a 

O.I 15 
VFSGNRPTTSILA.OK 
KVITIADL.ADVKPLLSK 0.112 
TLYFSHGFSPVFK 
lavvst.anqdnplmgic 
SEIPEHVIQLLDSLPK O.UO n/a 
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\xx-Pro Cleavages n-p p-p Q-P R-p s-p T-p V-p w-p ^-p 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 
rwglgpvaok 0.177 
nssavitdglkpihivtk 0.176 
inkyesspshielvvtek 0.175 0.175 
fadgflihsgqpvndfidtatr 0.174 0.174 
gnvgfvftneplteik 0.173 
slgnyigvteapsdmfgk 0.172 
rgmtskpagf 0.171 
ptrpflailggak 0.170 0.170 
srpnvevvalndpf n/a 0.169 
ilrppsyaiweniok 0.017 0.149 0.167 
ygvivhdiatpnlidr 0.166 0.166 
oogqpyi 0.166 0.166 
lkfdalfpqk 0.166 
yidleapvqivk. 0.161 
igpdvvigpnvtigdgvr 0.160 

tvifthgveptwvssk 0.159 
kge0elecltdtt\'pk 0.158 0.158 
hal.alspigteger 0.158 0.158 
srpnvevvalndpfitndyaay n/a 0.158 
vitpiyhfir 0.156 0.156 
htdlhawhgdwplpvic 0.052 0.156 
fgipqistgdmfr 0.155 
fighnsnintltaspdgtliasagk 0.154 0.154 
fddvdgkplvek 0.154 
gfgyagspfhr 0.153 0.153 
eofplfaihdmtedlk 0.152 
lnnvfvigeogkpyislpk 0.152 
rlalpdnvvir 0.151 
fpsivgrpr 0.150 0.150 
tieeiflhslpvk. 0.149 
hghlgflpr 0.147 
envwfshpr 0.146 
wgftnldrpeylk 0.145 0.145 
lrpeilaehok 0.139 0.139 
gtenievgatypnlsk 0.133 0.133 
allphltnaivetnk. 0.131 
lnrpftyaek. 0.128 0.128 
fggnaootaqlpr 0.128 
egepvqligfgtfk 0.123 
phlivldeptnyldr 0.121 
gaaficaihsptlr 0.118 0.118 
wgftnldrpeylkk 0.118 0.118 
heaaealgaiaspewdvlk 0.117 0.117 
rpniipiiedar n/a 0.115 
plpvklplvgghegagvwgm 0.115 

vfsgnrpttsilaqk 0.113 0.113 
kvitiadladvkpllsk 0.112 
tlyfshgfspvfk o . i i i  0.111 
lavvstanodnplmgk o . i i o  0 110 
seipehviolldslpk 0.110 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages a-p c-p D-P E-P F-P C-P H-P I-P K-P L-P M-P 

Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 
EGFtTHGDDEDDEASAPGAR 0.107 
ittieeiflhslpvk 0.106 
HHDRPGLLSM 
panlvdlnvpak 
lglrprffonetewsoffc 
fcwgftnldrpeylk 
VIPYWNETILPR n/a O.IOl 
ydeapsnvaoaviear O.IOl 
PPHGDGLPOR 0.100 
ICAIHSPTLR 
ASHLGRPNGER 
inpptgadfhitsr 
wgdapvhsiaaalflpk 0.097 n/a 
yggvyvgtlskpevk 0.097 
RIPSTPVDYa-MR 0.051 
kilagesdolgdvstlsnpgivr 
sk.oeydescpsivhhic 0.090 
ficaihsptlr 
agdialrpeilaehok 
vitiadladvkpllsk. 0.087 
avggevgasaal.\pk 0.082 
kealasgofrpl 
lyvshiowoapk 0.080 
vftevtvggplsnnk 0.078 
hiliavdlspesk 
fhvsisnpeflak 
gylrpetaogoflnfnk 
frvptvdvsvvdltvk 
rpiaplvdslr 0.072 
kpvavpar n/a 
seladfven.-vdgfaevfpohk 0.072 
aigsyeoayyvgtdpk 0.072 
naefii.\ndpdadr 0.072 
hn vidl vgntpli alfc 
ggiihfevspk 
yvvlashlgrpn 
mgkgaideohpr 0.069 
ltcpihldvvic 0.069 
ftlewdawdaicpek 0.067 
kpqalgnpllr n/a 
ipalglgtanphek n/a 
henvwfshpr 0.062 
ahenvwfshpr 0.060 
kisavstyfesfpyr 0.059 
nplthstpk 
tg rnpotg aeiof aask 
sgvchtdlhawhgdwplpvk 0.007 
gevladgpstdlgelalgonir 0.054 
snlagkpvicatom 0.052 
vidvdgnpvievoyleetic 
lvlaagtwqrph 
vqpeegygaysenmvqr 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages N-P P-P Q-P R-P S-P T-P V-P W-P Y-P 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 

EGFITHGDDEDDEASAPGAR 0.107 
ITTIEEIFLHSLPVK 0.106 
HHDRPGLLSM 0.106 0.106 
PANLVDLNVPAK 0,106 0.106 
LGLRPTFFONETE WSQIK 0.105 0.105 
K.WGFTNLDRPE\XK. 0.104 0.104 
VIPYWNETtLPR O.IOI 
YDEAPSN V AOA VI EAR O.lOl 
PPHGDGLPQR n/a 0.100 
ICAIHSPTLR 0.098 0.098 
ASHLGRPNGER 0.098 0.098 
INPPTGADFHITSR n/a 0.097 0.097 
WGDAPVHSIAAALFLPK. 0.097 
ygg vyvgtls KPE vk 0.097 
RIPSTPVDYHAIR 0.043 0.094 
K.ILAGESDQLGDVSTLSNPGIVR 0.093 0.093 
SKQEYDESCPSIVHHK 0.090 
FICAIHSPTLR 0.088 0.088 

AGDiALRPEtLAEHOK 0.088 0.088 
VITIADLADVKPLLSIC 0.087 
AVGGEVGASAALAPK 0.082 

K.EALASGOFRPL 0.081 0.081 

LYVSHfQVNOAPK 0.080 
VFTE VTVGG PLSNNIC 0.078 
HILIAVDLSPESK 0.077 0.077 

FHVSISNPEFLAK. 0.076 0.076 
gylrpetaogoflnfnic 0.074 0.074 
FRVPTVDVSVVDLTVK 0.074 0.074 

RPIAPLVDSLR n/a 0.072 

KPVAVPAR 0.072 0.072 
SELADFVE.VADGFAEVFPOHK 0.072 
aigsyeoayyvgtdpic 0.072 

NAEFIIANDPDADR 0.072 
hn vidlvgntplialk 0.071 0.071 
ggiihfevspk. 0.069 0.069 
yvvlashlgrpn 0.069 0.069 
mgkgaideohpr 0.069 
LTCPIHLDVVK 0.069 
FTLEVVDAVVDAIGPEK 0.067 
kpqalgnpllr 0.063 0.063 

IPALGLGTANPHEIC 0.063 0.063 

HENVWFSHPR 0.062 

AHENVWFSHPR 0.060 

kisavstyfesfpyr 0.059 

NPLTHSTPK n/a 0.058 0.058 

tgrnpotgaeioiaasic 0.058 0.058 
sgvchtdlhawhgdwplpvic 0.050 0.057 

gevladgpstdlgelalgonir 0.054 

SNLAGKPVICATOM 0.052 

VIDVCHjNPVlEVOYLEETIC 0.049 0.049 

LVLAAGTWORPH 0.048 0.048 
vqpeegygaysenmvqr 0.047 0.047 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages A-P C-P d-p E-p F-P G-p h-p i-p k-p l-p >i-p 

Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 
hfecvdcpsilittk 0.046 
yglpolseeafdelsdk 0.046 
fgtnhfeffidrpeic 
fvsgdpllhttawic 0.044 
oflcpknykge 0.043 
aldalqgeyidnrpvr 
irptligttaglgvstpdr 
grpytgwvdsk 
iwagvdasqppa 
krypivsied 
FLTGHPK 0.033 
eefggelidggpwlk 0.032 
ialrpeilaehqk. 
ksgpilatvwegic 0.031 
nailyrpk 
lnetvhilvgtpgr 
vsvoml.npooco 
TAGfQlVADDLTVTNPAR 
ltigveltakpk 0.028 
ysgvchtdlhawhgdwplpvk n/a 
laspiohehdsgsr 
gitintshveydtptr 
tvdgpshkdwr 0.023 
gfhihefgdatnccvsacphfnpf 0.019 
psghnwvsgogagpr 0.018 
LGHYLGEFSITYTPVR 
TPSGHNWVSGQGAGPR 0.016 
oioidi.mnsgkpk 0.016 
LNIGIVHVG apsaaln.aatr 0.015 
ghnwvsgogagpr 0.014 
LFRPDNYIFGOSSAGNVWAK 
RVPTVD VS V VDLT VK. 
FHLTIEGPK 0.005 
OEYDESGPSIVHHK 0.000 
SCCSGPLFGMC 0.000 
SHGFSPVFK 
vkkeekpvote 0.000 
wfgoagnvphddilr 
AAAPTVVFLDELDSIAK n/a 
AlPGEYlTYALSGYVR n/a 
ANLPWGSSNVDIAIDSTGVFK n/a 
ANPALDLNKDGK 
apegelgdslotafdegic n/a 
ASAPGSVILLENLR n/a 
DIPAVASSLEEALNSLEK n/a 
DWPVDLVDFDHLITK 
eipffyassa.\tygdtk n/a 
ELPLTESLALTIDR n/a 
EPTTVSYEIAGN n/a 
faipainvtssstavaaleaar n/a 
fpsgdolhtaetgeflkk n/a 
FSLPDQDGEQVNLTDFQGQR n/a 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages N-P P-P Q-P R-P S-P T-p V-p W-P Y-p 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 
HFEGVDCPSILITTK 0.046 
YG LPOLSEE AFDELSDK 0.046 
FGTNHFEFFIDRPEIC 0.046 0.046 
FVSGDPLLHTTAWK 0.044 
OFLGPK.NYK.GE 0.043 
aldalogeyidnrpvr 0.041 0.041 
[RPTLIGTTAGLGVSTPDR n/a 0.041 0.041 
GRPYTGWVDSK 0.039 0.039 
IWAGVDASQPPA 0.037 0.000 0.037 
iCRYPIVSIED 0.034 0.034 
FLTGHPK 0.033 
EEFGGELIDGCPWLK 0.032 
ialrpeilaehok 0.032 0.032 
KSCPILATVWEGK 0.031 
NAILYRPK 0.031 0.031 
lnetvhilvgtpgr 0.029 0.029 
vsvomlnpqqgo 0.028 0.028 
tagiqivaddltvtnpar 0.028 0.028 
ltigveltakptc 0.028 
YSGVCHTDLHAWHGDWPLPVK 0.026 0.026 
iaspiohehdsgsr 0.025 0.025 
gitintshveydtptr 0.023 0.025 
tvdcpshkdwr 0.023 
gfhihefgdatngcvsagphfnpf n/a 0.019 
psghnwvsgogagpr 0.018 
lghylgefsitytpvr 0.017 0.017 
TPSG HN WVSGQG AG PR n/a 0.016 
OlOlDIAlNSGKPK 0.016 
LNIGIVHVGAPSAALNAATR 0.015 
GHNWVSGQGACPR 0.014 
lfrpdnyifgossagnvwak. 0,011 0.011 
rvptvdvs vvdltvk 0.009 0.009 
FHLTIECPK 0.005 
OEYDESGPSIVHHK 0.000 
SCCSGPLFGMC 0.000 
SHGFSPVFK 0.000 0.000 
VKK.EEKPVOTE 0.000 
WFGOAGNVPHDDILR 0.000 0.000 
AAAPTVVFLDELDSIAK n/a 
AIPGEYITYALSGYVR n/a 
ANLPWGSSNVDIAIDSTGVFK n/a 
ANPALDLNK.DGK n/a n/a 
APEGELGDSLQTAFDEGK n/a 
ASAPGSVILLENLR n/a 
DIPAVASSLEEALNSLEK n/a 
DW'PVDLVDFDHLITK n/a n/a 
EIPFFYASSAATYGDTK n/a 
ELPLTESLALTIDR n/a 
EPTTVSYEIAGN n/a 
FAIPAINVTSSSTAVA.ALEAAR n/a 
FPSGDQLHTAETGEFLKK n/a 
FSLPDQDGEQVNLTDFQCQR n/a 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages a-p c-p d-p e-p F-p g-p h-p l-p k-p l-p m-p 

Xxx = Ala (A) thru Met (M) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 
gftlhvsfp n/a 
ggdtvtlnetdltoii'k: n/a 
glrptffonetewsoiic 
gnptvevelttek 
gvpqievtfdvdsngilnvsavek 
ictyidhlfqtikpfc n/a 
ipddllddenvtsddlfgflar n/a 
ivpaedgsgagaavi.^alaqk 
kiqeiqdavhnqalqlpr n/a 
kpewidhei n/a 
kpndaesekevidtilalvic n/a 
kpqvtvgaqnaylk n/a 
lllglahitggglvenipr n/a 
lpadhfgfk n/a 
lpiavahgegk n/a 
lrpetaogqflnfnk. 
lrpgvtlgvgssfdalk 
napaavlyedglkenk n/a 
nlpwgssnvdiaidstgvfk n/a 
npqtgaeiqiaask 
npsditqeeynafyk 
nvplyohladlsk 
nypnhiglglfdihspr 
pptdgadsde 
qapllwfw n/a 
opaevsie 
opifvahtagr 
qpitsadgeyml 
rplvlqlinr 
rpyiaglg.\ek 
sapsyeeqsnstelletgik n/a 
spiilqtsnggaayfagk 
spilhwnefoalk 
spsalelqvheiqgk 
spyigkegn 
srpnvevvalnd 
sstpstyehisslrpk 
tkphvnvgtighvdhgk n/a 
vedikkcaraavp 
vggg pfttelfddvgaeiar n/a 
vlpeteslalvidr n/a 
vlpvtflnvlnggshaggalalqef n/a 
VNPETGIIDYDTLEK 
vpegigetaivoir 
vplykhladlsk 
vptvdvsvvdltvk 
vvpnekadddsvtiisagndk 
vvpspi-hHSUIV l n I HK 
napaiifideidsiapk n/a 

n/a 
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Xxx-Pro Cleavages n-p p-p q-p r-p s-p t-p v-p w-p y-p 

XXX = Asn (N) thru Tyr (Y) Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio TOTAL 
gftlhvsfp n/a 
ggdtvtlnetdltoipk n/a 
glrptffonetewsoik n/a n/a 
gnptvevelttek. n/a n/a 
gvpqievtfdvdsngilnvsavek n/a n/a 
[ctyidhlfqtikpk n/a 
ipddllddenvtsddlfgflar n/a 
ivpaedgsgagaaviaalaok n/a n/a 
kiqeiqdavhnqalqlpr n/a 
kpewidhel n/a 
kpndaesekevidtilalvk n/a 
kpqvtvgaonaylic n/a 
lllglahjtggglvenipr n/a 
lpadhfgfk n/a 
lpiavahgegk. n/a 
LRPETACKjoflnfnk n/a n/a 
lrpgvtlgvgssfdalk n/a n/a 
napaavlyedglkenk n/a 
n LPWGSSN vdi ai dstg vfk n/a 
npotgaeioiaask ti/a n/a 
npsditoeeynafyk n/a n/a 
nvplyohladlsk n/a n/'a 
nvpnhiclglfdihspr n/a n/a n/a 
pptdgadsde n/a n/a 
oapllwfw n/a 
opaevsie n/a n/a 
qpifvahtagr n/a n/a 
qpitsadgeyml n/a n/a 
rplvlolinr n/a n/a 
rpyiaglgaek n/a n/a 
sapsyeeosnstelletgik n/a 
spl ilqtsngg aayfagic n/a n/a 
spilhwnefoalk n/a n/a 
spsalelovheiogk n/a n/a 
spyigkegn n/a n/a 
srpnvevvalnd n/a n/a 
sstpstyehisslrpk n/a n/a n/a 
tkphvnvgtighvdhgk n/a 
vedikkaraavp n/a n/a 
vggcpfttelfddvgaeiar n/a 
vlpeteslalvidr n/a 
vlpvpflnvlnggshaggalaloef n/a n/a 
vnpetgiidydtleic n/a n/a 
vpegigetaivoir n/a n/a 
vplykhladlsk n/a n/a 
vptvdvsvvdltvk n/a n/a 
vvpneicadddsvtiisagndk n/a n/a 
vvpspfehsdivtttthk n/a n/a n/a 
napaiifideidsiapk n/a 
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